LOCAL AFFAIRS.
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NEW

Are You Hesitating
have hundreds of

\VE

who will vouch

patrons

ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

taking.
Dr King’s New Discovery.
Hancock County Savings Bank—Unclaimed
deposits.
Mrs J A Bowden—Tenement for rent.
Patrick H Flanagan—Bankrupt’s petition.

for

A W Kina-Girl wanted.

accuracy, the security which we afford depositors, and the completeness of the services we perform for them.
If we render valuable service to others, why

Timothy L Bobbins—In bankruptcy.
Banooe:
Eastern Trust St Banking Co.
Tebmont:
Amanda M Rich—Notice of foreclosure.
Celia Alexander—Notice of foreclosure.
Boston:
Hooper Co—Christmas presents.
Quincy, Mass:
Domestic Supply Co—Agents wanted.

Do not hesitate because you fear your transactions may be too
small for our consideration. Come in and talk it over anyway.

BURRILL NATIONAL BANK,

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
in

effect Oct. 2, 1911.

MAILS EBCBIVBD.

From West—7.1 J a m; 4.14,6.26 p m.
From East—11.06, 11.67 a m; 6.47,10.62 p

CONDITION

Going West—10.80,11.80 b m; 5.16,9 pm.
Going East—6.46 a m; 8.45,6 pm.

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO..

Registered mail should be at postoffice half

hoar before mail closes.
No 8unday mail after Nov 26; nntil that date
mail arrives from west at 8.11 a m; closes for
west at 4.20 p m.
Postofflce open on Sunday from 9 to 10 a m.

Bangor, Maine,

an

At the close of business, October 28, 1911.
John Gassidy, President.
Edward R. Adams, Vice-President.

j

j

D. Crosby, Treasurer.
John H. Rice, Asst. Treas.
C.

John Caaaidy, Edward R. Adams, Frederick W. Hill, James W. Cassidy,
Herbert Gray, Charles 8. Pearl, James M. McNulty.
UAB1UTIES.

RESOURCES.

apital Block.| 175,000.00

Demand and Time Loans (2,707,770.79
Loans on Mortgages ot
Real Estate.
798,038.20

Surplus and Undivided
Profits (earned!.

4W.7tw.8t
Time Deposits. 2,427,210.01
18'nland Deposits. 2,082,000.30
2,031.28
Certified Checks.
30,060.00
(luaranteed Mortgages..
Due to Other Banks.
14,118.18

Stocks and

Ronds.1,112,321.89
Overdrawn.
1,418.24
Real Estate Owned.

Cash
Cash

on
on

60,370.69
403,861.(9

Deposit.
Hand.

|fi,193,149.82

109,370.52
(6,193,149.62

C. D. Crosby, Treasurer.

|
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Friend, of Fallen Timber, Pa.,
tbe city for a few days laBt week.

Abie L.
was

o

in

He is in tbe East for
business.

a

few

weeks

on

1

j~\ • 1
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Kerosene Oil

Amitite

Roofing.'

7c per
.....

Sheathing Paper

C. W. GRINDAL,
“It is

I®

*

EHsworth.

to be sure; it is better to be
it is best to be insured” with

good

gallon by

GENERAL INSURANCE

water and electric

EL.I_SWORTH.

f*ur

coats

For quality and price my
•took eaaaot be excelled.

OotMng CIsaMi,

Prtsssd, Rspairad

DAVID FRIBND.
Wolnatreet,.Bllowortb
BLUWOBTH

Steam tamdry and Bath Boons.

••■o FAT. MO TAIBII."
AH Mod. of
laaadry work doao at ebon nonet.
Boodteallod turaad delivered.

H. B. BSTBY A CO.
“Hey Building. BUteBt..
Ellowortb.)le

IRONr
RESTAURANT

Kbbb

Open at all hour*. Board by day or week
Beat of Hemee.
Beet ot Cooking.
Cot* Main and Hanoook Sto., Bllowortb, Maine

is not a safe person to handle a rifle.
He is in the same class with the man in
the woods who shoots first and looks afterwards.
shot

The football game Saturday at Wyman
park between Ellsworth high and Higgins
Classical institute, of Charleston, resulted

to

xtuwom.

Wednesday evening, Nov. 8,
dist vestry—Supper, 15 cents.

in

season.

Thursday evening, Nov. 9,

the fish station to Ellsworth

Fred E. Bounds returned Monday from
week’s hunting trip up river, bringing
home two deer.
E. L. Lowell and wife, of North Penobscot, are guests of Mrs. Lowell’s mother,
Mrs. Selena Lord.

Mrs. Levi W. Bennett went to East Orland Tuesday to visit her daughter, Mrs.
Elmer Blaisdell.
Mrs. Charles Lynch came home Monday
from Brewer, where she has been for a
week with her daughter, Mrs. Warren
Jordan.
There will be a sale of cooked food in
the vestry Thursday afternoon, under the
auspices of the ladies’ bible class, Mrs
Qeraldine Moore, teacher,

_

F. H. OSGOOD
CHOICE CHRYSANTHEMUMS
Are Now In Bloom at the Ellsworth

Greenhouse
cordial invitation to come and see them is
given to all who would enjoy visiting a chrysanthemum ehow.
Telephone 48.

The committee of trustees from the East
Maine Conference seminary, to which was
submitted the proposition for the removal
of the seminary to Ellsworth, will meet in
Bangor to-morrow. Hon. John A. Peters^
C. lu Morang and Roy C. Haines will represent Ellsworth before the committee.

C. W. Smith and wife were called to
Amherst last Thursday by the death ot
Mrs. Stephen E. Smith, wife of Mr.
Smith’s brother.
F. E. Cottle and wife were called to West
Surry Friday by the sudden illness and
death of Mrs. Cottle’s mother, Mrs. A.
The funeral was held Sunday
Perry’s Peerless Players, headed by
Mrs. Lizzie bowman, of BosHazel Corinne and Dan Malloy and an ex- I afternoon.
of Mrs. Qrindle, came Sata
ceptionally strong company, in a aeries of ton, daughter
afternoon to attend the funeral.
new,| high-claaa plays with advanced urday

Handle.

at

Bayside

children,

—

10 cents.

______________

atmmignnnrtB.

Play by Bayslde Grange.
three-act play, “The Wreckers*
Daughter,’* will be presented at the grange
hall, Bayside, Thursday evening, Nov. 9.
Following is the cast of characters:
The

The Quality Store
Austin & Co.

Bill

Bowen, wrecker and smuggler,
Capt.
Scoife Estey
Phil King, lieutenant of the gunboat

We have

“McAdams”.Vernon Frazier
Douglass, landlord and wrecker,
Joe Remick
Ned Harwood, a detective in search of
a lost child.Walter Jordan
Pat Murphy, an emigrant from over th$ sea.
Ivory Frazier
Essie Bowen, the captain’s adopted daughter,
Marion Mattocks
Lacy Gray, Bowen’s maid of all work,
Florence Estey

received

just

of the latest

Jim

patterns

some

of

_

ROCKERS
in Reed and Fumed Oak
which

and

are

we

popular. Call
gladly show them

so

will

to you.

H. C.

—■

Austin,

Manager and Coroner.
1873

1911

Hancock Co. Savings
Bank
—

Maine

Ellsworth,

It is the FIRST DOLLAR
that leads to the

FIRST

the

FIRST

HUNDRED;
THOUSAND

_

a

hall

line.

fH

wife,
News, Va.,

Metho-

“The Wrecker’s Daughter,”
by grange cast, followed by dance and
chicken Bupper. Tickets to play, 15 cents;
grange

law.

8

at

Wednesday evening, Nov. 8, at Masonie
hall—Sociable by Irene chapter, O. E. S.

|

where Mr. Grows has been
offered a fine position with the Newport
News Shipbuilding * Drydoek Co.
The annual part* meeting of the Conthe oM Hale stand
gregational society, called for last MonI hare bought out the old Dodge day evening, was, owing to lack of a
stable, and will continue the business quorum, postponed until next Monday
evening, N<y-13. Business of importance
at the same stand.
is to oome before this meeting, and a good
Opea DAY aa4 NIGHT. Carriage Sendee attendanes la desired.
at aajr beer. Telephone 29-4,
The marriage of Mrs. Nellie I. Wood
Stevens, of Goulds boro, and Ernest W.
Wooster, proprietor of the strawberry
FOR SAUK
farm at Washington Junction, took place
Second-hand Carriage*, Wagon,, Carte,
at Ellsworth Saturday noon, Rev. P. A. A.
toi
or
on
cash
Slede, Harneeeee, etc., cheap
They have the conentiefaotorj terms. Also HAY, STRAW and Kills m, officiating.
WOOD.
gratulations of their many friends.

A

leading

COMING EVENTS,

j

New Location MaminfBft. and Sale Stable
Mice Daye: TUESDAYS ami FRIDAYS
12 Owe St

a

1

Dr.HLW.OSGOOD Transient, Livery
Baarer OfHoe:

rifle at

crew were taken off by
the steamer Kennebec and landed in Ban*
was
regor Saturday. The schooner
ported later as sunk in the vicinity when
abandoned. She was bound from New
London for Boston, light.

insured; fi

MASON
C. W. & F. L. AGENTS,

RIAL ESTATE DEALERS
Two-itorr *•-ahsdand large liable, all oMuieeWd with city
light,, aod>baot 1 aam of land. A bargain obeaiy terau.

a

lightship.
The captain and

the first defeat of the home team for the
The score was 21-0. On the kickoff by Ellsworth, a Higgins man got the
ball and went through the Ellsworth line
for a touch-down.
This seemed to have
a demoralizing
effect on the Ellsworth- ^
will be loil4*red by s chicken
team, which did not pull itself together'
ahd a dance. Mnic by Monaghan.
until the second half. Higgins scored n$per
twice in the first period of the first half; t.t tv
Fire at Gouldsboro.
Judge Emery is In Bangor this week and twice in the second
period. NeitherThe
GotTLDBBOBO, Nov. 8 (special)
delivering bis series of lectures before the team scored in the second half.
Newman bouse in Gouldsboro burned
U. of M. law school on “What to Do in
Frank M. Gaynor has leased the Ameri- Saturday evening, with all its contents^
Court, and How”.
can house stables, and bought
out the The house was one ol the oldest in the
will
have
a
soO.
E.
Irene Chapter,
8.,
W. Tripp. Mr. Gaynor town, being sbout 100 years old, but had
business
of
Orrin
All
Masonic
hall.
ciable this evening at
will conduct a general livery, transient always been kept in perfect repair. It had
Masons and their families are invited.
and
boarding-stable. In the summer Mr. been in the Newman family for nearly a
Supper will be Berved.
conducts a livery business at century, but was sold a few weeks ago by
Gaynor
David A. Shorey and Mias Corinne KinNortheast Harbor, having a large stable Enoch Newman to F. L. Foster, of Bar
caid, both of Ellsworth, were married of horses and many stylish turn-outs. He Harbor.
Monday evening at the Baptist parson- will bring the greater part of this Btable
Mr. and Mrs. Foster had moved into the
age, by Rev. P. A. A. Killam.
here for the winter. He has already taken house and had lived there just one week.
At the Methodist church Sunday morn- possession of the American house stable*, By quick work the stable was saved, but
ing the pastor. Rev. E. D. Kizer, will and h«n some thirty horses there. He will nothing was saved from tbe house. The
preach on “New Methods of Church make sopae improvements in the stable, shed full of wood was also burned. There
Work”. His evening subject will be: “la and*t>ut in additional stalls. Mr. Tripp was some insurance on the house.
there a Hell?”
retires from the livery business after
First Thin Ice Victims.
Charles P. Brown died Sunday at tne about twenty-five years at this same
Charles Ireland, aged seventeen, and
home of bis son Frank, on Railroad avenue, stand.
Perley Corson, aged twelve, both ol
aged seventy-nine years. The remains
Athens, broke through the ice while skatwere taken to Clinton, the former home of
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
ing Tuesday, and were drowned.
the deceased, for interment.
Mrs. Catherine Qrindle has been in Bath
U.
S.
S.
of
the
g
Roecoe Sargent,
Mississip- viaiting her eon Thomas.
NORTH ELLSWORTH.
K
pi, is spending a month’s furlough with his
Mrs. Ass C. Flood went to Bangor last
;:r
The
Mr.
proceeds of the grange bazaar wen
Sargent
mother, Mrs. Carrie Sargent.
week to visit relatives.
has finished a four years’ term In the navy
(111, after all bills were paid.
A. E. Foster and wife spent Sunday at
and has re-enlisted for another term of
There will be a calico ball on the eventheir oamp at Beech Hill pond.
four years.
ing of Nov. 28, at the grange hall.
bee
was
held
on
The knitting
Tuesday
Mrs Charles S. Grows la in town for a
Frank Moore and Webster Higgins havi
home of Edward Cochrane
brief visit with her parents, G. E. Fifleld evening at the
taken the Job of stoning A. W. Nason’i
before leaving for Newport and wife.
and
well.
and Mrs. Roland C. Bonsey anthe engagement of their daughter,
Evelyn Maude, to Chester L. Bailey, of
Sea report.
Mrs. A.P. Wiswell returned to her home
in Ellsworth last Saturday. She was accompanied by Mrs. A. W. Emery, of
Brunswick.

Capt.

*>*3“

the Black shore shot with

Goggins,

tended visit among relatives and friends
in New York, New Jersey and Massachu-

Rrooksville Captain Loses Vessel.
The schooner Lois V. Chaples, commsnded by Capt. Herbert Hutchinson, of
Brooksville, was abandoned Thursday
night in a sinking condition, three miles
west southwest of Hsndkercbiet shoal

a

weeks at bis home

nounce

ROCK SALT

for

who has spent several duck on the river.
The ball ricochetted
here, has returned to from the water, whizzed by the head of a
New York, where he is employed.
young man on the wharf on the eastern
Herbert S. Hall, who has been spending side of the river, just missed a team on
j a tew weeks hunting around EllBwortb, Water street, and struck the Samuel Jor|
has returned to Washington, D. C.
I dan house on Water street, just above a
Mrs. P. W. Hollins is home after an ex- | window. The man or boy who tired the

wagon.

13.
t

An alarm

on

DON’T FORGET
my stock of Groceries, Provisions, Fruit, Produce, etc., :1 am now carrying
FRESH MEATS

Mnn«.

g

delivery

ments made.

was turned in Thursday evenORIjAND’S STATE ROAD.
slight fire at the home of William Maloney on the Bayside road. The
A daughter was bora to Mr. and Mrs.
Petition to State Highway CommisAre started among some papers in the
Fred P. Haynes Thursday, Nov, 2.
sioners for Change of Location.
attic near the chimney and burned out a
Announcement ip made at the office of
Hollis B. Estey is spending a few daya small hole
through the roof. Prompt ap- the State commissioner of
highways that a
with relatives in Washington county.
I plication of one pail of water before the
hearing will be held at the office of
The Q. of H. club will serve supper at l fire gained headway doubtless saved the public
the selectmen of Orland at 3 p. m., Monthe Methodist vestry this evening at 6 house, as it is beyond the fire limits. The
Nov. 20, on the petition of Francis
firemen were not needed. The slight loss day,
o’clock.
Dunham and 192 others legal voters of the
is
covered
by insurance.
Harry Royal, of Plymouth, Mass., spent
town of Orland who state that in their
last week with his father, John F. Royal,
B. F. Joy to-day is celebrating the com- Judgment the State road in the town as
in this city.
^
pletion of forty years in business in Ells- now designated by the county commisMrs. Charles L. Smith, of this city, who worth. Forty years ago to-day he bought sioners is not the main traveled thoroughis teaching school at Carmel, was at home out the photographic studio of the late fare of said town, and that public convenDarwin N. Moor, and has continued the ience would be better served by the desigover Sunday.
Mrs. John £. Webeter is spending three business ever since. There are few busi- nation of the following-named road as
weeks with friends and relatives in ness men in Ellsworth who have been in State road, to wit:
business longer, and none who has been
The road beginning at the intersection
Massachusetts.
in business alone for the same length of of the Ellsworth road with the road lead1
Senator Hale hose company is planning
time. For about thirty-eight years Mr. ing to Bluehill (at the five-mile corner,
supper Thanksgiving eve,
j for a dance and
Joy has been in the same location.
so-called); thence running easterly on
Wednesday, Nov. 29.
said Bluehill road to the line between the
Careless shooting of a rifle in the
The second men’s banquet at the Methotowns of Orland and Penobscot, thereby
dist church parlors will be given Wednes- thickly-settled part of the city came near
discontinuing that portion of the old State
having serious results Sunday. Some one
day evening of next week.
road from the intersection of the road

Fred W.

Goods Delivered HSfbS:,£,.iJ5X

f

;;

;S

Miss J. A. Thompson has purchased the
Cole building she occupies of Mrs. H. B.
Saunders. Miss Thompson will make
alterations which will greatly improve her
store.
An unused entry on the eastern
side of the building, Bix feet wide and
eighteen or twenty feet long, will be
opened into the store, giving much needed
additional room. A new floor will be laid
throughout the store, and other improve-

ing

EXECUTIVE BOARD OP TRUSTEES:

C

m.

MAIL CLOSRS AT POSTOPPICB.

OF

The food fair committee of the Merchants’ association has decided to open the
food fair Monday noon, Feb. 19, instead of
Tuesday, as proposed, and give the people
a full week of the fair, the same as last
year. The committee has seig out the
preliminary announcements of the fair,
and is aeceiving applications for space
from exhibitors.

efficient teacher in the Ellsworth schools
for seven years, and her
resignation is received by tbe school board with regret.
The cause for the resignation is contained
in the announcement of her engagement.

AT ELLSWORTH POSTOmOB.

\

vaudeville between tbe acts, will appear at
Hancock ball to-morrow evening. Tbe
opening play wi?l be, “Anita, Tbe Singing
Girl.”

Miss Evelyn M« Bonsey, teacher of the
Surry road school, has presented her
resignation to the school board, to take
effect at the end of the present term.
Miss Bonsey has been a painstaking and

CAsmrn:

you?

OF ELLSWORTH.

■

Smith St Hagerthy—Clothing.
Eastern Steamship Co.
Harry C Austin A Co—Furniture and under-

our

not to

...

comes

after that.
now; the
on

Start

easier

saving

habit will grow

you.

THE MAIN THING is to MAKE
A BEGINNING.

C. C. Burrill & Son
Money to Loan

Wallace McGown has bought the pair ol
line black horses formerly owned b;
James Salisbury.

ON

Improved, Productive teal Estate;
Collateral aad Commercial Paper

Mrs. Hannah Maddoelu and daughtei
Nellis visited Mrs. Maddocks’ sister, Mrs
Geraldine Moore, at Ellsworth Falla, las

aa

Saturday.
AL80 DEALERS IN
Harlan Perry and wife, who have beei
Maaicipal aad Other Boads
visiting Mrs. Perry’s parents, H. F. Madof
ii
,
approved legality and ascertained
docks and wife, returned to their home
strength.
Bar Harbor to-day.
M STATE STREET.
ELLSWORTH, MR
Fred Mayo, of Southwest Harbor, ii ,
while
Moore’s
Frank
at
hunting
boarding
He reports plenty of signs of deer ant
moose, but the game itself is shy. Par
tridges are plentiful.
The regular meeting of Nicolin grangi
was held Saturday evening with thirty
four members and two visitors present
The bazaar, shooting match, dance ant
supper, Oct. 24, was a success. From tt >
tour features of the afternoon and even
ing program a profit of (111.08 was real
Nicolin grange la
ized.
progressini :
finely, and fast paying its indebtedness
There will be a calico ball and suppe
Nov. 28. Ladies cot appearing in calict
will be fined ten cents.

Rainbow Dyes

color cotton, woolen or any
kind of goods. To introduce

[

10c

them I will sell

a

for 5c

the month

during

package

November.

j

Parcher’s

Drug Store,

Ellsworth, Me.

of

*

among tt)r •rangrro.

JHatnal Btntftt Column.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR

iU Motto:

Prayer Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning Nov. 12, 1911,
Topic.—The
Iaa.
lted

v.

11-25
Rev

against

the

saloon.(Temperance meeting ! Ed
Sherman H. Doyle. D. D.
case

by
The saloon is

a

gigantic evil and

t

curse.
It is an evil to its
and to those who deal out its
"Woe unto
life destroying poisons.

positive
owner

him

that

BY "AUBT WADOB".

BDITBD

giveth his neighbor drink,

that pnttest the bottle to him and maketh him drunken." It is an evil to Its
patrons. It destroys body, mind and
It breeds shame and disgrace
and disappointment and disaster. "Woe
unto them that rise np early in the
morning that they may follow strong
drink; that continue until night, till
wine inflame them.” It is the saloon
generally that makes such woes possible.
It is a curse to The home, to
society, to industry and to the state.
Intemperance is the national sin of
America, and it is the saloon that
makes widespread Intemperance and
drunkenness possible. Such being the
devastating Influences of the saloon, we
should both avoid It and do all in our
power to overthrow It.
The saloon is absolutely Indefensible.
If alcohol is necessary as a medicine
it should be prescribed by physiclaus
Hnd used as other medicines. The plea
that legislation depriving a man of his
right to drink what be pleases is an
interference with his personal liberty
is illogical and inconsistent Law for
the good of the individual, of society
and of the state deprives many men of
the privilege and power of doing what
they would like to do. and If in these
cases it is no infraction upon our personal liberty how illogical to argue
that it Is when It comes to drinking
alcoholic drinks.
The claim that the saloon is necessary for the revenue that it brings to
the state is most foolish and absurd.
The evils resultant from the existence
of the saloon cost the state many
times the amount of revenue received
In a southern
from liquor licenses.
state it has been estimated that it
costs $20,000,000 to pay for *1,000.000
received as a saloon tax. The saloon
Is largely responsible for the expenses
of onr courts, officers of the law. for
onr penitentiaries, our almshouses and
our asylums.
Add to all this the destruction of the money making power
of the victims of the saloon, and we
can readily see that from the sordid
standpoint of dollars and cents the
saloon is a curse to the state and indefensible as a producer of taxes abd
No argument can be brought
revenues.
forward in defense of the saloon that
is just or reasonable.
Alcohol in no
form, as a beverage. Is necessary to
human health or happiness.
It destroys both and in doing so forfeits
all claim to the right to exist.
The saloon must go. It is an unmitigated curse. It is an Indefensible evil.
It has no legal or moral right to exist,
and it mnst be abolished.
Every
Christian and every American citizen
should do all in his power to abolish the saloon.
In no shape or form
should we patronize it We should petition against it, pray against it speak
against it work against it and vote
against it In every way possible, to
the greatest extent possible, our influence should be agalsst the saloon, and
it will go. Polygamy was once strongly intrenched, but it was an evil, and it
went
Slavery seemed all powerful,
but it was a curse, and It was destroyed. The saloon is doomed. Is God's
own time, in God’s own way. it will
go. May He speed the glorious day!

“Uoip/uiand Hopeful ".

The oolamn In opea to all grangers for the

dlacasalon of topics of general late rest, aad
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communication! mast
be signed, bnt names will not bo printed ex-

cept by permission of tbs writar. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none wllfbe rejected without
good reason.

capacity It soltctle
Itssuocessdepend#largely

In this

terchangeof Ideas.

support given it in this respect, ‘.oramunlcations must be signed, but tbe name of
writer will not be printed except by perml «doo
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of tbe column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address

Saturday, Nov. 11 —Meeting of Green
Mountain Pomona grange witb Mariaville
grange.

DKKX isle, 296.
Deer Isle grange held regular seaeion
Get. SO, the first meeting since Sept. 11, on
account of abeence of officers. A good
program waa given. There was a good attendance. Refreshments were served.

Restored

—Progress Magazine.
Dear M. B. Frienda:
Did you ever think how may exploded
theories there are in the world? They are,
or were, in every department of thought
or activity.
If there were no exploded
theories, man, and woman also, would
prove to be infallible in so many lines of
pactice aqd principle that they would become self-assured and there wouliJS be no
such advantage as learning from past
failures in any line of business or experiments.

—

those two extremes

other,

are

when

not

we

very remote

remember the

pure food law.
nppuvu

perhaps
more exploded theories are on record in
regard to causes and treatment of diseases
than

vu

in any

general

other

maitern,

branch of

study

or

any matterlof vital importance. I will not
follow thiamine of thought farther. Moat
of you will testify to having a few exploded theories laid upon the shelves of
the past.
The following letter from Ann was delayed in transmission to M. B. editorial
headquarters.wWe alii give her credit for
having reported! herself more promptly
after the reunion than it would seem by
this late appearance of her letter in the
column.

Lev. x. 8-11; Gen. lx. 20-25;
Prov. L 10; xx. 1; xxiii. 29-32:
Dan. t. 8-15: v. 1-4; Hab. U. 15;
GaL v, 19-28; Epb. v, 15-21.

The Story of a Sailor Endsavorsr.
This floating Endeavorer belonged
for many years to the class of sailors
that spent the proceeds of esch voyage
on drink, starting each fresh cruise
with an empty pocket
Many a time be took part In the “tarpaulin muster.” one man paasiug the
hat around and collecting all the
money—aa a rule, only coppers—that
the crew bad left since last pay day.
the contents being thrown on tbe quay
to make tbe crowd scramble.
He was converted at a meeting held
by London Endeavorers in a sailors’
miaalon-i-convlcted one night at tbe
open air gathering and converted the
next night la tbe meeting.
His first prayer waa made aa a part
of the Enttaavorers’ “chain prayer.”
when be somife’owee wail for salva-

tion.
At tho "home" be

waa known aa the
with the little rad book—a markad pocket Testament, which waa bis
It waa a new and
constant friend.
wonderful book to him.
On his first voyage everything went
He was mocked and teased
wrong.
and tormented.. He found his refuge
la his Testament and In prayer.
There was an old pigsty on board,
?
cleaned ont and whitewashed, and
there be bold nightly meetings of
“one” by the light of a candle.
Tbns he studied and grew and “lived
the life” that mocking comrades had
to respect and thus be became a witness among his fellows of what great
.things tbe Lord bad done.
British Floating Endeavor, through
tbe energetic superintendent G. J.
Hill. Jr., is keeping In tou.b with
hundreds of these sailors, wbile they
are far from borne, meets them and
welcomes them when they return and
goes ont Into tbe lanes and byways to
soak for others that are lost
man

AIAM00600B. MB, BAST OBLASTD.
Atamooaook grange bad a good attendance at its regular meeting Saturday evening. It was observed ae hallowe’en night,
and at reeaaa tbs entertainment constated
of tbe usual ballorre’en amusements.

woman

PBBOBacoT, 2M.
Penobscot grange held a regular meetNov.
ing
3, with thirty-four members
present. The first and second degrees
were conferred upon five candidates.
At
tbe next meeting, Nov. 10, the third end
fourth degreee will be conferred and there
will be a harvest sapper.

fore it had ail been taken I was as well and strong as ever,—my
Mrs,
friends hardly recognised me so great was the change.”
Woodson Branstetter, Richmond, Mo.

There are literally hundreds of thousands of women in
the United States who have been benefited by this famous
old remedy, which was produced from roots and herbs over
thirty years ago by a woman to relieve woman’s suffering.

Read what another

pound of| batter, all melted together.
Now, to get; it well mixed I beat, beat and
beat and tnrn|aronnd and beat again all the
while it Is cooling. It is like a ‘thick
creany
and is lit to shorten a king’s dinner.
Got M. II. pictures, thanks to Are and Ah.
I>m wondering how you are. And Dell, I do
so hope you are out of the
hospital and are
nearly well by now.

woman

SKDowicB, 244.
A regular session of Sedgwick grange
wes held
Nov. 3. One application for
membership was received, and one candidate was instructed in the first and
second degrees. It was voted to entertain
the Pomona the Friday in January, 1912,
nearest the full moon, Jan. 5. Mrs. Clara
Clapp will give the address of welcome.
No program was taken up.

450, SC BBT.
A regular meeting of Arbutus grunge
was held Friday
evening witb thirty! seven members present. A large amount
of business was brought bsfora the meeting, and arrangements mads for a ehooting match, supper and dance for Thanksgiving. Worthy Deputy Norris Heath
was present, and gave the unwritten work
of the order.
ABBCTUS,

_

For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound has been the standard remedy for
female ills. No sick woman does justice to
herself who will not try this famous medicine.
Made exclusively from roots and herbs, and
cures

364, NORTH PENOBSCOT.
Highland grange held ila regular meeting Not. 3, with about thirty-five members present. One candidate was instructed in the first and second degree*.
There will be a special meeting Monday
evening lor the purpose ol doing degree
work. Highland grange voted to entertain Pomona grange the first Friday in
September, 1912.
HIGHLAND,

to its credit.

slightest trouble appears which
you do not understand, write to Mrs.
Flnkham at Lynn, Mass., for her advice—it is
free and always helpful.

hMb If the

one

I

sorry not to have seen Susan at the reunion, with one of her many clean aprons. We
were all glad to have the new ones and
sorry
that many'more could not have been there as
well;as morelof those who have met before
with us.
H. O. B., let me tell you that you were inquired for by many. All hoped you were In
your usual health.
To all those who are lUor shut-1 n, may
yon
have the privilege of looking out upon the
beautiful foliage. Tome It Is like one
large
flower garden. Our yard and trees for weeks
have been full of the lovliest birds, which are
a great pleasure to mo,
was

Heart speaks to heart.
Though far away
A love more deep
Than word! can lay.
_

Ann,

1,1*11, n the day of onr starting on
onr trip heretofore mentioned.
We are on
onr way lea ring the Pacific
slope, going to
meet Atlantic breakers and visit onr friends
on that coast.
In a very short time we had gotten beyond
the east line of onr beautiful city; ont into a
farming section, where are orchards, alfalfa
fields and vineyards; ont into desert, where
there may be seen a few shanties, just a show
of the beginnings of what may be possible
June

after a few years, when cities may' be. The
beautiful city we had left was once a desert; I
saw it such.
Bnt the deeert as It is, is useful. It furnishes as much fnel from stunted growths of
meeqnite and Juniper. O, how I have enjoyed
fire from the former la fireplace during some
of onr little winters: Bo I am interested ia
this desert that we are passing through, or
that we passed though. I shall think of it.
and appreciate 1U gifts to me the mom from

having seen, examined and understood its
worth. The firs will be scorn comfortable as I
sit la the chimney ooraer reading sty
paper
or hook or conversing with other members of

family circle, and the neighbor who may
chance to drop In of aa evening.
our

The desert! Great herds of cattle and hands
of sheep feed thereon, whem springs of stator
am fonad; and these springs,
oomlag from
mountains, srlll one day strew roses sMfUili
lawns along paved streets of
mnekriWNl
arid land. O, it Is surprising what rnwamu
and will do with the homely face of secure.
All nature 1s not homely, bnt some of it saems
to bu. hot when man touches it with his
magic, God-given wand it changes into that
which ia beautiful, aad furnishes eomlOrta
that man desires aad has sought.
Ours true a happy hoaso-leaviag, mad* so by
many calls from dear friends to see us o»,
who wished us all sorts ot good and blessings
during onr trip. Now thia was worth something. It took stray that cloud of -~1ntsa
that usually aoeompanlss homo-leaving. We
A HOUSEHOLD MEDICINE
That stone coughs quickly and cams colds is
Foley’s Honey and Tar Compound. Mm.
Anna Palter, MM Jefferson St.. Bo. Omaha,
Neb., says: “I can recommend Foley’s Honey
and Tar Compound as a sum cum for coughs
and colds.
It cured my daughter of a bad
cold and my neighbor, Mm. Benson, cured
herself aad her whole family with Foley’s
Honey ana Tar Compound. Everyone ia onr
neighborhood speaks highly of it.” For solo
by all druggists.

very willing to be sent away on wings of
this kind. No room left for sad farewells,
and how nice that wasl We wanted to go for
the good we believed the trip would do us,
and oar friends wanted ua to go for tbe same
good reason, and that we were sure of. Such
friends are worth having. We had them.
June 2, and we are still passing through forests of mesquite and juniper, and see peculiar
formations of earth and rock, passing through
sections where dry farming ia done. At 5.C0
p. m., of the same day we arrived in Utah,
coming to a greener-looking country, with
fine farms and mncb level land bordered by
foothills and mountains not very far away.
Sms.
A pretty country, Well watered.

Hannon

We have started with Satan on a trip
acroea the continent.
Only we were coming towards home. Indeed, and so was
Snaan. Maine is home to Susan.
I am in receipt of the October number of
the American Red Cross Bulletin, tor
which will the tender please accept
thanks? The work of the “First Aid Department'’ ia w:rth studying into. I
think I have seen in some paper or magazine that the “Boy Scouts” are being instructed in that work.

Lay
or

sifted

the winter's supply of rood dost
cool-ashes, as it will be needed

j

tor dost baths.
load of gravel scattered aronnd houses
would greatly contribute to the
health of many a flock.
A

and coops

A ben will eat at least a bushel of corn a
year if she can get it. Pat aside that
amount for each one, and see that each
one gets her share.

WBAT B OS VITALITY MAKS.

can express
hospitality by opoking
merely its doors to visitors. It must open Us
heart aa well, and it must open its heart first.

home

-JfeOall’e.

AUNT MadoB.

Red Bean Soap.
Wash a pint of rad beans and put to
soak over night in lukewarm water; drain
and put them into a saucepan with cold
water; allow them to coma gradually to
boiling and keep them at the simmering
point for two hours; malt a tablespoonful
buttar in a saucepan and slice in an
onion; add a hay leaf, a small bunch of
parsley and a sprig of thyme. Brown

■

ronnler.
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afte- which
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Let dressed poultry of all idnda be cool
clear through before offering it for sale.
Limp poultry does not sell so well aa that
whioh is good and stiff.
Secure a lot of leaves or other light litter
for nse, daring cold weather, in making
the hens exercise. Idle hens becotqe mischievous and unhealthy stock.
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Salt.
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Roasts,
Lamb:

Lard.

Lamb,
12*18
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Tongue*, each
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50 Cod.
Haddock.
08 Smelts, 9.
Halibut,
12020 Clams, qt,
Floor, UtniD snu F«*«u.
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Oysters, qt,

Corn, 180* bog
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^rChlldren
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tf mothers only takers /.
the little tits ivhieh are
easily eorreiteJ.
For constipation, biliousnew, variable appetite,
nervousness, h e a d a c h c,
irritability and other
troubles of children, give
True's Elmir. A standard
remedy for 60 year*.
Sold by all dealers.
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HOME, 403, WEST ELLSWORTH.
Harvest Home grange met in regular
session Nov. 4. There were twenty-seven
members present. One application (or
membership was received. The literary
program was omitted, as the grange had
important business to discos*. It was
voted to entertain Hancock Pomona
grange Sept. 22,1912.
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Panfly UnAw and Wonw Medicine.

TRUE’S
ELIXIR

_

GOOD WILL, 373, AMHERST.
Good Will grange held its regular meeting Saturday, Nov. 4, with an average attendance. Altar buaineea, the ladles presented a fine program, consisting o(songs,
reading, conondrum* and a drama. It waa
decided to postpone the meeting next
Saturday as the larger part ol the members
intend to visit Mariaville grange, where
Green Mountain Pomona will meet on that
date.

Gather in the poultry that have been
allowed to roost outdoors. The sooner
they become accustomed to the house the
better it will be for their health and Im-

provement.
When a hen is determined to sit, and
"Trine, decking, nnd aereamlng ‘shoo’.
Speckle, end she alt u through",
just put. thirteen freeh, fertile eggs under
her, feed end water occasionally, and 1st
it go at that. It saves wear and tear on
the nerves, and aha gets over it better
and more quickly; und if she batches anything yon are that much abend.

Banking.

6%

1* what jour Bone} will Mm 11
tnwBd la iun< of th«

KUnirtk Loaa and Baffin lift
—

A HEW SERIES

_____

RAINBOW, 2US, NORTH BBOOESVILLB.
Rainbow grange met Nov. 2, with fortynine members present. The third and
fourth degrees were eonlerrsd on one candidate. At recess supper was served. All
did Justloe to that, II the evening waa cold.
Alter the grange was called to order, there
waa a recitation by the
worthy master,
song by Joe Beams and others, followed
remarks.
by

Ever notioe how some people give advioe? They prefaoo it with, “II I wan
you." And halt tbs time they never could
be “yon” and perhaps wouldn’t do so well
under the circumstances.

MAPI*VILLI. 441.
An English Author Wrote:
Marie rill* grange met Nov. 4, with
shade, no shine, no fruit, no flowers, no
leave#—November!" Many Americans would forty-three mem be re end one Tie! tor
Three Candidatea were iuadd wo freedom from catarrh, which is so ag- preeent.
gravated during this month that it become# etrncted in the third end fourth degree.,
constantly troohlsnoms. There in abundant A fine program wee rendered, and proproof that catarrh is u constitutional disease. gram announced
by lecturer for next
It la related to acrofala end consumption, bemeeting.
ing one of the wanting diseases. Hood’s 8erThe program foe Green Mountain Poaopurllln has shown that what Is capobls of
lightly.
mona grange meetiag.to be held here Nov.
Add to the beans and boil about aa oradloattag scrofula, completely cures ca11, wee read. The grange traaancted Other
boor longer a* until the beans are per- tarrh, aad taken In time prevents consumpThe work aa the hull la nearly
tion. Wa euaaot see how any auffarsr con work.
fectly soft. This may require halt an hour
puts*takingthin maSIsISr, In vlaw of ths oompieted.
f longer time. Press the whole through a widely pebllabed record of Ms radical and
colander, return to the Are and season to pswnnnnnt cures. It la aedonbtedly AmerPATHOS, 47®, SLLaWOXTH.
taste. Let boil up well and serve with ica's Greatest Medicine for America’s GreatBayside grunge mat Nov. 1, with
orootoM or lift I# tfflittti Mimlti
set Disease—Catarrh.—4del.
Worthy Mnater Pratt in the chair end an
——i—mm
attendance of eixty membeie and ten vie\
/
itora from Nloolin, La mol n, and »«■«»«*
grangea. Two namee ware voted upon
and elected to become membera. Bute
Lecturer B. Welker McKean and Diatrict
Deputy A. L Foae ware preeent.
Mr. McKean gave an interesting lecture
on the percale
post. Mr. Foae made a tew
remarks, thanking the members of Beyeide grange lor the beautiful chair which
_.

an

The quotatione below give the
rung, of1
retail prices In Ellsworth:

MANBAPAQrA, 477, BOOTH BLUEHILL.
At the last regular meeting ol Maaaapaqua, five application* (or membership
were received.
There was a good attendance, with two visitors tram Brookiin.
At the next meeting, the program will be
devoted to corn. The decorations will be
ol corn, several papers on corn and the retreshmente will consist ol corn served in
various ways.

Pail with

Without hospitality there can he no real
home. Bat true hospitality does not mean
teas and receptions and dinners. It meane,
rather, the housewife’s achievement in caving
from tbe daily food, and room, and home joy
a portion for the guest, casual or Invited. No

hakbob.

KLUWORTH M^RttKTs.

HARVEST

[Prom the Farm Journal.j
in

'nd

w'TrIC“

wet conferred,
manta ware nerved.

The Poultry farm.

were
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Groceries.

says:—

Since we guarantee that all testimonials which we publish are genuine, is it not fair to suppose that if Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound had the virtue to help
these women it will help any other woman who is suffering
from the same trouble ?

Daughter"

^iCbtTObu?.°d.A«rf^
pranidad
dagna

—

.Jonesboro, Texas. —“I have used Lydia E. Pink ham's Vegetable Compound for myself and daughter, and consider it unequalled for all female diseases. I would not be without it for
anytiiing. I wish every mother in America could be persuaded
to use it as there would lie less suffering among our sex then.
I am always glad to speak a word of praise for Lydia E. Pinkbarn’s Vegetable Compound, and you arc at liberty to use this
testimonial.”—Mrs. James T. Lawrence, Jonesboro, Texas.

FW*

h75.!

Freeh

who is sick and suffering, and won’t at least
medicine
which has the record of Lydia E. Pinkham’s
a
try
Vegetable Compound, is, it would almost seem, to blame
for her own wretchedness. Read what this woman says:
“
When my second daughter was eighteen
Richmond, Mo.
months old I was pronounced a hopeless invalid by specialists.
consultation
of
doctors and they said I bad a severe case
I had a
of ulceration. I was in bed for ten weeks, had sinking spells,
and was pronounced to be in a dangerous condition. My father
insisted that we try Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound,
and brought me six bottles. I soon began to improve, and beA

has thousands of

Dear M. B.'t everyone, who it a houeewife and
all thoee who are anticipating to be:
1 want yon all to try the shortening which I
use every day, and report. Three
pounds of
rendered beef tallow, three pounds lard, and

Dear sisters:

READINGS.

by Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound

—

Certain results were expected from certain efforts; the results proved decidedly
the opposite. Tbe child was to be brought
up on a schedule plan and taught accordformula
the
ing to a preconceived
theory failed to work. Exploded theories
may be
personal or general.
Persona)
ones^may apply to everyUiiog, from breadto
making
law-making, though really
from each

to Health

•

^

Wrecker’!

M^No“Ul80t

—

soul.

BIBLE
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Saturday, Dec. 8
Meeting of Hanooek Pomona grange with Csetine grange.

Thb America*.
Ellsworth. Me.

brid,

Mc£“*

iv.h,!SS7>DIC’

DATBS.

com munlcations to

“If you have a word of cheer.
Speak ft, where the sad may hear.
Can yon coin a’thought of light;
Give it wing and speed its flight;
Do you know a litUe>ong?
Pass the roundelay along:
Scatter gladness, joy and mirth
All along the ways of earth.

himself M

A rccaaa wna called, and
the
aanh lad bjr Min. Font and Mr.
followad bjr Mr». Orcott and
Mr
marched to the banquet hall
bountiful aappar wee aerved.
anpper, grange wna called to order
*'Ven b5'

on the

all

praaoatpd

wadding pennant.

This oelamn is devoted to the a rang*,
peetally to the (rugee of Hooeooh eoanty.

Tbe purposes of thin column are succinctly
statedtn tbe title and motto—Uls for the mutual
benefit, and alias to be nelpful and hopeful
Being for tbe common good. It Is for tbe com
moo use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the In
communications, and

It

U BOW

open. Shari, u rath, monthly tat
MB, U pm than.

WHT PAY KEPT
when you can borrow on your
ebarea, ftra a Oral mortgage ami
reduce tt erery montbr Monthly
payment* and latere at together
will amount to but little more
than yon

are

now

paying

(or

rent, end la about ten year* you
will

OWH YOUH OWH HOME.

"No

For

particular* Inquire ol

O. W. Tartar. SecT.
FI rat Nat’l Bank hug.

AW. Korn. President._

Bat'Itsab* mb SUamboate.

EailinStrauIiip Coapany
Bar B arbor and Boston

$3JJ0*

BlnehUl ond Boston $3.50.

_______-

!

“1 <*°
medicine

believe there
so

is

any other

good (or whooping oough

Witt Meamar for Boston.
» “
Staamar Bootbbay Marta Blnebltl 1°
and Thanday for South BluebUi,
Brooktla, SedgWtck, Dear Isle, SargentrW*.
Sooth Brookarlllo, Dark Harbor and Bocklaad.
connecting with Mas mar for Bottom

Monday

UTOBNINS

ss

ChsmberUinVCough
Be£3y’’ writE
Mm. Frances
Junction
Or®.
Turpin,

V Mora* laara* Bar Harbor 10*
Monday aad Tbunday for Seal Harbor,
llortbaaat Harbor, Soutkweat Harbor. Stoningtea. North Haraa aad Boekland, connecting
Steamer J

m

City,

This remedy is unsurpassed (or cold® and
croup. For ®si® by *U dealers.

ttaawuhlpa Belfast and
Oaaiden.
Laara Boaloai* p m Tt days and Friday*,
Turbine stool

for Bocklaad.
J. E. Parker, Mtl No. 10th SL, Ft. Smith,
Ark., says that be had taken ssaay kinds of
kidney niedioine, bnt did not get better until
he took Foley Kidney Pills. No matter how
long yon have had kidney trouble, yon will
find quick and permanent benefit by the ase
of Foley Kidney Pills,
Start taking them
now. For sals by all druggists.

Hues ache,

fleadstk*, Mwfounws
rheumatism, both in men and women,
mean kidney trouble.
Do not allow it to progress beyond the reach of medicine, but stop
It
with Foley Kidney Pill®. They
promptly
regulate the action of the urinary organs.
10nio in action, quick In results,
nr sale by
sad

all

«*

**,*>

,1 ;

v

/

7

druggists.

Laara Backload B.1S a m. or on arrlral
Sa n»
■teamer from Boa ton. Wednesday and
day, for Bar | Harbor, Bluebin and Intermedia**
o

landtag*.
A

I^SUTB, Agon*,

A M.

Bar

Harbor.

flimca, Agent, Bluebld.

Dirt JRrig^bor*.

THE FUB INDU8TBY.

tha Amatos* will froaa
nadtr this head
time print abort article, relating to
7TV. »nd especially tkelr relation to agricolMoat of thaa* artlelo* will be
««*n#d by the harm* of
renrieWd from
uoloaicel «urT«y, department uf agrloaltnre,
Aaaoctatlon of Andaboa
br tbe National
and will bo aathoritatlee. They
not
intcreat
only to bird lover a, bat
be of
ralao to fnnaere, to whom the
of many epaela* of Mrda U of the
■

tolai'lntereeu.
!Lietlci.
!feducational
rotectlon

greatest importance.
The WUd Pigeon.
Dotohar. chairman protection
,gj William
of the American Ornithologists
wmmittee

Union]

_

Alexander Wilton, the “Father of Amerestimated that a Hock
ican Ornithology,”

soon by him now Frankof wild pigeons
about 1808, contained at
fort, Kentucky,
individual*. Audubon
least 2.230,272,000
writes that in 1806 ho raw schooners at the
wharves in New York olty loaded in balk
^itb wild pigeons, caught np tha Hndaon
river, which wore sold at one cent each.
Tbe late Ueorge N. Lawrence tella of the
peat flights ol pigeona that annually
passed over New York city aa late as I860.
He says: “We oonld see flocks consisting
cf from twenty-flT* to over a hundred
down over the
pigeons come sweeping
tree lope, seemingly at a speed of eeventyjve miles an boar. Th* flock* followed
aaob other in quick succession. On the
patent site of General Grant’s tomb was
an old country-scat known aa ‘Claremont.’
From tbe top of this boom, daring one of
tbsae great flights of pigeons, th* owner
killed a hundred or more in on* morning.”
The writer, daring th* post forty years,
has studied th* Mrda of th* vioinity of
Haw York, and In nil that period has aeen
only oue live wild pigeon. Tbe writer’s
father, who iivod at Tarrytown, N. Y., in
his boyhood, has often told of the enormous flocks of pigeona he aaw there, so
peel that in pnoaing overhead the sun
was darkened a* by a rain-cloud and the
noise of their winga was lik* thunder.
To-day tbe wild pigeon la so rare that
tbe observation of a single individual is
considered noteworthy. The species continued abundant until about 1880, when,
aa a result of increasing slaughter for food,
It began rapidly to diminish in numbers,
sod do large flock has beau recorded since
1388. Frank M. Chapman tells me that as
late

juiy, looi,

as

w

mw

whu

pigeons

usea

is large number* at a trap-sh K>ting tournament held near New York city. The birds
had been netted in tbe West and were
often so helpless from their eon tenement
in foul cages that they were unable to fly.
William Brewster writes that in 1S7B or
1877 there wss a pigeon-nesting near
Petosky, Mich., which was twenty-eight
miles long and averaged four miles in
width. Tbe disappearance of so abundant
so comparatively short time
surprising Illustration of man's power
In tbe animal world when, for any reason,

creature in

a

is

a

his forces are directed toward a certain
end.
Wild pigeons lived in flocks st all seasons, nesting, roasting and feeding in
mentions a
bodies. Wilson
enormous
nesting colony which was several miles in
breadth and upwards of forty miles in extent. Tbe birds chose preferably beech
woods, and as many as ninety nests have
been coanted In a single tree. The flock
previously mentioned, estimated to contain over two billion Individuals, stretched
from horizon to horizon, ss farts the eye
could reach in every direction, and was
tour hours in passing a given point.
At all seasons, whether migrating,

nesting, pigeons ware subject
by man. Their migrations were
governed largely by the food supply,
scorns and beech-nuts constituting their
Chief fare, and when they appeared st a
roosting

or

to attack

place their destruction became tbe
the day. Many were shot, bat
tbs larger number were netted with
tbe aid of live deoevs. Wilson tells of
thirty dozen birds being captured at one
spring of tbe net. Audubon stales that he
knew a man who, in Pennsylvania, netted
600 dozen pigeons in ono day.
When roosting, pigeons were attacked
by men armed with guns, poles, clubs,
and even pots of snlphnr, and wagon-loads
of birds were killed nightly. Similar
methods of destruction were employed
when tbe birds were nesting. At this season the
squabs were especially desired J
tod the tree# were shaken or felled to obtain them. When the wants of the hunters had been supplied, droves ot hogs were
released beneath the neeting trees to feed
on the
bipds remaining. At one of the
last larg/ known pigeon nestings, near
Petoaky, Mich., In 1878, it 1* estimated
that one billion birds were killed during
certain

object
by far

of

the season.
tuu,

iu

ones,

u

ui«
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•traction of the wild pigeon, whoee remarkably rapid extermination ia paralleled only by that of the American bison.
Daring the period ot ita abundance the
wild pigeon was distributed throughout
the greater part of eastern North America,
from the Hudson Bay region southward
to Florida, and raenally westward to British Columbia. To-day an occasional individual is observed at intervals in the
Atlantic States, and in the middle and upper Mississippi valley they are seen more
frequently. He porta ot their presence in
large numbers on the Pacific coast or in
various parts of the tropics prove to be
based on other species of pigeons.
Graham Bread.
A scant quart ot graham flour and a teacupful of white flour well mixed. Stir
halt a cupful ot molaases, a tablespoonful
cl sugar, a teaspoonful each ot salt and
■oda and two teaspoonfuls ot cream of tartar. Stir In sundent milk to make a
medium stiff batter—about a pint of milk
is usually the right amount. Bake for an
hour and a quarter in a slow oven.
Is The World Grown* Bettor!
Many things go to prove that it is. The
way thousands are trying to help others is
Among them is Mrs. W. W. Gould, of
ttefield, N. H- Finding good health by taking Eleetrio Bitters, she now advises other
•uflerers everywhere to take them. /‘For
years I snflered with stomach aid kidney
trouble," the writes. “Fveiy medicine I used
failed till I took Eleotric Bitters. But this

Koof.

great remedy helped me wonderfully.”
They'll help nay woman. They re the best
tan* and Inset liver and kidney remedy
that’s made. Try them. Ton'll tee. Meats,
o. Mooan’s.

j

KITTKBY TO CARIBOU.
the continent. For weeral
jeon hie
The
schooner
hid*
ha* been dropping in prim. Last fall
Buell/ A. Staples, of BanWHERE MOST OP THE SKINS
gor, was wrecked at Black Book, off Pori
than wan*distinct stomp in tbs
pries,
ARE OBTAINED.
bringing thirty cants to th* trapper for Clyde last week. Her craw was rescued
by the Black Book life-saving station.
the average pelt. A few year*
ago a eeaCOMPARATIVE VALOR OP DIPFBRBMT son’*
Under the will of the late Bsr. John 8.
receipts for this house ran as high
EKim—BOW THEY am PBBas 750,000 rat skins. Ite fur
largely Is used Bewail, professor emeritus of tbe Bangor
PABRO FOB TAMBDIO.
as
linings now, while once It was “river theological seminary, bequests of |1,000
mink” when worked up into muff and each are made to Bowdoin oollege, the
| Prom the Chicago 7W»«im.J
collsmtte of cheep prices. Michigan al- Msine missionary society and the Bangor
Ontario, northern New York, and the ways has produced the highest quality of theological seminary.
State of Maine produce the finest mink muskrat skins. Th* skin of the nt Is
Qiorge Ackley, aged thirty-t«fo years,
thin and easily torn, but they an re- of Bast
■kina on the continent. Second in
Micbias, waa killed by a stray
quality ceived
are the skina from the
stripped outside in, the “nt” tail ballet front the rifle of some other hunter
Lake Superior
regions of the United States and Canada. amputated as is the opossum’s, and la hit party Saturday, while hunting near
Marlon. The party had started a mooae.
Northwestern Canada and Alaska yield" stntched on a board.
pelts of third grade, while the Chippewa
Ackley was concealed in the bashes near a
thk fox family.
Indian reservation of Wisconsin
The moose was driven down toproduces
The fox family is numerous In th* runway.
the fourth grade skins. These are the
ward him, and he flred several shots. At
United States. Canada and Alaska. Red
the same time other hunters flred at the
“prime” skins.
and gray fox skins of good gnde bring
In this class of prime pelts,
moose, one bullet hitting Aokley. He
too, are the tnpper about (2 each-a
price which lived but a few minutes. The moose also
four gradations as to the size of the
skins, confounds the average person when he
was killed. It was a cow moose.
ranging “extra”, “large”, "medium,” and considers that s Minnesota
skunk is
“small”. Out of the prime class are four
After a hearing before Unites Btates
worth twice as much. The white fox of
other gradations running
“light” as to Alaska, however, brings the fox family up Commissioner Bradley Wednesday, Bev.
Frank W. flandford, bead of the Holy
color; “small” again; and No. 3s and No. to standard
among the high-priced fun.
4s. These light skins are due to climatic
My guide showed me twenty-four skins Qhost and Us society, with headquarters
conditions in the South. The small and of the white
at Bhiloh, was held in the sum of
110,000
fox, received the day befon,
the “Ss” and "4s” of the class
ordinarily for which the trapper got (154 net. These for the December term of the United
are too young to have
States court on the charge of causing the
grown coats of fur. skins were shipped with the
long, snow death
of Charles Hughey, a follower of
Oddly enough, the heaviest pelt of any while fur on the ouside.
of the mink family contributory to ChiThe gray wolf from Canada commands his, on the yacht Coronet, by reason of
cago is trapped in Illinois. But the “for” about the
neglect to provide proper and sufficient
same price as the bast mink,
element is lacking; coarse hair is charfood when that craft put to sea. Bail was
ranging from (6 to (7, though in fur suracteristic of the Illinois animal and face a
furnished. The sixth death from scurvy
good specimen of Canada wolf skin
renders it almost valueless. jOut of the will measure five
and exhaustion among those who were on
times the square surface
whole middle West regions these mink of
the largest mink. The wolf from th* the yacht occurred Nov. 1.
■kins carry to the expert the knowledge of western
portions of th* United State*
Bowdoin has been plaoed on the list of
the particular section of country in which
ranges considerably lower in prioe com- colleges recognised by Oxford university,
they were born. Also, the time of year in pared to his Canadian brother.
England, and has thus received a distincwhich they were trapped must be marked
But speaking of the marten I
Here la tion enjoyed by few American colleges,
in the condition of the fur.
one of the most contradictory
of furs according to letters received from Edward
To determine the value of one of these when viewed
by the layman. The marten E. Bern, ’ll, who is one of Bowdoin’s two
mink skins and deoids
Its
far
upon
north Is no larger then a large Bhodes scholars now at Oxford. This
quality, of the
turned Inside out as it is with only the mink. Turn
the skin of a mink and the honor comes to Bowdoin, It is presumed,
for of the tail visible, the expert merely
average person would not detect that a because of the number of Bhodes scholars
turns back the rump portion of the skin difference
existed. But while the best the college has sent to Oxford, and bein deciding.
He looks to discover if a Ontario mink brings his
average of (7, the cause of their high standing there. At
leg of the animal has been left in the trap; best marten has established a trapper’s the present time there are two Bhodes
he pays attention to the careful skinning
average of (30 a skin. My guide stepped scholars from Bowdoin, one being Robert
of the skull which leaves the nose and
eye into a small dark room and brought ont Hale, ’10, of Portl and and the other, Mr.
holes and lips intact. A thirty-calibre two bunches of tanned
One Bowdoin man, David R.
skins, fur side out, Kern.
bullet hole or a few shot perforations do and held together
by wire loops through Porter, ’06, is a graduate of Oxford.
not affect the value of a good skin for the the
eyeholes of the skin.
“Tug” Wilson, his wife and six-yearreason that the furrier knows just how to
vtuiuu
uuuuu
wouiu
you run away
old son were killed, and a daughter was
stitch over the blemish.
with if you had broken in as a burglar
seriously injured Wednesday, when a
me
LHiiitaian uiaian ieaas as a trapper
and had to leave one string behind?”
railroad velocipede car on which they
and typk inner”. He’ll have the (our legs
1 made a hasty examination—probably
were riding collided with a special train
with the claws on; he’ll likely leave the as
good as a long one—and decided that as
on the Ashland branch of the Bangor &
teeth of the animal as they were in life; one bunch was
larger than the other I'd
Aroostook railroad. Wilson was a section
the bristles on the nose will be there, in- take the
big one. He laughed.
hand on the road. He and his little
tact. This Canadian Indian at large is the
“There’s where you’d lose out about
family were on their way from Winterville
best man in the game, and he gets the best
$4,000 at least,” be said. “This larger to his station at
McNally, four miles away.
money for his work, and the expert will bunch is made up of light-colored mink.
As is the custom with section men, he was
pick out his handiwork anywhere. He This small one is of the best marten, ,unmaking the trip on his velocipede car, and
has something of his own in the work oolored, and our
price to the furrier for hid with him his wife and
children, who
w hich the white man can’t copy.
the bunch iB $5,000.”
had been calling on friends.
He was
Yet a ten-year-old school girl could
Strange that the mink-which in the
the road at a
lively clip, not
settling of the middle West, was an in- have carried that $5,000 bunch of tanned covering
knowing that the special was on the road.
tolerable pest to the farmer having a hen- skins five miles.
Harold Daggett, of Morrill, aged twentyhouse-should have bocome in these later
The otter, in comparison with the marthree, was drow'ned in Moosehead lake
years one of the most popular and expen- ten, is below in rank. The best otter from
the upsetting of a canoe.
sive of the native fur-bearing animals. Alaska is two or three times larger than Sunday, by
For he is by no means approaching ex- the best marten, but the Alaska otter
The first Maine corn and fruit show
tinction, if one will listen to the middle brings $35 a skin, while the best grade opened at Portland Monday and will conWest farmer whose farm borders a small otter from Florida brings $16 at the trap. tinue for a week. There are over 600 exriver, with banks abounding with up- In its uses the plucked otter—from which hibitors and something like 1600 exhibits,
rooted trees and occasional rock strata. the long hair is drawn—is most adapted to coming from all parts of the State. The
His chicken yard is his measure of the woman’s wear. In its native condition show is designed to show the agricultural
animal’s activities, when in the course of the fur of the otter is used largely as possibilities of Maine and to assist in
their development. There will be appleten nights the marauder may decimate a collars for overcoats.
flock of fifty hens.
packing, corn-shelling and other contests,
HOW BUYER HANDLES SKINS.
and lectures by government and university
Twenty years ago the farm boy who
Ail skins received y are in the raw state »
experts.
caught a big mink in midwinter pelt and and are
packed tightly into manila bagstripped his hide and “planked” it was
The wrapping is heavy and seging.
fortunate to get a silver half dollar at the
IR&ntisnttattt.
curely sewed. The skins %nay range from
local commission house. The man who
a pelt stripped
six weeks before and
paid his seventy-five cents for the skin comparatively dry to the skin taken from
was a liberal buyer.
To-day ten times the the animal a
day before the shipping. No
price is paid for the stripped skin, and the salting is done, or treating of any kind.
poorest available grade of mink skin comThe first work after the grading of the
mands $3.50 cash.
pelts in the receiver’s market is that of
8KIN8.
COMMON
POPULAR
taking all flesh and fat from the skins.
Leading with the mink as the most For this purpose a stretching board compopular and valuable of the common fur- mensurate with the skin tightens the pelt
bearing animals, the skunk is probably a over the working board which in turn is
chief second. After the skunk comes the made fast to a sloping “bench” at fortybox.
is the
raccoon, then the ’possum, and last—but five degrees, ending in a refuse
type of
v*9tly more numerous than any other.of Working downward with a tool resemthese animals—is the muskrat.
bling the carpenter’s drawing knife, the
Thousands or larm ooys nave aainnea skin is left clean of all clinging flesh and
the odoriferous skunk and tacked bis hide fat and is ready for the tanner. And the
on tbe side ot tbe barn to dry on the lee- tanner and the dyer would involve anward side and disposed of it at the village other story altogether.
w nen pens nave Deen cieanea iney go
hidehouse for a quarter. To-day the
skunk skin of average grade brings (3.26 to the drying room. One o( the features
to the trapper, with the coon skin of aver- of this particular drying room viBited is
age size snd quality quoted to the trapper the “postofflce” rack. It is made of wood
is the
type of
But to the and wire-bar sections, each of a size to reat the same average price.
curativg food.
farm boy the catching ofaekunk was a ceive one muskrat skin stretched on its
dozen times more common and easy than board. This postofflce rack will hold 1,956
The
and
rat “letters”.
the taking ot tbe raccoon.
curative
elements
in
a
kinds
of
raccoon
other
and
the
For
the
ekunk
drying
the
pelts
With
pelt*
:
about one-halt the prioe of the best grades board in proportion is used, and the pelts
Scott’s Emulsion are so
of mink, the reader may judge the worth are staked on shelves along the walls,
combined that
of these fnrs to the manufacturer of fur with a two-inch space between, mainall
children and
each
board.
the
on
one
Bide
of
and
a
nail
animals
ot
the
two
tained
Sizes
by
goode.
In drying, the temperature ranges beare
benecondition ot the furs mark their several
grades. It ie noteworthy that the largest tween eighty and ninety degrees, and in
and built up.
fited
raccoons and skunks come from Minne- this room twelve hours are sufficient for
sota, while the smallest skunk Is a native the drying allowing two fillings in
Bo tan to got SCOTT’S—
twenty-four hours. When the tanner’s
of Texas, the largest state in the union.
it't tht Standard and aluxtyt
Two raccoon skins in the Bach es- work is done, the house has its crates of
tablishment are held there as the largest tanned pelts arranged ready for the fartkt bolt.
pelts ever received from the body of this rier’s buyer. But even at this selling
ALL 0MMOIST8
skin
from
are
set
came
skins
skins
most
of
the
Both
bear.
there,
cousin of the
stage
11-17
which
same
board
the
on
the
side
are
they
upon
out,
exactly
Minnesota, and
the
In
measure
were
dried.
average sales, too,
forty-six
measurements. They
Inches from tip to tip and twenty-four buyer—who is as expert aB the man who
*
skins—seldom
examines
fur
of
the
on
raw
has
the
skin
inches across. Each
passes
finest close, carrying the darkest shade more than the rump of the animal, turnand the pronounced cross- barring of the ing that portion of the skin back on the
FOR
board for judgment.
tails.
in
creature
The oposanm is a southern
natural habitat. A few years ago he ■Ton talk about
posters ana your arts, upon the
wasn’t worth akinning, where now the
fence.
a
skin
for
it fuickly absorbed.
trapper gets seventy-five cents
But they ain’t the kind o' mediums that appeals
Gives Relief at Once.
ot fair grade.
tooommon sense;
most
It
and
cleanses, soothes,
your
Ton may talk about your dodgers,
But to-day the muskrat is tbe
heals and protects
circulars and such.
the diseased meinan advertiser
don't
assist
I
calculate
But
they
Saved Child From Death.
brane resulting from Catarrh and drives
much;
“After our ohlld had suffered from severe
away a Cold in the Head quickly. Restores
bronchial trouble for a year." wrote U, T. And especially In winter, when the snow Is on
the Senses of Taste and Smell. Full size
Richardson, of Rlchvdton’a Mills, Ala., “we
the ground,
bad
a
II
bad
feared It had consumption.
50 cts. at Druggists or by mail. Liquid
where your posters and your dodgers
cougb all tbe time. We tried many remedies 1 wonder
Cream Balm for use in atomizers 75 ots.
oan be found?
without ovatl, snd doctor’s medicine seemed
New
we
Dr.
tried
Rina’s
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.
at useless.
Finally
within the cosy homestead, when the parlor
But
Discovery, and are pleased to eay that one
stove’s aglow,
bottle effected n complete cure, and oar child
For eongha, The newspaper Is read aloud to everyone we
Is again Strang and healthy.”
colds, hoarseness, In grippe, asthma, croup
know.”
and sore lungs, Its the most Infallible remedy
on

highest

womanhood.

Scott’s
Emulsion
highest

nourishing

perfectly
(babies,
adults)
equally

A Reliable Remedy

CATARRH

Ely’s Cream Balm

that's made. Price Mo and *1.00. Trial bottle
free.- Guaranteed by ». O. Moonn.

For pdins in the side or cheat dampen s
piece of flannel with Chamberlain’s liniment and bind it on ovar the seat of pain.
There ia nothing better. For sale by all
dealers.

SMitfttMflrtc.

pameroMly trapped fur hrarlnj

“I am pleased to recommend Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy as the beat thing I
know of and safest remedy tor oongbs,
eolds and brondhial trouble,’’ writes Mrs.
L. B. Arnold, of Denver, Colo. “We have
need It repeatedly, and it has never failed
to give relief.” For sale by all dealers.

Woman’s Safe Step to Better Looks

is not hard to find.

If youreyes

are dull -If your akin is fallow, or
your
if you have no roam in your checks, do not bother
with cosmetics. Doo’t risk harmful drugs. Get good, rich blood in you*
veins, and then you will have the bright looks and charm of perfect health.

complexion muddy;

BEECHAM’S PILLS

wonderful aids to women and women’s looks. If your blood is poor—
if you are pale, weak and not up to the mark—your stomach and organs
of digestion and elimination are the cause.
Beecham’s Pills correct faults. They will
you to good digestion and active kidneys and regular bowels—to freedom from troubles
—to purer life-making, beauty-creating Mood.
In all truth and seriousness, you will find that for good health and good looks, Beecham’s Pills

are

help

WiO Show (he

Right Way

la boMf with fall dhectioa, 10c. aa4 Sit#

v

CLARION QUALITY
kept high by the greatest
possible care in manufacFrom the planning
ture.
is

rof

the patterns to the last

finishing touches, Clarions
receive

painstaking

atten-

tion in every single detail:
the result is ns nearly perfect

I
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Sold by J. P.

as

it

be made.

can

|

WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor, We.

Eldridge,

•

Ellsworth

•

Swotting*, Soto Throat,
Troablo*—both outward and
ailments are cured by
/ Joint*,

JOHNSON’S
MHoovHE

Liniment

Be prepared for emergencies. No
ether liniment so effective, no other has
such a record. Sold by dealers everywhere.
25c and 50c Bottle*.
JOHNSON ft CO., Boston,

AVOID

HARSH DRUGS.

Many Cathartics Tend to Cause Injury to the Bowels.
If yon are subject to constipation, you
ihould avoid strong drugs and cathartics,
rhey only give temporary relief and their
reaction is harmful and sometimes more
innoying than constipation. They in no
way effect a care, and their tendency is to
weaken the already weak organs with
which they come in contact.
We honestly believe that we have the
best constipation treatment ever devised.
Dnr faith in it is so stong that we sell it
[>n the positive guarantee that it shall not
cost the user a cent if it does not give entire satisfaction and completely remedy
constipation. This preparation is called
Rexall Orderlies.
Taose
are
prompt,
soothing, and most effective in action.
They are made of a recent chemical discovery. Their principal ingredient is
odorless, tasteless (and colorless. Combined with other well-known ingredients,
long established for their usefulness in
the treatment of constipation, it forms a
tablet which is eation just like candy.
They may be taken at any time, either day
or night, without fear of their causing any
inconvenience whatever. They 4° not

gripe, purge nor cause nausea. They act
without causing any pain or excessive
looseness of the bowels. They are ideal
for children, weak, delicate persons and
aged people, as well as for the most hearty

iiiiiiiii*

ijrJj

Spongecake, cupcakes, Jr

angel cake—all cakes that Jlu |r ,| I
1 II
are not overrich in butter
and heavy icings are ,|
I
•pie d i d foods for JP
growing children.
Make them from V/ ■" X*
>!I1|||I|||8||||||
William Tell
Flour and you
i.3 -C-v*IIH
double their food

jir j|
Jr ,|| §
|r J |

I

--illjllli. o|ll!|l|||l||||ll

Milled only J
from the finest .ml P
Ohio Red WinP
ter Wheat by Jii'
ourownspe-

|F jk. y
J ll||||||||||il||||||l||||l
.||| ,||11 11
|
||||| 1 11 | I I

||!ip /j

1

|j| | | j J

I
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William

person.

They come in three size packages, 12
tablets, 10 cent; 38 tablets, 25 cents; 80
tablets, 50 cents. Remember, yon can obtain them only at our store—The Rexall
Store. £. G. Moore, cor. opp. postoffice.

TelifloWi
WHITCOM B, HAYNES *
KH*worih frail*.

CO.,

Can’t Cure Catarrh.
Stomach Dosing, Sprays and Douches
Have All Failed.
There is only one way to cure ca-

tarrh.

Keach the raw, tender, inflamed
membrane that is infested with catarrh germs, and destroy the germs.
You can't reach the nooks and crevices with liquid preparations—there
is only one way—breathe the antiseptic germ-killing air of HYOMEI (pronounce it High-o-me) directly over the

infested parts.
HYOMEI contains

no

opium,

co-

caine or other harmful dnigs, it is
made
of
Australian
eucalyptus,
thymol and other Eisterian antiseptics. It is guaranteed to end the misery of catarrh, asthma, croup and
bronchitis, or money back.
Ask G. A. Fareher about the HYOMEI outfit to-day. He sells it for

only $1.00, and guarantees it.

“An

ounce

of

prevention

is worth a pound of cure’*

«

Do not let another day pass without getting a bottle of Tuttle’s
Family Elixir.
Bathe the limbs well after hard work
or violent exercise, and you will be rewarded by a healthy, natural circulation. You little realize how much
better you will feel.

Tuttle’s
Family Elixir

keeps the muscles pliable and reliable
produces a quick, speedy and permanent
relief from rheumatism, sprains, bruises,
sore throat, toothache,
lumbago and many simi-

—

lar

drawbacks which do-

prive you of good health.
Guaranteed under the
pure food laws. Composed of gums, oils and

vegetable extracts.
Aik your

druggist. If he

j

t

cannot supply you, send us
00 cents in stamps, together
with his name, and we will
Free advice, how to obtain patents, trade marks,
copyrights, etc.. ,N ALL COUNTRIES.
Business direct with Washington saves
money and often the patent.

hunt and Infringement Practice

Write or come to us at
BtS Ninth Btiset, opp. United
WABHI NATAN

Exclusively.

*

|

•end you promptly, prepaid,
a large size bottle. Money
back if unsatisfactory.

t

Tattle Elixir Co.

IT Beverly

Vi,

li, Boston, Mass,
..

v
■'
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Notice.
Pauper
contracted with the City of Ell*
forahoee who
worth to support and
HAVING
the next five
need assistance
care

during
llsworth, 1
legal residents
forbid all persons trusting them on my acmay

years and
Bittw

EUSABBTi:

Thoee muffle, you liked so
made from Gold Medal flour.

wall

were

Lux.

are

conut, as there is plenty of room and accomodations to care for them at the City Farm
M. J. Duo must
house.
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P. W. Rollins. Edltot ud Manager.
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Subscription Price—#*.00 a year; #1.06 for six
months; 90 cents tor three months; If paid
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This week’* edition of The
American is 2.350 copies.
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the year of 1910,

*9,875

WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 8, 1911.

8TATE OF MAINE.

MAINE VOTED NO.

To-morrow.
(M»»|OWtE.8»frt.r. lormiMiPwF—m.)
You'll be sorry to-morrow, sorry,
For tbs harsh words you said to-day,
You will wish you hsd waited a little
Till the ill mood passed away.
You will grieve for the friend you wounded.
But you’ll grieve till your heart is sore.
For the strife and sin that entered in
When anger set wide the door.
You’ll be sorry to-morrow, sorry,
That an old face quivered and broke
As If a blow had struck it.
At tke hasty words you spoke.
You’ll be low in your mind to-morrow.
That a little child, with dread
At the glance of your eye, went hurrying
With downcast, drooping head.

*Twere better to be content.
And have no guilt to atone for.
No wilful sine to repent.
The word, the look, the action.
By the help of God, may wear
That light of heaven, forever given
In the hash of an answered prayer.

COUNT* GOSSIP.

In accordance with a good and ancient custom. originating with our New England ancestors, and hallowsd by joyful rites and observance for more than two hundred and
eighty years, I, Frederick W. Plaisted, Governor, by and with the advice and consent of
the Council, do hereby appoint and set apart

TRursoay,

mv. jum, a. n. mi,

day of of public thanksgiving and praise
to our God, the giver of every good and perfect gift. And I do recommend the good
people of our favored State to gather around
their hearths and altars and keep this glad
Hew England festival in due and ancient
as a

"Enter into His Gates with thanksgiving and into His Courts with praise,” and
"to do good and to distribute, forget not, for
with such sacrifices God is well pleased”.
"If thou hast much, give plenteouslyi if
thou hast yttle, do thy diligence gladly to
give of that little, for so gatherest thou thyself a good reward.”
form.

Given at the Council Chamber at Augusta,
this sixth day of November, in the year of
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
eleven, and of the Independence of the
United States of America the one hundred
and thirty-sixth.
FamnaaicK W. Plaibtsd.
the
Governor.
By
Cracs W. Davis,
Secretary of State.
Prohibition Retained.
The governor and council have declared the result of the vote on 8ept.
11 on the amendment relating to the

prohibitory clause of the constitution,
stating that the proposition to repeal
the amendment was defeated
the figures
being

votes,

by 758
60,096

for repeal; 60,853 against, the total
vote being 120,948.
Gratifying as this result is to the

prohibitionists, the majority is nothing like what was expected, and
naturally those who favor repeal are
not only jubilant, but already they are
preparing to test in some form the
question over again.
The governor announces that he
a special session of the legislature, probably in February, for the
purpose of reporting to it as required
by the terms of the resolve; also for
the purpose of making such changes

Will call

in tbe election laws as tbe last election
showed to be necessary, and further
for the purpose of again attempting
to repeal the prohibitory amendment

.to the constitution.
The voce m September sbowa that
the town oppoeee prohibition, while
the country favors it. So the governor suggests an amendment to the
constitution giving license to town
and prohibition to country—s headsI win tails yon lose proposition
which, so long as the State ia the anil
in the matter cf liquor legislation, h
hardly likely to be considered seriously. If Maine ever votes oat pro-

hibition,
option to
and not

she won’t vote to

give local
town, however large,
to another, however small.
one

For the first time since 1883, the

postofflce

department, daring the
fiscal year ending Jane 30,1911, was
conducted at a profit. In twenty- four
months the oondact of the postal service has resulted in changing a deficit
of #17,479,770 for the fiscal year 1909
to a surplus of (219,118 for the fiscal
year 1910. During the last fiscal year
the audited revenues of the department wete
#237,879,823, and the
audited expenditures #237,848,926.
Massachusetts yesterday re-elected
Gov. Foes by a majority of 7,000 instead of over 60,000 as he himself predicted. The rest of the State ticket
eleetod is repoulican, as well ae the
legislature, the House by an increased

majority.
Eclairs a 1/A Sanaa.
Css aaui-pst batter for these and make
thsm ia the same way as chocolate eclairs.
When reedy to use, fill them with a mixture of chopped candied pineapple and

whipped cream, or
in rich wrap.

nee

Keeping oat of MS

pineapple preserved

con

think they an honest.

mnhe some men

ooanacnow op umn or foub towns
AND
BY OOVBB1VOB
4LL0WD
COUNCIL—SPBG1AL BBSSIOK
OP LEOI8LATUBK.

on

con-

the

Sept. U, according to

announcement ol the official corrected
made Monday night by the govThe people will have
ernor and council.
an opportunity again to register their will
on a very similar queetion, as Governor
Plalsted announced hia intention ol calling a special session ol the legislature for
some time in February, for the purpose of
revising the election laws, ol making returns to this legislature ol the result of the
special election, and of submitting an
amendment ol the constitution which will
permit the enectirent of new laws concerning the liquor traffic.
The acceptance of the report of the subcommittee on election was unanimous.
The committee reported that, it having
been proven to the satis tact ion of the governor and council that the corrections
should be made in the lour instances, the
committee would recommend that they be
made, and that the result of the vote
should be declared aa follows:
“It appears by the returns aa corrected
that 80,086 votes were cast in favor of annulling said amendment, and SO^BS opposed to annulling said amendment.”
The towne the returns of which were

Our West Franklin correspondent reports that soots wells In that vicinity

returns

were
corrected
Limestone,
Athens and Matinieua Isle.

every throe are opposed ta the law.
There are two eoerecs opea to as. One is to
permit the continuation of that policy of
nullification which has existed ever since
prohibition began or to find some common
ground upon which country and city can
honestly meat and provide a law which shall
be satisfactory to both. The situation mast
be met in s spirit of the broadest tolerance

Fanaticism,
earnest
thoughfulnsss.
bigotry, desire to gain temporary political advantage most yield to the nlttsutte good of
tbe whole great Stats of Mains. The country
must not persist In forcing upon the cities
an impracticable policy. The cities mnst not
insist upon changes in the Inw which are
and

ai,

by

You’ll be sorry to-morrow, sorry,
For the deed that fears the light.
Oh, why wait for the morrow
Ere you give yourself for the right?
Oh. why not summon your manhood.
Be noble and brave to-day;
There is grace to be had for Galahad,
As he rides on hie perilous way.

been dry sixteen months.

ELECTION

OFFICIALLY ANNOUNCED.

special election

You’ll be sorry to-morrow, sorry,
That you played the cowardly part.
That you hid in a maak of silence
And the hypoertte’s hateful art;
For silence is sometimes shameful,
And bom of the mean degree.
And it creeps away at the end of the day
To lurk where the mean things be.

have

SPECIAL

OP

The people ol Maine voted to retain
stitutional prohibition by 758, at

Sorry to-morrow? Truly

1 PROCLAMATION.

REPORT

pic la Umb have aa emphatically declared
against prohibition. Ho law oaa bs saforosd
in commnnitles ta which two an oat of

WeatReld,

OOVBBNOB’S ADDBBM.
After the acceptance of the report, Qov.
Plaited addreeeed the council. He Mid:

objectionable to the conatry.

An amendment to the constitution should
be submitted to the people to be voted on
next September, nader the terms of which
cities should have tbs right to invoke and enact local regulation within their limits, subject to the laws of the Stats, which regulation
in some instfcaoee would doubtless mean prohibition, bat in any rhit would mean majority rule and respect for law.
Such an amendment would still lesvs prohibition in full foroe'ftn the country and in any
of the citiae where

public sentiment upholds

prohibition.
I believe that the legislature ought to submit such an amendment at once. For than#
three reasons, therefore, the result of the recent vote-having been announced, I shall
deem it my duty, at an early date, to call a

special session of ths legislature:
First, to reosive the report of the lest election as required by the resolve under which
the election was bald.
Second, to revise tbe laws relating to the
conduct of our elections la order that the
will of the people ee expressed by their ballots may be accurately determined and

promptly declared.
Third, to submit aa asssadment to the constitution which will permit the enactment of
laws oo nos ring the liquor traffic which are
capable of honest enforcement because sustained by the sentiment of the several communities to wbifth they wlll.be applied.

PACKING APPLES.
Demonstration at Now
England Pratt Show In Boston.
A valuabis fsstiue of ths Now England
trait show la Boston last week eras ths
dsmooatrattoa of packing apples given by
Hr. Chstnsr, of Hood Riser.
In answer to q Best ions, Mr. Osatoersoid:
“A box holds a bubal. The number of
apples appears on the box and ths box Is
■old according to ths number It contains.
“1 pot the apple in the paper, the oalyx
end toward me, wrap and pack with stem
end up."
He stands with tbs box In fronts lightly,
raised, the table of fruit at his right and
the snappers at his left clou to the box
he is packing. The box Is lined and a.
He
paper placed between the layers.
tlfcee-two pack tor
would prefer .the
commercial purposes.
“The paper wrapped around the fruit
keeps It from shrinking and also from
■lipping,'’ he continued, “the box oosts
tan and a half rants; the costs of lining is
lire rants. A two-piece bottom is bstter
than a one; the one is rigid, the two
springy. Always put a layer board baton putting on the eover.
“Ths papsr for lining is cut IS x V
Inches. Two an needed to line and cover,
and a fold Is mads at ths bottom and top
to allow for bulge. Pearson's flu penny
rament nails an what we nee.“
‘•Chn you pack any sise apple and ban
it oosae right?" was asked.
“Yes, but all In the box should bs of a
else,” he replied.
“Isn’t our trouble la ths east using
apples of didsnnt alas In ■ box?”
“It Is.”
“Do you wrap the bos whan shipped?”
“No, we lay it an its stde.”
“Ths three-two, two-two and two-one
packs an tbs kinds era ora,” he said
in auvtr to a query.
“A good man can pack dfty-flve to
sixty boxes a day. I pay ftM a day; piece
work does not gin so good satisfaction.
The box packed Is 140 pack. We an obliged to put the number of apples on the
box.”
The next box was a seventy-two box of
spies. Be simply placed in to show the
two chief ones in the box. He placed
them flat once and then end ways, then
started in and did the Job np brown, talking and answering quntions the while.
“It is not so apt to bruise a large, tender
apple if packed flat. More can be put if
packed endwise, but they will bulge too
much and the sides of an apple bruise
more easily than the ends.
Practical

From North Sedgwick comes e story ol
The time hae arrived when It te proper to
Simeon
men treed by a bull moose.
Womaalj Wisdom.
announcement of the reenlt
and Ellis Carter, who have been working make an official
From
I ho Form Journal. I
ns
I
of onr tabulation of the return* rendered
on the John Thurston woodlot, came out
concerning the election of September last, so
reone
afternoon
farm
Orcutt'e
When
to S. A.
pin-feather* coma oat with diffifar a* they relate to the prohibitory amendcently. It was dark when they started (or ment.
culty, wrap a place of mail in around your
camp, and they were half a mile from
The original returns forwarded to aa were finger to pall against.
camp when they met a bull moose. Sim- subject by law to correction, according to cerIt you would bam light dumpling*,
and
tree
eon selected Qne likely-looking
tain prescribed forms and methods. Errors leave the oover off for about ten minutes
to
attenwere
called
ottr
the
returns
did
not
in
early
his brother soother, and they
after you have put them in.
was made to ns to perpart with them until the moose bad left tion. and application
corrections.
“People who do not like the country bemit
the vicinity, two or three hours later.
We were obliged to wait twenty days for cause there is so little going on, are those
such applications to be filed. We were then
in whose heads there is less going on than
The captains three, a real big three, a
entitled to a reasonable time during which to even in the
country."
triumvirate of skippers, arrived in Port- consider the
to
decide
the
and
applications
Mix your griddle-cokes, waffles, fritters,
land yesterday. They were the brothers questions raised by them. In the cases of the
Whitmore and they all came on the towns of Limestone, Westfield aud Athens etc., in the upper part of a double boiler
‘•What site paper wrap do yon ueeT"
schooner Annie F. Kimball bound from and Matinicus plantation the correction of ihstead of in an ordinary mixing bowl,
“For large apples, 10x10; lor the small,
Southwest Harbor to Boston, says a Port- the returns by the peculiar records preeeated and you will find the handle very useful to
8x8. We aim to keep the cushion as the
which have hold it by when frying them.
land paper. Oapt. Joe Whitmore was in raised certain legal questions
loose part of the wrapping paper is called,
He is known never been paesed upon by tbe court* of this
command of the craft.
When you buy the children’s drawers
State and upon which eminent legal counsel
under the apple. The boxes are handled
about
sew a piece of tape,
for
every* here as one of the strongest and
the>.winter,
do not agree. It has required some thonght
as carefully as your eggs; you never see a
best-natured men wbo ever held a wheel. and
of
bottom
the
inches
across
the
three
long,
at
a
concluto
arrive
study on our part
man drop a box.
His brother John is a twin, but Warren, sion concerning them and no reasonable man leg*. This will prevent the drawers from
“In putting in the second layer 1 am
the third brother, looks os if he might will criticise ns for having reached onr de- wrinkling up when the stockings are put
going to begin in the opposite corner.
have been born at the same time as the cision deliberately.
on.
The third layer is like the first. There are
Onr effort has been to arrive at aa nearly a
is several years
other two, though he
Do not forget to give the baby plenty of not enough of this size and i’ll have to
correct conclusion aa possible, nnder the
younger All are of big frame, hard
water. Milk is a food, and does not take finish with a smaller size which is 98 to
limitations placed upon ns by the law and to
workers and the beat fellows imaginable
a drink.
Plenty of the box. You will see that the ‘pack’ is
give life to the will of the people aa it appears the place of water os
and each holds a license as captain.
taken either broken in so doing.
to have been expressed by their ballots. In water between feedings,
i reaching the result which we have reached, warm or cool, is a great aid to the bowels
“We have to put the bulge on to allow
A large granite boulder has been placed in
permitting the correction of the returns and kidneys.
for shrinkage, for our spples are fifteen
in the Hull’s Cove cemetery to mark the from the four towns which 1 have mentioned,
I
Nut butter is a pretty good substitute days in transit.
resting-place of M. De Qregoire, a French I on the evidence submitted to ns, we have
“The demand with us last year was for a
for meat now that the Utter bring* such
gentleman who settled on the island of been forced to overlook some apparently
■
small as 280 to
Mount Desert more than 100 years ago. gross violations of law by election officers, high prices. Bun walnut* or hell bark* smaller apple. We pack aa
One side of the boulder bears the simple following tbe general rale that voters should through a food-chopper, and rub into the box.
“The smaller apple, if perfect, is Just as
not be disfranchised because of wrongful acts them about one-third as much good fresh
inscription on its rugged surface: “De
on the part of those entrusted with official
butter. Spread on crackers or bread.
good. There is a sale for any perfect apple,
Qregoire—1811.” Above the lettering is a duties.
One housekeeper has prevented many a no matter if it is small."
Maltese cross. At one time the De QregFollowing that rale we are oompelled to
The boxes after they were packed were
oire* owned the whole eastern half of Mt. reach the reenlt which we have reached. The burned roast or overbaked cake by setting
Desert island, their title being derived statute requires ns to tabulate tbe retufhs and the alarm clock to the proper time to open open for inspection, the sides being reBesides the packing demonstraform the Frenchman Cadillac. The old to declare the reenlt aa it “appears". That the oven door. Then she goes about her moved.
It Is exactly what work in the other parts of the house, tion, soma points on the subject could be
house in which they lived and died, torn is all that we can do.
down many years ago, was situated at the we have done. We are not a canvassing knowing that she will bear the Imperative gleaned by a study of soma boxes and barrels exhibited by the college at Amherst.
head of Hall’s Cove in the field which is board. We have no authority to examine and call at the right time.
recount ballots or to revise tbe work of
Here are several barrels which call attennow a part of the farm of E. 8. Carpenter.
The right way to cook oatmeal: Put a
election officers excepting in cases where
tion to s few different points. A well seIn 1811 M. De Qregoire died at Hull’s Cove
formal application ie made to us to do so. teaspoon!ul of salt In a quart of water over
lected face was uniform In size and shape
and was buried in the old cemetery these. The reenlt as it “appears** Is what we are the
fire, in the upper part of the double but not well
colored; a poorly selected
Just 100 years later a memorial to his called upon to declare and we have made that boiler. As soon os it boU*
briskly,
face varied in both size and color; one
memory was set above bis grave. A few declaration.
sprinkle the oatmaal in slowly. Do not barrel of small
apples was well faced and
various
uiaer
ana
imporwni qaeiuoni,
years after his death Madame De Qregoire,
stir, but let it boil briskly for a tew minThe suggestion was offered that
his wife, died and was buriSO by the side raised by the recent election, remain for oar
then set it in the lower half of the packed.
ute*,
these apples mixed with spples of larger
of her husband. The monument is the consideration. In the first place the resolve
which should contain hot water;
the prohibitory amendment to boiler,
size wonld spoil both. Two apples bad a
gift of Miss Cornelia Prime, of Hunting- submitting
without
bubble
and
let
it
cover
slowly,
it,
it
seems to
popular vote is so worded that
section removed and showed the interior;
ton, N. Y. Miss Prime was here this fall make
or five hours at the least.
for
four
a
session
of
the
stirring,
imperative special
presone was well packed throughout, the other
after an absence of seven years, and made ent
legislature. It calls for a report of the If wanted for breakfast it should be cooked
overfaced, a packing that haa given our
the arrangements for placing the monu- result of this vote to be made to "the legisla- the
day before, and then finished with os markets to the western
grower.
ment. For about thirty-five years Miss ture". It will be noticed that the other remuch time as yoa can allow in the mornAn Interested visitor at the show was
'
Prime was a regular summer visitor to solves submitted at the same election were ins.
V. C. Hallett of Walls Walla, Wash., .a
Bar Harbor, where she owned a cottage not so worded. The resolve relating to the
State capital and that relating to the limit ol
prospective purchaser of a Maine farm.
on the shore near Hull’s Cove.
HANCOCK POINT.
municipal indebtedness both required a reHe said concerning the quality of fruit:
Chester Looader And wife will go to
port to the next legislature. The omission ol
idea is that the Mains Gravenatein
“My
Building up • Mystery.
the word "next" in the resolve under con- Vanceboro next week, to visit relatives.
Is much exparior to any Gravenatein I
A mystery is being built up by the resi- sideration
may have been either inadvertent
W. H. Phillips has been down through ever tasted, and I have tasted many.
dents ot North destine around tbe dis- or intentional. However t that may be, wi
Cherryfleld, canvassing lor.nursery stock. Maine Is a most desirable State in which
covery there Friday morning ot a small must take it as it reads and it calls, in terms,
Mrs. Henry Ball and Mm. William Ball to live, is as good as the West to raiaa
sloop, anchored in a dangerous position in for a special session of this legislature for the
have returned from a visit in Massachu- apples, and there is ao batter summer reMorse’s cove, and abandoned. A press purpose of receiving our report.
There are strong reasons why the legislaMains apples are
sort than its coast.
setts.
despatch from North Castine ieya:
ture ought to assemble before another gener“On Friday morning, following the
Bernard Small and Andy Partridge are batter keepers than western.
al election is held. Our laws relating to the
“Comparing the prices of land with the
heavy squall of Thursday night, a small conduct of elections need revision. The irregu- taking n trip with team to Cherryfleld,
West and tbs kind and the flavor of tbs
boat was seen anchored in a dangerous larities connected with the last election are Addison and Pigeon hill.
apples, which are of finer and closer grain
position near the rocks in Morse’s cove. nothing abort of scandalous. There is no
Mrs. Lireeeer, of Yarmouth, and Mm.
and of better flavor, Mains is superior.
As no signs of life were seen, she was doubt but that similar lrrsgalarities have
Bicker, of Cherryfleld, am visiting their All Mains needs is an
organisation like
boarded and found to be unoccupied. occurred In past elections, but the public at*
Mm. B. W. Hale. Miss Curie
eister.
The authorities were ndtilled and or- tention was not called to them because the
la employed aa name for Mm. Hale.
Colby
dered the boat removed to a sale anchor- majorities on the one side or the other were
B.
Nov.«. _
so decisive that a few hundred votes made nc
age, which was done.
difference.
Likk
monky.
“The boat is a small sloop, painted whits
BAYSIDE.
A does election has revealed weakness In
outside, about twenty-five feet long and connection with oar election laws and lai
The many friends hem of Mm. Aatba
O. A. Parcher Offers Popular Medihas a small cabin. Everything points to s methods in the conduct of our elections ol
Phillips Mower were grieved to hew of
tragedy, as sails were unfurled and th« which none of ns suspected the existence hw death at her home in Cambridge,
cine at Half-Price.
boat appeared to have been hastily aban- Legislation on this subject is imperatively
Q. A. Parcher, the popular druggist, is
Maas., last Friday. Mm Mower leaves
doned. A tender was found on the short demanded unless we are willing to permit
a has band—William P. Mower, two small
nuking an offer that is Jnst like finding
oar elections to become a farce and take thf
near the boat.”
#
chance of the wlllpf the people being thwart*
children, a mother who lived with hw, money, lor be is selling a regular 50-cent
ed by careless, ignorant or uascrupuloui
abd a brother—Hoiiis Phillips, of Marble- bottle of Dr. Howard’s celebrated specific
officials. I should feel it my duty to call the
AMHERST.
head, Mam. Mm. Mower had passed for the core of constipation and dyspepthis purpose if there
many weeks hem in summer with friends sia at half price. In addition to this large
Mias Zells Giles is at home from Auburn. legislature together for
were no other reasons for doing so.
and relatives, Bayaide being her mother’s discount he agrees to return the money to
Dr. Edgerly has moved into the W. J.
The recent election has left the matter ol
old home.
any purchaser whom the specific does not
Johnston bouse.
the regulation of the liquor traffic la an ever
B.
Nov. 7. ___________
on re.
wore#
it
was
the
electior
than
before
position
A son was born to Irvin Bumnar and
It is quite unusual to be able to buy
was held, if such a thing is possible.
iodine
works
am
in
wife Nov. 1
The world’s largest
An analysis of the vote shows an overfifty-cent
pieces for a quarter, but that is
Earl Giles, of Eaatbrook, visited hii whelming majority against prohibition ti the north of Chile, having hn annual out- what this offer really
means, tor it is only
put of 400,000 pounds.
the cities and a large but greatly reduced me*
cousin, Fioyd Sumner, recently.
recently, throughputs solicitation of Drugfor
in
the
There
if
towns.
Jority
prohibition
SumMrs. John Gregg and Mrs. Martha
gist Parcher, that this medicine could be
gram or Ohio, Crrr or Tdudo, { “•
bow ample evidence as revealed by the votf
ner have gone to Brewer.
Lucas OoDWTT,
bought for lees than fifty cents. He
|
that a large number of the toyrns pretty
Prank J. Cheesy makes oath that ho is urged the
proprietors to allow him to sail
E. J. Richardson, of Franklin, N. H., is evenly divide on the qneetion of prohibitioi senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney A
Co., dofns business in the City of Toledo, it at this reduced price for,a little while,
visiting in Aurora. He sailed on friandi through constitutional provision.
end Stnte eforesmld, end shut said Arm
County
There is no question about the desire of thf
agreeing to sell a certain amount. The
here Sunday.
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLtowns to retain prohibition. Than
LARS for sack and every esae of Catarrh that result has Justified his good Judgement»for
The funeral of Mrs. AUseC. Smith, whc country
cannot ho on rod by the use of Hall's Catarrh the sale has been
is ao question about the desire of the citlei
something remarkable.
PRANK J. CHENEY.
died Oct. M, was held at the church Thun- to endeavor to
Care.
improve conditions by adoptSworn to before mo and sabooribod in my
Anyone who suffers with headache, dysday; Bev. Ida Garland officiating. Sht ing some other method of dealing with thf presence, thU 4th dny of
pepsia, distlnaaa, sour stomach, • peeks beleasee a husband, son and daughter, t
liquor traffic. It is not hard to find the rea*
fore the eyes, or any liver trouble, should
Noranv Public.
mother, one sister and five broths re. Tbs son for this. Prohibition cun be enforeef
(east-)
Hall's Oatarsh Cure is taken internally end take
brothers acted as bearers. Her death foladvantage of this opportunity, for
lowed an illness of several months. Sht with reasonable success in the country.- H nets directly on the blood end mucous sur- Dr.
Howard’s specific will ours all these
faces of the system. Send for teetlmonials
was in the thirty-fifth year of her age. In- cannot be and never has bean snooesafull]
P. J. CHENEY A CO„ Toledo, O.
free.
troubles. But If by any ohance it should
enforced in the cities. It It nselsss to caned
terment was at Mt. Best.
gold by all Dragciata, 7*e.
enforcement in the citise now, after the pconot, Mr. Parcher will return your money.
d
Nov. 8. ■§
tlatt Hall's Family Pills tor oo asti potion.
two
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A sabstantial prlas baa been
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HARDWOOD—We

are

In the market

ror

white birch, yellow birch sad rock
ample, to be delivered et our factory the coning winter. We have decided to pay for No. 1
woods, A*J0 per cord. For No. 2. Hoo p«r
cord. ForNo. AgAJO per cord, delivered is
tbe yard at onr factory. All who wish to farnieb us with a quantity of these woods, we
would like to have call at tbe factory office u
ae possible and state the amount yoa
could furulsh, and consult with us in reftsrd
to onr requirements for else sod quality of
wood to be furnished at these prices. Ellsworth Haodwood CO.

early

AND GIRLS—Barn

money selling
BOY8
miums.
Write

oar

Box 114,

your Christmas
cash or pre-

goods,

Domestic
Maes.

ue.

Quincy,

Bcpplt

Co.,

Spctiai Moxut*.
NOTICE.
Union Trust Company, of Ellsworth,
the holder of Deposit Book No.
representing five shares of the thirtieth
series in the Ellsworth Loan and Building
Association and Issued by said association to
LUIlan J. Stock bridge. January', 1906. and assigned by her to said Union Trust Company
under date of September 4, 1910, and now of
the vain# of $86i7, tn pledge for the payment
of an overdue note dated April 8. 1911. on
three months time for 8680.00 signed by a. P.
Stock bridge, which note and obligation said
A. F. Stockbrtdge has failed to pay and perform. hereby gives notice that it intends to
enforcs payment of said note and obligation
by sale of the said pledged Deposit Bool*,
representing said shares.
Union Tbust Cow pa jot.
By H. H. Biggins, Treasurer.
Ellsworth, Maine, November 1,1911.

THE
being
7W,

CAUTION.
my bed and board without
II Just provocation. I hereby forbid all
or trusting my wife. Kate
harboring
persona
Webber, as I shall pay no bills of her contracting after this date.
Calvin M. Wshbil
Winter Harbor, Oct. 14,1911.

XjTAVINGleft

legal 3ioticr«.
NOTICE or rORECLOSCKK.
Tremont,
\YTHBRBA8, Maurice R. Rich, of of
Maine,
county of Hancock and State
by bis mortgage deed dated December, s. d.
1891. recorded In Hancock county. Maina
registry of deeds, hook M, page 372. conveyed
to Amanda M. Rich, of aaid Tremour a certain lot or parcel of land situated in Tremont
aforesaid, and at the head of Bass Harbor, socalled. hounded and described as follows, to
wit: Beginning at Fred J. Rich's southwest
corner, near the pomp, thence following the
county road to the land of Geo. M. Wallace;
thence by said Wallace's east, north and west
lines to said county road, thence by said road
westerly to land of Lottie B. Rich, thence following aaid Lottie B. Rich's east line to the
old Beech Hill road or Benson lot, thence following said Benson lot. John B. Mitchell's lot
and John M. Rich's lot northerly and easterly
to Fred J. Rich's northwest corner, thence by
Fred J. Rich's land to the place of beginning,
near the aforesaid pnmp and containing fifty
acres more or less, meaning and intending to
convey all my homestead as at present constituted and the buildings thereon.
Also one other lot known as my Walls lot.
situated ia Tremont aforesaid and is s part of
lot No. 8S, oa a plan made by Salem Town. Jr.,
in 1809, and is the earns as conveyed to me br
warranty deed from Andrew Walls, dated
January N. 1989, and recorded in Hancock
registry of deeds, hook 89. page vn, to which
deed reference is hereby given, said lot containing twenty-four acres, more or less mortAnd wbereae the condition of said
theregage has been and now la brokA, now
fore I claim a foreclosure of said m- ngags
and give this notice for that purpose.
November 4, a. d. 1911.
Amanda M. Rich,
her attorney Geo- R-

▼y

#

Fuller^

_By

Mottos of Vint Mooting.
In the District Coart of the United States for
the Hancock District of Maine.
In the matter of
) r_ na»krui>tnj.
lH
TraOTBY L SoillRI,
g

By0

}

J
Bankrupt,
To tho creditor, of Tlnothjr L. Robtnni,sod
oj
Stonington. In the county of Hancock
district aforesaid, a bankrupt:

s *ksus?i wrra

Timothy L. Robbins was dnly adjudicated
nw
bankrupt; and that tbs drst meeting of
creditors will bs bsld at my office, tn Elis
worth. Mains, on the ttnd dsy of November,
a*
a. d. Xfll, at two o'clock la the afternoon,
which time the sold creditor* may
their olaieas, appoint n trustee, ex amis
bu«
le bankrupt and traneaot each other
meetness ns mny properly come before raid
WlkLIAM E. Whitino.
ing.
Referee In Bankruptcy.
Dated Ellsworth, Me.. Nor. S, 1911.

Rrove

_

&ttuitwmaa&

Wm. O. EMERY

|

XjTyf
IUlm«TH,

MAIMS

IwmhM mad* and abstract,
and eoplaa fk.rnl.Had on .hort
nation, and at BUMMBI MBS.

:

OdPieSi

MORRISON, JOV t COL BLOCK,
•TATS ST SB ST.

TdMtaMUM.

P.A(d.7»

|

20 Poet Oorde for 4 Aa

smkTKimsus,w

I

L

CITY MEETING.
A

OP DBPBOT8 U
HIGHWAYS.

COMPLAINT

per

HEROISM

OF

Copyright by American Press

ACCOUNT*

_

The regular matting of Um oily govern
jnent was held Monday awning. Present

9.
Name.
John A Stuart,
Arthur B Mitchell,
Herbert Salisbury,
Michael J Drummey,
poor,
Electric light, B H A U R Power Co.
Harold V Moore.
Library,
Morrison. Joy A Co,
George 8 Wescott,
John Q Adams,
R B Brady,
Joha A Moore,

fire dept,

Leo J Ward well,
Wm H Pomroy,
B H A U R Power
Austin H Joy.
Edward O Moore,
A W Curtis,
N E Tel A Tel Co,

Amount
$ 46 01
46 «
2«
296«
210 6(
60 0(
1«
8 7<
6 oc
9 ot
99

Co,

ClaraO Hopkins,
School house. Frank R McGown,
F R Ttlden,
Text book sap, Gina A Co,
Clara O Hopkins,
Austin H Joy,
C J Treworgy,
Hi(b school, Warren B My rick.
D C Heath A Co,
Kdw B Babb A*Co,

Buptofsche,

Whitcomb, Haynes A Co,
M

School.

John M

Cunningham.

George L DeWltt.
Mrt M T Spillane,
Lawrence O
Otis Young.
G P Dnnham,
Harold V Moore,
Martin A Garland,
Francis H Murch,
H. F. Maddocka,
A E Clement,
Edward Haney,

Higgins^

noma n

Contingent,

vtsnana.

9 19

John F (loyal,
Frank T Doyle,
John W McCarthy,
Arthur W Salisbury,
Eugene H Moore,
Webster M Higgins,
Frank M Moore,
Wm K McUown,
Forrest L Maddocks,
8 P Stockbridge,
Reliable Clothing Co,
Chaa J Treworgy,
Louis C Dennett,
Edward O Moore,
N Ells Farmers Club,
Branch Pond Lumber
John A McUown,
N B Tel A Tel Co,
Delbert M Higgins,
A W Curtis.

19 50
2 00
2 00
2 00
6 00

6 00

4 00
4 00

00
4 00

2

4 00

Co,

140
3 43
1 00
2 00
20 00
60 00
4 00
2 08

2 00
1 86
4 00

HfLeland,

91,500 16
HT1IIT COMMISSION

BR'S

KOLL.

Highways.

9186 76

8idewslks.

162 24
78 64

Bridges.

—

TBACHBES' SALARY ROLL.
Common schools.
9967 A0
819 45
High school.
Ursnd total.

887 64

1,286 96

98,16476

OTHER BUSINESS.

Petition (or a street light on Birch
avenue, above the railroad, near the residence of Wellington Haslam, was referred
to the committee on electric lights.
Demand of Fred Dan ham for |88 on the
road roll for September to the credit of
Henry Colpitis, and assigned by Mr.
Colpitts to Mr. Dnnham, was made
through Mr. Danbam’a attorney, F. L.
Mason. Referred to committee on streets
for investigation.
question ot extending tne sewer
which crosses WaterJet reel near the Anderson blscksmithlshop, from the west iide
of Water street to the river, was discussed.
This sewer, which oarries^he sewage from
The

lised country.
One of these lighthouses was recently the scene of a story—a real storysuch as few authors of Action can Invent, a story full of pathos, of heroism, of a great work In protecting the
lives of many who were sailing or
steaming over the ocean unconscious
of what was going on under the light.
In the dwelling portion of this lighthouse the keeper lay dying. He had
that morning been in his usual health,
but was suddenly taken ill.
Nevertheless he kept at his work of preparing the light against the evening. Hla
wife knew nothing about the lamps or
the machinery by which they were
made to alternately shine and disappear. His children were a boy and a
girl—the boy nine, the girl eleven years
old. There was no one near the lighthouse to call upon to take up the lighthouse keeper's duties when the night

I

20 A2
25 00
12 00
2 50
4 87
5 00

John

lighthouses such as really protect
ships from going ashore in every civi-

9 01
17 so
18 00
26 94
4544
45 04
M
17 91
7 79
4 oa
2 64
MM
7 29
2 89
209
4u
810 came.
88
Nor was there any doctor that could
6 00
administer to bis physical ailments.
18 68
Still ho kept
1 99 The keeper grew worse.
4 26 at his work till the afternoon when be
was obliged to give up and go to bed.
6 90
2819 He had cleaned the lamps. Ailed them
1 so with oil and in
every way got them
6 00
ready to be lighted, but either he had
6 00
not had time or the strength to wind
11 25
up the great weights that turned the
8 66
86 88 machinery, causing the revolutions—
20 20 ! revolutions by which the light was
*
6 25 made to Aash.
When night came on the keeper was
63 00
12 00 drawing bis last breath.
EUs wife
6500 i was praying by his bedside; his chll-

Joseph O Emerton.
Charles B Lynch,
Warren E Myrick,
John P Eld.idge,
Thomas E Haie,
WmE Whiting,
Libeons D Patten,

A-sh* Gold Hunter,

; dren were standing wondering at this
| their first sight of death—death that
; made their mother a widow and then)
fatherless.
There were. a few long
; breaths, the Intervals between them
growing greater, a rattle In the throat
and the keeper was dead.
| As soon as the widow could sufflclently recover from the death scene
she thought of the lives that might
j be wrecked from her husband's being
!
thus suddenly taken away from bis
work of protection. It was a danger! ous coast Skippers bad been used to
seeing the light and counting the seconds between Its flashes, and then they
knew where they were. If it failed to
shine they would run out of their
courses.

The widow roused herself, and, taking her children with her, went up Into
the lighthouse. She lighted the lamps,
but she could not make the machinery
revolve. A light that did not flash In
the place where a flashlight should be
would be as misleading to sailors as no
light at all.
The little girl placed hertelf at the
revolving apparatus and found that It
turned easily. She pushed It around,
making the circuit under her mother's

direction In the time It was used to
revolve, then she snld to her mother;
We
“Mamma, go back to father.
children will turn the machinery and
make the light flash."
So the mother, whose grief, more
keen than that of childhood, sapped
her powers, went back to the bedside
of her dead husband to pray, leaving
her children the only barrier between
lives out on the ocean and the rocks
that were ready to engulf them. The
girl turned till she was tired, then her
little brother took up tbe work. When
he became tired she relieved him.
And so the children worked on while
their father lay dead below and their
mother prayed beside him. And the
captains and the sailors on the vessels
that passed, coming and going, looked
at the light and wondered that it now
lost, now gained, a few seconds. And

Northeast Har-

Bot Harbor
storm Petrel. Salem, lumber
,®1A Not •. sch.Haynes
* Co; Ann 6 StuartL
■ Moore; Island
Mil.Buikle, finish loading lumber for Whitcomb, Htjrnea A Co
\
Hancock County" Port*.
Southwest Harbor-Ar Oct SO, sob Mcrtls H
rerrt
Bid Oot 80.schs Celebris

boll Of accotnrva so.

John Brady.
Austin M Foster,
Mrs H H Emerson,
Mary A Hodgkins,
JM Hardy,

Asso-

elation, 1911.

The Breton coast of France Is a wild
but very beautiful region.
Artists go
there to get subjects for their
pictures, which they find not only in the
but
in the simple peasantry
scenery,
which lives there. On that coast are

Hsyor Lei end, Aid. Kldridge, Smith
Austin end Maddocka.
Bolls of accounts were paaaed as follows
Fund.
jtoiice,

1

Br F. A. MITCHEL

fob ftbbrt light on up
BIRCH AVBJfUB—ROLLS

gt^rrtiaraniti.

Ellsworth Pan.
A'

_

petition

I

marine list.

THE CHILDREN’S

(Br), Hautsport, N

Tod<*
8,£f
sid j£n.Torfv.,!f**to
Oct SI, sch Perfect

SldNoe S, sch Clifford I White
BORN.

BHAIr-At Stonlncton, Not 4, to Mr and
John E Beni, a daughter.
BENNETT—At Orland, Not 1, to Mr and
Erneet L Bennett, n daughter.
B,aokHn. Not 2, to Mr and
BSA?.Y—=*
Clifton Brney, a son.
OOTT-AtBrrmkUo, Oct », to Mr and
Victor L dotty s son,
Not t, to Mr
HAYNB®TAt_Ellsworth,
Mrs Prod P Haynes, a daoghter.
HOOPBR-At Bluehill, Oct», to Mr and
Arthur B Hooper, n daughter.
PATTBRBON-At Bluehill. Not 4, to Mr
Mrs Hurry G Patterson, n son.

WHHRAM-AS Orlnnd. Oot IS, to
Delbert Plokhsm, a daughter.

Hr,
Mrs

SMITH & HAGERTHY’S NEW STORE

Mre
Mrs
and

Cor Main and Franklin

Mri

Complete 5tock of Men’s Clothing and
Furnishing Goods. New
Goods Throughout.

and

Mr nnd Mrs

SAUNDERS—At Orlaud, Oct 18, to Mr nnd
Mrs James W Saunders, a daughter.
SUMNKR-At Amherst, Not 3, to Mr and Mrs
Irrlag Sumner, n eon.
WBED-At Stonlngton, Oct 81, to Mr nnd Mrs
Thurlow Erneet Weed, a eon. iSUphea
Thurlow.]

We are just starting in the clothing business and want to build up a good
trade simply by giving our customers the squarest kind of a deal. We can’t
succeed unless the man who buys here once buys again. We can’t afford to give
anything less than complete satisfaction. If anything you buy here fails to give all
the service and satisfaction you think it should, tell us so, and we’ll
give you new
goods or your money back. Look over our line:

MARRIED.
Bnnfor. Oot
CkAB¥"^?RlNOBB—At
by
Her A B Lorlmer, Miss Lara Lillian 84,
Clerk
to Irrln Daniel
Franklin.

Sprlagar,

both

of

Streets, Ellsworth.

West

GILLEY-MARSON-At Rockland, Oot 18. by
Hot William J Day, Mrs Julia Gilley, of
Southwest Harbor, to John Marson, of
Booth bay Harbor.
HUTCHINS—WABDWELL— At Penobscot,
Oct 28. by But Edgar A Carter, Min Algis
Mariam Hutchins to Gustloe Leach Wardwall, both of Penobecot.
KINCAID—SHOREY—At Ellsworth, Nor 8,
by Est P A A Klllam, Miss Corinne Kincaid
to Darkl A Shorey, both of Ellsworth.
LITTLEFIELD—MIXER—At Penobscot, Noe
8. by Rct C W Lowell, Mise Sarah S Littlefield to Manfred A Mixer, both of Penob-

Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothing
Leopold Morse Co. Clothing
Widow Jones’ Ybung Men’s andBoy s’ Clothing
The Sprague Pant
Jacob Dreyfus & Son’s Furnishings

ecot.

M'KINNON—WITHAM—At Dedham, Not 1,
by Rct Warren Morse. Miss lues C McKinnon, of Dedham, to William W Witham,
of Brewer.

MU1SE—DOLLIVER—At Southwest Harbor,
Oct 28, by Rev R W Brown, Miss Addle A
Muise to George B Dolliver, both of South-

The Arrow Brand Collars and Cuffs
Neckwear Hats and Caps
Duck and Sheepskin-lined Garments

west Harbor.

STEVENS—WOOSTER—At Ellsworth, Nov 4,
by Rev P A A Klllam, Mrs Nellie I Wood
Stevens, of Gouldsboro, to Ernest W
Wooster, of Washington Junction.

Leather,

UIKU.

Ellsworth, Nov 6, Charles P
Brown, formerly of Clinton, aged 79 years, 8

BROWN-At

months.
CARTER—At Brooklln, Nov 1, Mrs Cynthia D
Carter, aged 66 years, 4 months. 23 days.
COTTON-At Orland. Oct 21, Mrs Ellen 8
Cotton, aged 71 years, 1 month, 2 days.
DAVIS—At Bucksport, Nov 1, Charles L
Davis, aged 69 years.
QRINDLE—At Orland, Nov 8, Mrs Sarah H
Orindle, aged 70 years, 6 months, 8 days.
BALL—At Brooklln, Oct 80, Mrs Georgia C
Hall, aged 62 years, 11 months, 26 days.
HIGGIN8—At West Eden, Nov 1, Alma P,
wife of Nathan Higgins, aged 78 years, 7

SMITH &. HAGERTHY
Cor. Main and Franklin Streets

months, 16,days.

KINISON—At Mt Desert, Nov 5, Henry Kinison, aged 77 years, 2 months, 7 days.
MAONO—At Htouington. Nov 4, Carmino
Mango, aged 6 months, 14 days.
MITCHELL—At Sorrento, Nov 1, George
Mitchell.
RICHARDSON-At Aurora, Nov 6, Mrs Lizzie
E Richardson, aged 63 years, 8 months, 28

CommiBBton

^ncijantB.

The advertisements below represent some of
the leading houses of New England.
Our
readers will doubtless find them of value.

days.
Amherst, Oct 81, Mrs Alice C
Smith, aged 36 years, 9 montns, 29 days.
THOMPSON-At Bangor, Oct 25, Mrs Nelson
Thompson, of Deer Isle.
SMITH—At

dyde'.Mfee&s
V

BOSTON

,T,

Commission merchant

•

aUjcttusonniu,

WANT

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla
and

Cures all humors, catarrh
rheumatism, relieves that tired

the appetite,
nervousness,
builds up the whole system.

feeling, restores
cures paleness,

Get it today in usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called SAfSAtAbSe

APPLES
Poultry

and Eggs

POTATOES
Dressed Lambs and Calves
To Ellsworth Shippers. SEND US
APPLES
POTATOES,
BERRIES
FANCY HENNERY EGOS.
—

—

Top Market Prices.
AN APPROVED HOUSE*
CHAPIN BROS..
107*109 So. Market St., Boston.
Ask for free stencil. We will send market

Prompt Returns.
DEAL

WITH

quotations

ou

|

Bulok and Cadillac I
These are the two makes of cars for which we are the selling
agents. The features of these cars are such that no intending
purchaser should fail to become familiar with them. We are
prepared to show every detail.

CO (VI PLETE LINE OF" LIOHT DELIVERY TRUCKS

request.

15 Models—$550 to $1850.

LAWRENCE & CO.
Established 1*63

Commission Merchants
eaas, fruit, produce

Wholesale
oultry.

TEN

C ENTS

Egg-ene, a pure and healthful preparation used in your cooking gives you
of la EGOS "Tor i2%c
persons In their berths below slept the equivalent
soundly, not dreaming that they owed Contains no chemicals or impurities.

Water Street, Ellsworth, Maine.

APPLES A SPECIALTY
Fnaoall Hail Market.
tttenclls, etc., furnished

Boston, Malt
ou

application.

1

APPLES
POULTRY

Foundry & Machine Works,

Ellsworth

POTATOES
BOOS

GARAGE

—

and every tool needed to do

repairing with ail speed.
i

•Rip to

the vicinity of Pine and JJpruoe streets,
of eleven and a Guaranteed under the Pure Food Laws.
was built to a point just|beyond the west their lives to a girl
line of Water street, near the high water boy of nine.
SiMral ComiuiM Bsrckiiti
._M
4k. ___U kansa A#
Oil UUlftUi |/U«svu,
Agents Fletcher’s Improved Egg Case
SPECIAL OFFER: Send 10c to cover cost of
line, from which point the sewage finds its
children,
and the
Fulton Sts.,
BOSTON, MASS,
postage, etc., and we will send yon a fall pack- Clinton and
way to the river. The sewer crosses the the morning came,
Belerencea and Stencils on Bequest.
lot where the Ellsworth
Foundry A tolling on, began to think of the rest age of Egg-ene and a package of our French
How Dessert, postpaid.
tflem.
Try us on your shipments ot
Machins Works proposes to build a that day would bring
We give away silk stockings and kid gloves.
the boy, kept awake Is
utc.
garage. The matterl Jwaa; referred to a they, especially
Live
about
it.
ns
Ask
Whether it's a range or a fur
^
a faint but welspecial oommittee of three—Aid. Smith, a marvel. And now
It is a "Clarion”, it it
In the east
nace—if
streak
BKTCRNS
act.
Food
to
IMMEDIATE
appears
Pure
Economy
come
The
Co.,
gray
and
Austin—with
Maddocka
power
Mass.
meet
to
Frank E. Gray, carrier on|tha Lamoine A dim outline of the uneven land besure
149 Washington St., Somerville,
every requirement.
rural free delivery route* appeared before gins to be apparent But the children
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
the board to complain otj the condition of work on, turning, ever turning. What
BOSTON, MASS.
Bangor. Sold by
the roads in Ellsworth over which he was thongh the Interval between the flashes
hard
of
little
grow
legs
He
as
their
epoke {especially
obliged to travel.
lengthen
J. P.
Hall «Ss Cole
The
a bad
place on the Inmoinel road near the to move and their steps shorter!
Have you soon them?
Ellsworth.
first
on
Main
the
breakers
Street,
another
white
and
the
Mitchell plaoe,
dawn lightens,
These perfect, accurate and inexpensive
as represented.
Trenton road, near | Capt. 8 tan wood's. grow plain, then the black promon- watches are guaranteed to be
Pststsss Hi CrufetrriH
Applsi,
satisdo
not
prove
Your money back if they
The city officials have (received several tories against the sky. then both land
our Specialtlei
factory. They will run eight days with one
winding. Open face, nickel case, with fancy 100-102 Faneuil Hall Market,
other complaints of these places. Street and ocean.
BOSTON
^jhaftsBunal Carts.
dial, price, W.
at
was
we
who
present
Commissioner Patten,
Me.
lor stencils and weekly market report.
Send
“Mamma,” called .the girl, “may
Portland,
518
St.,
Congress
Bine Steel, Tula Steel. Denuqale sad
the meeting, said he |would make the not stop now?"
Manufacturer of
Sliver Caece to Salt Purchaser.
needed repairs at once.
“Yes. my child; It Is light. The sailARTISTIC HUMAN HAIR GOODS
Stfurtfaununts.
fix valm la HotlSaj Part Carta, 21 la
of
a
sewer
EacafUaeal
without
The petition for the |buUding
of every description.
ors can see where they are
2ft cans, pail Inc.
Goods sent on approval to responsible parties
following the water course from Sterling you children to tell them."
Maine.
Carrie
&
Miss
Wichman
of
M.
H.
street to near the residenoe
There come persons who have heard
BE8IDENCK :
OFFICE :
Baker on Central street, presented at the this story of heroism and ask to see
Springfield, Mua.
25 Fourteenth St.
2S Hammond 8t.
WIRING.
September meeting £and referred to the the little hero and heroine. They And
Furnace
Office hours : 9 to 12.15 ; 1 to ft.
Hot Water
Pal Lines el
Evenings by appointment
full board, was referred to the next city a family unconscious of having done
The merchant who doce not advcrticc in
Work and
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
government.
it
children
makes
The
aoaion
dull
fat
remarkable.
a
more'profitable
anything
AND FIXTURES.
H. SCOTT
Aid. Kldridge, of I the committee to
It thoee who do advertiee.
spen their eyes and/wonder what
M Wlrtsf sad Seppllcs ChasrMty Qlvas.
HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES.
SPECIALTY MADE OF
which was referred ^tbe matters of sewer means.
turned
the
apparaonly
They
ANDREW M. MOOR.
TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
A common mistake of local advertisers
at the rear of F. H. Osgood's latable, reGENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Kllswortb
tus all night because without the light is to estimate the value Of advertising
Bstey Building. State St..
Twenty Years' Experience.
Agent Uuion Safe Deposit A Trust Co., of Portported that the sewer had been repaired
lost
on
the
black
be
would
sailors
the
for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
one newspaper by the amount
to
all
details.
Personal
attention
land,
Telephone
of
for
space
allowed
(15
by Mr. Osgood, who was
ocean.
or mall orders promptly attended to.
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
ashed by some other publication. It is a
the work.
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drug
But they are not their own judges. mistake of judgment for a business man
Store). Ellsworth. Me.
Adjourned.
in
Is
heralded
foreign
Their work
io eetimate the value of space in a repuflashed across the waters and table newspaper with a good circulation
lands—Is
Me.
Grant
I
don’t
Ellsworth,
St,
She—He was very tiresome, but
read by millions of people not only la by that of some 'other publication which
6 Beautiful gold plated collar or beauty
Telephone 5-».
think 1 showed It. Every time 1 yawned 1
but all over the world.
and
be
at
America,
business
will
any
price
accept
pins, for women. Latest designs. Sent
hid it with my hand. He—Baally, 1 don’t
Pinu:
still
be
Verily, the human heart may
pleased to get a.—Leavenworth (Kansas)
prepaid for 25c. Guaranteed.
Be aura to uu Gold Medal Flour.
see how so small a hand could.lhlde—or—
liaBELXeA. Hooper Co., 50 BromUeld St., Boston, Mass.
touched.
Times.
that is, wa are having beastly weather.

P. H. WALL & CO.

....

4

»»»

THE

----

CLARION.

Apples, Potatoes,

W. W.

Poultry,

Benjamin,

8 Day Watches $5

ELDR1DGE,

Fruit and Produce Commission Merchants

Capjfes’IxoRE

5Era~iriowr
Dentist,

Co.,

PLUMBING,
Heating,

Bangor,

ELECTRICAL

Jobbing.

EDWARD F. BRADY,

I

ALICE

Christmas Prat

20

ioc

Brewer, have been here a tew days, rlilting relative and friends. Mr. Ore Tea
Joined bis wile and son Saturday, and
they returned to Brewer with him Sunday

COUNTY NEWS.
NORtH CASTINE.
John P. Leech, of Camden, U
law days beta.

a

pending a night.

Mrs. F. 8. Ora Tea haa gone to Ellsworth
Miaa Margaret Conner baa gone to ?•- to visit friends.
nobecot (or an indefinite atay.
William L. Miles arrived home from
Friends of Arthur Conner are aorry to Brockton, Maas., Saturday. On bis way
here he visited his son Adalbert, in Auknow tbat he is confined to his bed.
S. Bridges and wife, of Penobscot, gusta.
William Higgins has moved to North
spent Sunday at Capt. Edwin Ordway’s.
William Linacott, of West
Miaa Meda Sawyer, of Penobscot, is at Lamoine.
Hancock, moved into the house Mr. Higthe home of her aunt, Mrs. A. K. Dodge.
gins vacated.
Miaa Chrystal Hutchins visited her sisM.
Nov. 5.
ter, Mrs. Reuben Devereux, Saturday and
W.

__

Sunday.
Capt. Bennett Dunbar went to Caatine
Saturday to spend the winter with his
daughter, Mrs. Charles Devereux.
Mrs. Joeeph Peterson end children and
Mra. Allard Staples, of destine, were
guests of Mrs. Helen Conner last week.
Fred Conner will move his family this
week into the bouse which he recently
purchased, and which has been thoroughly
repaired.
Charles McOeslio, of Bucksport, with
his wife and daughter Annie, a student of
Castina normal school, is visiting at Lewis

WEST TREMONT.
Mice Leola Rumill spent Friday night
wiA Miss Katie Pomroy.
Isaac Murphy is better. He has been
suffering much the past week.
L. 8. Springer came home from Burlington last week, after spending a week with
relatives.
Mrs. N. A. Reed, of Duck Island light
station, spent part of last week here on
business.
Miss Hazel Reed spent Friday night
and Saturday with Thereaa Lunt on
Clark’s point.

Hutchins’.

Mrs. ZulmaS. Clark came home Sunday,
after visiting her daughter, Mn. L. W.
Rumill, the paat week.
Mrs. W. H. Lunt and Mrs. Q. W. Lunt
are having telephones put in their houses.
L. S. Springer is attending to the work.

Mrs. Charles Devereux and son Richard,
who have been at her old home for some
time, returned Saturday to her home in
the village.
George WardweU and wife, of Chstine,
their grandchildren, were recent
guests of Mrs. Ward well’s mother, Mrs.

with

W. Rumill entertained the
grand deputy of the K. P. Sisters, Mrs. J.
Cunningham, of Vmalheven, Tuesday,
Oct. 31. She was here to visit the lodge.
Mrs.

Nellie Hutchins.
Manfred Mixer shot a deer last SaturIt was incidentally remarked tbat
Mr. Mixer was having more than his share
of good things, having captured a dear
one day and a deer the next.
A quiet wedding took place at the home
of Mrs. Lucy Mixer Friday, Nov. S, when
Sarah
Miss
Manfred and
her son
Sprague Littlefield, of Penobscot, were
The ceremony was performed
married.
by Rev. C. W. Lowell, of Castine, in the
presence of relatives. Useful and pretty
presents attested the esteem of relatives
and friends. The bride and groom have
the best wishes of the entire community
for a prosperons and happy wedded life.
L.
Nov. 8.

day.

The W. T. 1. society met with Mrs. W.
Fourteen
H. Webster Friday, Nov. 3.
members were present. The society will
meet with Mrs. Dennis Norwood Nov. 10.
Miss Rets Ram ill and Miss Ruth ThursSouthwest Harbor to attend
the dance, and spent Saturday and Sunday with Mias fiumill’s sister, Mrs. Ru-

dolph Qilley.
Friday evening the grammar school
teacher, Miss Anna Shea, and her pupils,
gave a hallowe’en party at the home of
Miss Birddell Pomroye. Ice-cream and
candy were served. All enjoyed the evening, with many games.

Mrs. F. N. Bowden spent Sunday in
Mrs. John
Bluehill with her mother,

Gray.
Miss Margaret Conner, ot Castine, came
to be with Mrs. Jfadith Waite durw

Thelma.

Nov. 6.

PENOBSCOT.
The regular union service was held at
the Baptist church Sunday evening, Nov. G.

inter.

CRANBERRY
Mr*. Charles E. Sparling returned tram
Boston Saturday.
Mrs. KUsa Stanley bee been visiting her
mother at Otter Cheek.
Miss Gladys Mayo was ths guest ot Mrs.
Lewis Ladd Monday.

EAST FRANKLIN.

I

Mrs. F. E. Blaisdell
Saturday on business.

was

Ellswortb

in

Gordon spent Sunday witb bis
aunt, Mrs. Ellen Crabtree, in Hancock.
Mrs. Olive Rutter is seriously ill at her
borne here. Her sister, Mrs. Nancy Aab,
ot Sullivan, is with her.
W. 11.

She was a meet set Isas bla
young lady, and mb* of th* leading teashera ia town.

in the ear.

Chpt. H. H. Power*, who has been sailing a yacht oet of Boston th* past asaann,

business.
Bed colds ere prevalent. Many children
have been out ot school the put week.
Mrs. Fred Steele end daughter Lola have
Boeton for an indefinite stay.

Marine lodge, F. and A. M., worked tha
third degree Tneeday evening. A On*
banquet followed the work.

assistant la tha Sunshine school to HU tha
vacancy caused by th* resignation of Mist
Susan Haskell.
Nov.

A_Bax.

gone to

Charles Stanley, of Manaat, Is employed
here, and is boatdlng with L J. Sparling.
Leslie and Seth Rice will begin building their new boat shop this week.
Mrs. Oscar Bragg wu the Week-and
guest of Mrs. Richard Harding.
Frank Kelly has been visiting his sister,
Mrs. John Banker, the put week.
Mis* Carrie Grant

and

Mrs.

Millard

BUTTON.
The lobster fishermen report fish scarce,
bringing u fair price.

but

Philip Bunker spent Sunday with his
parents, L. B. Banker and wife.
Mis* Edith Young, of Otter Creek, la
visiting relatives and friends her*.
family, of Great Cranberry, spent Sunday with hi* brother,
Os pi. W. A. Rios.
Seth Kies and

Sparling spent Saturday at Sutton.
Charles P. Black and wife spent Sunday
Miaa Vincie Bunker, who is attending with their daughter, Mrs. Everett Ferhigh school at Southwest Harbor, has nald, at Islestord.
been

home this week, ill of a cold.

Mias Ethel Stanley, who hu bun at
Islesford a few days, at Mr*. Walter Hadlock’s, returned bom* Monday.
Charles Page and wife, ot Bangor, who
boarding with Millard Sparling
and wife, returned borne Saturday.
have bun

The masquerade ball Monday evening
wu a great success, both
socially and
financially. Several from Manset and Seal
Harbor came in costume.
Schooner Gold Hunter landed lumber at
the wharf Monday for Bichard Stanley's
new house.
Nov. 6.
Rookct.
CASTINE.
Rev. Robert Doutbit has tendered his
u
pastor of the Unitarian
church, to take effect Jan. SI, 19U. He
has received e call to the put orate of the
Unitarian church ot Middleboro, Mass.
The cburch bu passed a vote uking him
to reconsider bis action.

resignation

Mrs. Joseph Peterson spent several days
among friends in Bangor last week.
W. A. Kicker and wife an spending
several days in Boston ana New York.
Postmaster C. H. Hooper is spending
among relatives in Portland
and Boston.

several weeks

Kev. George Patterson, of the Congregational church, returned home Friday,
after spending two weeks in Boston.

Mr*. Addle Smith, of Bockland, after
spending Hr* week* here, has gone home
for e few days. She will return the last of
the week.
Mr*. Means, of Sedgwick, left for her
this morning, after e pleasant two
week* spent with her newly-married
daughter, Mrs. Earl Stanley.
Tot.
Nov. A
home

_________

partridge cove.
William Emery, Jr., who has been employed at Bar Harbor though th* summer,
has returned home.

Edgar Springer, Mrs. Laura Mean end
Mrs. Alice Burkhart visited Mr*. Mary
Lord, of Surry, Bunday.
About twenty friends of Henry Bartlett
and wife gave them a surprise party Wednesday evening. Cake end ooffee were
served.

Edgar Springer, of Northeast Harbor,
Saturday night. He will return today, taking his sons Fred and Allard, who
have spent the summer with'their grandmother, Mrs. Lydia Springer. She will
came

accompany them for
Nov. 6.

a

visit of a few weeks.
Ucbbabd.

CAPE ROSIER.
John Blake is building an ice house.
Henry Gray will move bis family in the
Van Black house for the winter.
Wales Howard and wife went to Belfast

_____________________

a

week here

on

HULL’S COVE.

businesa.

Mrs. Fannie Wardwell and two youngest
children went to Bluehill Saturday, to
a pend the winter with her father.

Mrs. Lelia Gray is in Bar Harbor for
few weeks.

a

W. T. Chandler and wife moved to Bar
Harbor Friday tor tbe winter.
Rev. Mr. Jobe attended a convention in
few days last week.

Portlands

The ladies’ aid eociety of the Methodiet
church held a supper and entertainment
at the town hall Tuesday evening.
A

Mrs. Susan Nor well left Thursday for
Andover, Mass., to spend the winter witb
friends.

good

Miss Evadne Salisbury returned to
Massachusetts Thursday, to resume her
duties as nurse. She was accompanied by
her sister, Mias Ruth, who plans to study

sum

was

realised,

to

go

to the

church.
At

the next stated meeting of Penobscot

chapter, 0. E. S., Nov. 18, a program will
be presented during the evening. It is nursing.
Nov. 6.
hoped there will be a large number out, as
a pleasant evening is promised all who attend.

Irving Littlefield, of Portland, has been
in town a tew days with relatives. He
left thiB morning for Portland, accompanied by his father, J. H. Littlefield, who
will make

an

extended

Nov. 4.

woods back of Moore's hill.

visit there with his

Ankb.

The teachers of the normal school an<f of
the town schools,
together with the
trustees and superintendents, were delightfully entertained at the home of
Trustee J. Walter Weeks Saturday evening. Delicious refreshments were served.
Nov.«.
G.

Dr. Littlefield, of Bluebill,

EAST ORLAND.

G. H. Snow has purchased a yoke of
oxen of S. Rideout, of Buck's Mills.
H. A. Snow arrived home from Monson

Isaiah Newman, of St. George, N. B., is
visiting his da tighter, Mrs. Amy Pike.
Mrs. John Stront, of Cherryheld, was a
recent guest of her daughter, Mrs. Helen

Mrs. Willis Young, of Sandy Point, ia a
guest of Mrs. M. B. Joy.

Sperry.

W. H. Grass and wife wan week-end
guests of relatives in Brewer.

Mrs. Susan Sargent is
visiting her
daughter, Mrs. M. H. Havey, in West
Sullivan.

Mrs. Charles Uoogins and son Marls visited relatives in Franklin last week.

The C. E. rally was held here Tuesday
afternoon and evening, with a good attendance.
H. I. Freese and wife left last week for
Amevbury, Mass., where be will be employed this winter.

was

in town

Mrs. Adelaide Toung, with two children, of Prospect Harbor, visited her
mother, Mrs. Kelley, Thursday.
H.
_

F. 8. Graves was home from Bangor over

Sunday.

The

son

WEST FBANKUN.
S. 8. Scammon ia having soma repairs
made on bis mill.
8.8. Scammon baa

F BAN KLIN ROAD.

Mrs. Charles Graves and

_

Kermit, of

seething spray of Ely’s Liquid Cream

a crew

at Klondyke

camp sawing pulp wood.
Eugene Butler baa a position on Pollock
Rip lightship as second engineer.

Ponds, swampe and wells
ing water. Some walls have

still lackbeen dry six-

ara

teen months.
James M. and

Hal Clark

and

Irvin

Springer shot a moose Thursday, to the
westward of Old heath.
Nov. 6.

CB’n'gg.

It IffUil TM World
afltoBBdiot d«lma were first made

Item
Itehl
Scratch!
Scratch I
Itch I
Scratch!
The store yon wretch the wore#
the Itch. Try Dean’s Ointment.
It cercc
piles, eessias, any skin Itching. All dragKll
it_Add.
gists

end Piles. OulyMoefE.

coughing, dryneae sad tickling la the
throat, hoarecacw sad all ooaghs sad colds,
take Foley’s Honey cad Tar Oestpoaad.
Contains ao opiates.
Wot sals by six drag-

—

tk«

For

jUmtajreeer

Sores

gists.

cents

each,

and

F. Newman.

Indies fa the winter months.
Nov. 4.

8.

_

Mrs. Nellie Batcheler, who has been ill,
is better.
Herbert Tapley
Brookaville.

is

employed at West

MT. DESERT FERRY.

George A. Foes is quite ill.
Jellison has gone to Malden,
Mass., where he has employment in a
store.
Art ha

Mrs. Maria Haynes, of Trenton, was
called here last week by the illness of her
father, George A. Fees.

Hugh McKay, of Howland, a student at
Higgins classical institute, was a recent
guest at W. W.'Jellison’s.
Nov. 6.

Mr*. H. J. Wood has spent the past
week at Bar Harbor with relatives.
are

Mrs. Fred Stewart and daughter returned Saturday from
Massachusetts,
where they have spent the past four weeks.

man.

O. L. Flye, Miss Lettis Flys and Mias
Adels McFarland will laavs Thursday for
Boston to attend tbs Brooklin reunion,

C.
_

SALISBURY COVE.

Mrs. C. C. Cousins and Mias Louie* leave
, where they
will visit friend*.

Monday for Holyoks, Maaa

Winfield L Smith and wife, of Portland,
visiting their son, Leon Lewis Smith.

Lewis Hall is having extensive repairs
made on his buildings. 8. N. Rich is foreIsaac H. Emery and wife have spent the
past week at Northeast Harbor with their
daughter, Mrs. D. Q Hall.
Nov. 5.

R.
_

11.

U«a Fmn.

dorrs ISLAND.
Mrs. Maggie Tmsk
one day this week.

DBBB ISLE.
Agog.

twenty-five

Mr. Newman, of East port, baa been
spending a few days here with bis eon, G.

Sunday.

Ellis Springer is shingling his barn and
making other improvements on his buildings.
November
Nov. A
Mias Bens Springer visited Mrs. Mae
Gordon in Goulds boro a few days last
waek.
Nov. 8.

are

was

Ada Eerie.

NORTH HANCOCK.

Lobsters
scarce.

Oapt. E. W. Over, of Prospect Harbor,
here last week in his smack looking
Under the auspices of the Brook!in dub, for a small gasolene boat.
the Brooklin reunion will be held at
Oapt. E. K. Gott was in the harbor in
Knight of Honor hall, 2319 Washington the steam yacht Florence, on her way
street, Boston, Saturday evening, Nov. 11
from Toronto to New York, where she will
G. W. Herrick is president of the club and undergo same repairs before going on a
A. E. Stanley, secretary.
anise to the Florida coast and the West
BROOK. LIN.

_

Mrs. Florence Stanley spent several days
in Bangor last week.

SWAN’S ISLAND.

_

Bev. E. E. S nell returned Saturday from
daughter, Mrs. F. A. Miller.
Thursday. His friends are enjoying venia two weeks’ vacation.
The marriage ot Miss Sarah Littlefield son.
Bay Qriffln and Fred Nutter have spent
and Manfred Mixer was solemnized at his
School closed Saturday, after a successhome here Friday afternoon, at 3 o’clock. ful term. Miss Ames will not return, as the past week in Surry.
Rev. Mr. Lowell, of the Castine Methodist she intends to enter Chstine normal
Mrs. Susan Judge and Mis* Alice Judge
have gone to Concord, Maaa.
church, officiated. Their many friends scbooL
extend best wishes for a long and happy
Mrs. Byron Cartes, of Southwest Harbor,
Mias Hattie Whittaker is at home from
wedded life.
Nov. 8.
Wood locke.
Chstine, where she has been attending ia visiting bar brother, Isaac Mayo.
normal school.
Mr*. Julia Jackson has gone to Lynn,
M.
Nov.«.
Mass., where aha will be tbs guest of Mrs.
SOUTH GOULDS BOBO.

Nov 8.

G.

_

Mrs. Elsie Boyd and children arrived
Saturday for a few weeks' visit with her
mother, Mrs. Freeman R. Leach.

H. P. A. Bpofford, who baa bean in Bosfor a weak on bnsinaaa, ia home.

was

at Bass Harbor

Mies E. U. Peterson went to Bar Harbor

ton

Tuesday, and returned Thursday!

Capt. William Barns, Seth Stock bridge
and wife, of Atlantic, are in town visiting
relatives.

Mrs. Laura Moore has gone to Bar Harbor to spend the winter with Mrs. Edith

Mias Gertruds Greenlaw died Tuesday
in the Book land hospital, where ah* was
taken for a surgical operation for abscess
There is little danger from a cold or
from an attack of the grip except when
followed by pneumonia, and this never
happens when Chamberlain’s Cough
Remedy ia used. This remedy has won its
great reputation and extensive sale by its
remarkable cans of colds and grip, and
can Da relied upon with implicit confidence. For eels by all dealers.
Tbs "pare food law" Is designed by the
Govsrnsssat to protect the public from isingredient# in both food* and drugs,
t is oenraciul both to the public end to the
oo nsc lent loos munufucturer.
Ely's Crsum
Balm, u successful remedy for oold la ths
baud, nasal catarrh, hay fever, etc., containing no injurious drugs, must* fully tbs requirement* of ths new law. and that fust Is
prominently stated on every package. It
which
eeutadas bobs of the Injurious
are required by the law to be meurnusd on
tbs label. Hence yon saa use It safely.

tnrioos

drugs

COMPROMISE
By M. QUAD
Copyright. 1*U. by Associated Literary Free*

Kelley.
Nov. S.

Chips.
BUCKS PORT.

Charles L Davis died at his home on
McDonald street on Wednesday, Nov. 1,
aged sixty-nine years. Mr. Davis had
been in poor health several months. He
leaves a wife. Mr. Davis was an old
soldier and a member of James B. n«n
poet, Q. A. R.
_

The seminary football team defeated
Bar Harbqr high in a game here Saturday.

Score, 11-0.
COUGHING AT MIGHT
Means loss of sleep, which is bad lor everyone.
Foley’s Honey and Ter Cosepound stops
the coash et once, relieves the tickling end
dryness In the throat end heals the Inflamed
membranes. Prevents a oold developing into
bronchitis or pnenstonia.
Keep always In
the hones. Befose substitutes. Tor eels by
all drnggtate.

D. W.

WKRBDBN.
McKay la quite 111 again.

N. W. Hlggloa ia la wry
poor health.
Him MlidnJ Mayo ham to-day i~
where aha will naans,
at the nhaw hnainiw nnllegi.
G. M. Rich haa gone to

Northeaat

Hu

bor, whan ha haa employment onder En»
Hlggine la road-bnUdlng.
Mn. Marion

It may be the Widow Sharon Imagined a good deal of it hot when ah*
moved over to the village of Valley
Stream It seemed to her that the people thereof greeted her la an offish
manner.

All villages have their customs. The
custom in Valley Stream, and one that
had prevailed for a quarter of a century, was for a newcomer to at once
state certain facts to Deacon Horner.
If it was a widow she wss expected
to state her age, ber Income, ber Intentions regarding s second marriage,
whether or not her late husband died
happy, to what church she belonged,
ber attitude in regard to chnrch affairs and picnics. If she attended the
circus and whether she was going to

Uvs extravagantly or economically.
The deacon had always taken It upon
himself to act as inquisitor and then
go from house to bouse and spread the
He gave the Widow Sharon
three days to get settled and then
called.
Thai and there the good man received the surprise of his Ilf* He had
scarcely propounded question Ns. 1
when the widow replied:
“Sir, It is none of your bnaiasasr
Deacon Horner had never baa*
balked before, and It vexed him.
The widow had brought four bogs
with her, having been a farmer's wife,
and two days after the deacon's call
on# of those hogs came and nibbed
against his front gate.
Deacon Horner lifted np a rock and
batted that bog. The bog was hurt
and ran away squealing. A boy told the
Widow Sharon of It, and she put on
her hat and went straight to a justice
of the peace and got out a summons
for malicious cruelty to animals.
There was a state law covwlng the
case, and the deacon was fined $10 and

Whitten, of Nnrtheut Hubor, apent the past waak with her parent*
C. W. Kittredge and wife, while
Mr
Whitten was away on a
hunting trip
Greenville.
The Cert ley school league
gave, den*
laet Wedneaday evening at Knowie*
h»li
Than waa a flah pond, and
home-made
oandlaa wen aoid. The receipt,
will.
need for beautifying the new
ecbool-room.
Thla community waa ehocked by
th.
death of Mn. Alma P.
Hlggine, which
occurred laet Wedneaday
evening after u
lllneae of e few daye. Mn. Higgins
wM,
woman of eterllng quaUttea,
always reedy
to reapond to tba eall for help in mJ
and one wboee place wiU be herd to
flu
Funeral aervicea wen held at the
Saturday afternoon. Rev. A. p. Mscl>on,id
officially. Interment in Monnt View
oemebry. She leayee a hnebend, ooe
daughter and eererel grandchildren
two brother! and two liatere. They
h,„
the eympethy of all.
Nov. a.
m.

hooi

__

news.

costa.
II

may

dc irawrKvu

hkuiu

Horner was a good man, but there
is a Umit to goodness. Not that same
hog, but another of the widow's flock,
got into the deacon's cow lot. There
was nothing for him to damage, but
the widow was sued for trespass and
bad to pay $3 damages. She paid it
If you will wait long
and waited.
enough a cow will get Into your garden
and devour your cabbages. In this Instance It was the deacon's cow. and
there was another suit for trespass,
and the deacon was mulcted. Did he
forgive the widow and promise that
his cow should be good In future! He
He said to himself that ha
didn't.
would bring that defiant widow low.
All of a sudden the village of Valley
Stream began asking about the last
hours of the defunct Fanner Sharon.
It waa said that he died of bean disease after a quarrel with his wife
about another man. Perhaps the widow was not actually a murderess, but
She heard
she waa very close to It
the story, and she set out with an Iron
Jaw on her to run It down. In twenty-four hours she had It fastened on
the good deacon and had begun a suit
for slander. Deacon Horner made out
not to care, but when his lawyer came
to Investigate he was more than willing to settle for $100. Mr. Sharon
bad not died from heart disease, but
from the kick of a horse.
Then the fighting widow had to go
and put her foot In It. In some way
she learned that Deacon Horner hadn't
paid his pew rent for fourteen years
and that be bad passed a bad two dollar bill on a windmill man. She waa
Indiscreet enough to repeat this, and
the first thing she knew the deacon
As a matter of fact,
was after her.
hla pew rent was all paid up, and he
had the receipts to show. And as for
the bad bill, It was a windmill man
who had stuck him. The widow bad to
give back that *100 to settle the case.
By this time there wasn’t a family In
the village, nor for live miles around,
that wasn't taking sides, and society
was upset and the churches suffering.
Would be mediators had been to the
deacon and bis reply was:
"I’m sorry there Is any trouble, but
11 cant let no widow run over me."
And when they had gone to the
widow, she said:
"If you think I am going to let any
old widower boss me around you are
sadly mistaken."
Both sides were waiting for tbs nast
move, when the village was vlaMad by
a peddler of rat and moose traps.
He
had a whole wagon load. As he passed
from house to house he beard of the
quarrel, and when he had got to the
Widow Sharon's and sold her two
traps, he sat down and said:
"I'm going to stop this rumpus between you and Deacon Homer.
It
Isn’t right and It Isn’t nice. You and
he ought to marry."
“W-ba-t!"
And the rat trap man called on the
deacon and said:
"Drop It! You are hurting yourself,
pour church and the town. Court tbs
widow and marry her."
“W-b-a-tr
A seed had been planted, and It
wasn’t four weeks before It sprouted.
After their first astonishment was
over the deacon began to speak well
of her. and when be finally made an
excuse to call at the bouse, be eras
pleasantly received. Within the year
cod

William F. Jade and wife have moved Monday.
Miss Nina Varnum went to Castine SunHenry Woodworth and wile, of Bar
Eugene Jordan will go to Boston where
day, where she played the organ at the Harbor, were in town a few days last into the Perkins bouse on Perkins street,
and will occupy it during the coming be has employment for the winter.
Unitarian church.
and
week, the guest, of Seth R. Scammon
Mrs. Martha Mitchell, of Boston, is
winter.
Jaap r Leach, a student at the East wife.
Ira Varnum arrived home Satur- visiting her brother, Alvarado Qrmy.
Maine seminary, spent Saturday and SunCapt.
Rev. H. B. Arey, of the Methodist
William Counee went to Bristol Wedday for the winter. Oscar Olsen has gone
day here with relatives.
church, who has been away three weeks on to take his
Jiarge during Uapt. Var- nesday, in search of a motor boat he lost
Mrs. Ida Wardwell is at South Penob- for surgical treatment, is home, much imsome time ago.
num’a stay here.
scot, caring tor Mrs. 1. B. Goodwin, who proved in health. He resumed his labors
Mrs. Flora Gray haa returned from
The teachers and students of the normal
had a serious ill turn Saturday.
here Sunday morning.
school took advantage of the fine weather North Tisbury, Maas., where she has been
B.
Mrs. W. J. Creamer and son Warren reNov. 6.
f
Saturday, and took their dinner in the visiting her daughter, Mrs. Edith Harris.
turned to their home in Bangor Saturday
after

i-TOE-

returned home Wednesday.

The high ashool boys ihave'organised a
Lloyd Rios is working at ialestord with basket ball team, and have several genres
schednled for the near future.
Edgar Black.
Mill Hazel Greenlaw baa been appointed
Mr. Knigbta was in town Saturday on

ton went to

_

Sunday
ing the

L.

COUNTY NEWS.

there was a marriage.
"How In the world did that peddler

bring It about?" asked one of another.
■asy as pis. Yon have got to under-

stand human nature to seU rat traps,
and thin man had been on the road
| twenty yearn.

LAMOINE.

Stephen Young U

at

home for

•

short

Miae Abbla Coolldga ha* gone to Bu
Harbor, when aha will be employed.
BIvtn Covey, who baa been employed in
Bar Harbor tba peat rammer, is et home.
Not-

A_

r. H.

flftdi*y41(^sti**itg

SICKLY CHILD
Made Well By Vinol—Letter*
from a Grateful Mother
New Haven. Conn.—“My little girl,

ever alnce her birth, was frail and
sickly and nothing seemed to do her

any good until we tried your cod Ur.
or and iron tonic, Vinol. As soon u
ahe commenced to take It, I noticed
an Improvement In her health and appearance. She has now taken three
bottles of Vinol, and from the good It
has done her I can say It will do all
you claim (or it in building up and
strengthening (rail and delicate children.” (Name famished on request.)
Another mother of
Chicago, ill,
write*: "I can not say too much in
praise of Vinol for delicate, ailing

children."
We ask every mother of a frail,
sickly or ailing child In this vicinity
to try Vinol on ottr agreement to return their money if It does not do all
we

claim.
*

G, A. Parcher,
Ellsworth, Me.

Miserable

Dyspeptics.
All the world looks gloomy to the
He
with the upset stomach
the world through smoked glasses
and never tries to rub off the smoke.
Cheer up, Mr. Dyspeptic, there’s
bright days ahead of you. Go to G.
A. Parcher this very day and say “I
want a box of MI-O-NA tablets”.
Take them as directed, and if the misery doesn't leave your stomach and
bring a sunny smile to your gloomy
countenance, go and get your &n cents
back.
MI-O-NA stomach tablets will
promptly end the distress of indigesman
sees

tion, will stop nervousness, dizziness,
biliousness, sick headache and sleeplessness. Fifty cents buys a large box
at

G.

A.

Parcher’s

and

druggists

everywhere.
A GREAT

DISCOVERY.

Certain Ingredients That Really Promote Hair Growth when Properly Combined.
Reeorcin is one of tbe most ('A ctive
germ destroyers ever discovered by science
and in connection with Beta Naptbol,
which is both germicidal and antiseptic, •
combination is lormetl which destroys I be
germs which rob the hair ol its natural
nourishment and alio creates a dean,
healthy condition of the acalp, which prevents the development of new germs.
Pilocarpin, although not a coloring
matter or dye, is a wail-known ingredient
for restoring tha hair to its natural color
whan tbs lorn of hair has been caused by a
disease of the acalp.
Thorn ingredients in proper combination, with alcohol addad as a stimulant and
for ita wall-defined nourishing properties,
perfect perhaps the most effective remedy
that ia known tor scalp and hair troubles.
Wa hava a remedy which is chiefly composed of thessdngredlanta, in combination
with other extremely Invaluable medicinal
Wa guarantee it to positively
agents.
cure dandruff and
to grow hair, even
ia bare of bait.
tha
in

though

scalp

(pots

If there ia any vitality left in the roots, it
will positively cure baldness, or we will
•
refund your money. If tha scalp baa
glased, shiny appenrunoe, it’s an indicain
tion that baldness ia permanent, but
n
other instances we believe baldness
curable.
We west every one troubled with scalp
dlesaaa or lorn of hair to try Bexall “93
Hair Tonic. If it does not care dandruff
tbs
and grow hair to the satisfaction of
user, wa will, without question or quibble,
return every cent psid os for it. We print
efthis guarantee on every bottle. It bas
ol
fected a positive core In 93 per cent,
cases where pat to n practical test.
unBexall “98” Hair Tonic la entirely
like, and we think, in every particular,
or
better than anything else we know of
tha purpose for whioh it ia prescribed.
a
We urge you to try this preparation
of no
our entire risk.
Certainly wa know
better guarantee to give you. Bemember,
in Ellsyon sen obtain Boxall Bemediea
worth only at our a tore-The Bexall Store.
E. 0. Moon, our. opp. poetoffloe.
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bujehiul.
of Minneapolis, Minn.,
D B. Morrow,
for a abort stay.
J, in town
la in Boaton on a trip
Parker U. Clough
business and pleasure.

wmbini»*

Saturday for Machlaapoct to visit her
grandmother, Mrs. Charlee Johneon.
Hany Wood shot a large deer laet week.
Mr*. Angie Jewett haa returned from
Augusta.
Frank Ingalls, who
better.

much

was

ill last week, le

Mabelle and Esther Gott have gone to
Togns to work.

Oarr Hoyt, of Brookline,
b,iM Carolyn
‘n tow“ ,or • ,V>rt
Bus., '*
Rev. E. L. Sawyer spent several
of Boston, ia visitdays last
Bias l>ena Maddox,
week in Brewer.
Frank Maddox and wtfe.
her
parents,
ing
The
high school closed Friday for a two
waa the week-end
bliss Nellie Douglass
weeks’ vacation.
her mother, Mrs. Mina Douglass.
guest of
Arthur Chadbourn, who has been visitia in Elleworth for
Bias Edith Chase
at Jay Osllison’s, has returned home.
with Judge L. A. Emery and ing
winter,
lte
District Superintendent H. B. Haskell
wife.
preached in the Methodist church Sunday
Greene la spending a few weeks

pred

with bis
wife.

evening.
parents, William Greene.and

Charles Maromber and W. B. Lawrle, of
were In town a few daya last
week on business.
Aaron 3. Thomas and wife left for their
York Nov. 2, after apending
Home in New
at “Sunset C11IT’.
#
D* summer
Sheriff John E. Webstar, J. A. CunningE. Rowe, of Ellsworth,
ham and Harry
were in town on bnalnaas Nov. 1.

franklin,

The Misses Burrill and Whittlesey, of
Cleveland. ()., dosed their cottage, “Innwood.' at Parker Point and left for their
borne October 30.

Rev. J. D. McGraw and wife, of West
Pembroke, are visiting their son, s. A.
McGraw.

Ed. Osgood has returned from Gloucester, Mass., where he haa been to sell bis

potatoes.
Mrs. Etta Shapleigh, with her children,
la visiting her sister, Mrs. Charles A. Beal,
in Trenton.
Amos Sinclair tnd wife, of Northeast
are
visiting his father, Capt.
Charles Sinclair.

Harbor,
Mrs.

H. H. Harden and Mrs. Will
Phillips have returned from Cherryfleld,
where they hare been visiting.

Saturday, Nov. 11, the Brooklin high
From now until further notice the hour
school will meet the academy team In a
the of the Sunday services at the Methodist
return football game on Dodge field,
game will be oalled at 2.30. A fast and exciting game la expected.
The Southwest Harbor high school football team forfeited the game which was to
he played on Dodge field Nov. 4, to the
Bloebill academy; score 1 to 0. No reason
for not being on band to play was given
by the Southwest Harbor team.

church

will be 10 o'clock in the morning
afternoon. Sunday school

instead of the

at the close of the

meeting.

Nov. 6.

Anon.

WEST BROOKSV1LLE.
Miss Mary Jane Grindle, of West Sedgwick, is the guest of Mrs. George A. Stevens.

Abram A Kane held the most successful
Mrs. Clara Condon has been visiting
assembly of the season on Nov. 4, at the relatives in South Brooksviile the
past
waa
Tbe
march
led
Miss
bail.
by
town
week.
Davidson and John W. Kane, Jr., dressed
Charles H. Emery and wife, of Stockton
in negro costume. They were followed by
Springs, were week-end guests of their
Jfty couples. The neat assembly will be
mother, Mrs. Lydia Emery.
on Nov. 10.
Capt. Will 0. Tapley, formerly of this
The outlook for the carpenters and
and Miss Alice Robbins, of Woburn,
builders for the coming season it bright. place,
will be married in Portland Nov. 9.
Kayo A Townsend are at present it work Mass.,
Frank Hooper, of
it. Phillips Weston’s summer
Brooksviile, was
on Mr*,
Maine general
home, and have other work to follow this taken to the Eastern

Butler baa two cottages under
Frank L. Mason is
way for Dr.'Mllliken.
building an addition to A. 8. Thomas’ cotMr. Mason has tbe contage at tbe Point.
tract to build a large addition to Mrs.
Helen L. McKay's cottage on Teney hill,
H.
Nov. 8.

Job.

G. W.

hospital

in

Bangor

Tuesday morning,

Get. 31.

COUNTY NEWS.
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PATRONS OP HUSBANDRY.

I

of Grange In Maine Haa
OTIS.
Been Remarkable.
Min In belle Warren la home from BanTwo thousand Increase tor the Patrone
gor on her vaoation.
of Husbandry in the State lor the past
Arthur Moore, who haa been employed year ia claimed by State Master C. 8. Stetin Watervllle several months, returned son. The P. ot H. has already 68,000 or
home last week.
69,000 memoers in Maine, which entitles It
E. L. Grover and wife made a business to be heard as being one of the very
largest societies in the State. State Masand pleasure trip several days last week,
ter Stetson is confident that when this
visiting Bangor, Brewer and Eddington.
year’s records are looked over an increase
James Jordan and wife were in Bradley
to over 60,000 will be fonnd.
a few days last week, nailed there
by the
Maine ia now second in the United
serious illness of Mrs. Jordan's elder son,
States in point of grange membership,
George Webb, who is now better.
New York leading. ISnt Maine has the
Mrs. Charles Bunker and little grandhonor, besides having the largest grange
son, Donald.O’Ree, of Bangor, are visiting in the world, that of Honlton, of having
at the old homestead, guests of her brother, the
largest proportion of grange memberJ. L. Salisbury.
ship to the population of any state in the
Mrs. Hodgkins and sons, of Bar Harbor, Union.
last week visited
“1 am very gratified with the prospects
h^ sister, Mrs. Martha
Warren. Miss Keed, of Bar Harbor, was al- of the Maine grange at the present,"
so a guest of the Warren
family last week. said Mr. Stetson. “They were never
A real winter arrived here last Wednes- brighter than they are now. In regard to
day for a visit of three days. The snow, growth, increasing membership, the averaccompanied by evtrerae cold, made things age attendance at meetings, the interest In
rather uncomfortable for those who were national and State matters, such as the
not prepared.
parcels post, the direct primary, better
roads and maintenance of the State roads,
John Salisburv left last Sunday for
the members deserve to be congratulated.
Kingman, to be ike guest of Harry Smith
“1 have traveled in every county in
on a hunting trip of a few weeks.
Messrs.
Maine since Aug. 1, and cannot say too
Salisbury and Smith were apprentices last
strongly that agricultural conditions are
summer at the same garage, where they
splendid. The crops in general are exlearned to be chauffeurs.
cellent, and high prices are being paid for
The school had a pleasant entertainment them. The
sweet corn crop in the State
at the schoolhouse Friday evening consist- lrf better than it has been lor
years and,
ing of recitations, singing, dialogues and also, farmers are
getting a half a cent
drill exercises, after which cake and coffee
more a pound than they ever did before.
were sold.
The proceeds were to buy a
“The potato acreage this year is not as
chair for the school-room.
large as last year and the yield per acre is
Nov. 6.
Davis.
not quite up to the standard, but the
quality of the potatoes has improved
ATLANTIC.
much. What is more important to the
C. II. Allen has been in town a few days
farmer, the price is 200. per cent, higher
on business.
than it was a year ago.
Dr. Gage has been confined to his house
“As for apples, rarely have I seen such
with a bad cold.
uniformly tine fruit in my travels. Free
Mrs. Susan Pinkham was in Uockland a from blemishes, worms and other defects,
it is not strange that Maine fruit is comfew days last week.
a
this season. I was
Master Clyde Torrey has a record as a manding good price
talking the other day with a buyer from
trapper, having already trapped two foxes
my home town, Oreene, who has conthis season.
tracted for 12,000 barrels, .6,000 of which
The Atlantic social club has resumed have been delivered. He has
twenty men
will
It
meet
for
the
in
meetings.
present
at work packing them.”
Seaside hail.

ftqpl STittm,

^
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Growth

<

William Burns and wife accompanied
their daughter Lizzie to Deer Isle Monday, for a few days’ visit.

DO KISH

KGGL

PAIN?

AMMtelooL^fSU.

Stops

Pursusut to duty, t, mo. 44, of Iko.MRMd
u emrjded by chap. M of Ua pk>
llo lawa of 1900, I will at thw Trsa sneer Of
Bute's ofloo at Augusta, on tb« twenty annWnd
day of November neat, at 11 o'clock t wu, ooU
and convey by dead to tbe highest bidder. all
tbe lnteroat of the gut* In tfco tract* of laid
h*r*lnnftar described,
In nolnoortown ships, said tract* having boon
letted to the state for non-payment of
State, county and forestry distrlottaaea, ovrtlfled to the Treasurer of mate for tbe year Mb
The sale and conveyance of each tract win bn
made subject to 0 right In the owner or put
owner whom righto hove been forfeited* to redeem the feme et any time within one year
after the tale, by paying or tendering to tbe
pnrebaaer hie proportion of what the purchaser paid therefor at the sale with interact
at the rate of twenty per* cent, per annum
from the time of aale, and one dollar for release, or snob owner may redeem his interest
by paying an aforesaid to the Treasurer of
State as provided in chap. 9. sec. 46, pt the revised statutes.
mm
No tract, however, will be sold at a prloo
less than the fall sUCMidve thereon for such
unpaid State, county, and forestry district
taxes, Interest and cost#; ad described in tho
following schedule:

•Mint**.

Lameness

"I used Sloan’s Liniment

on a

mule for

'high lameness,’ and cured her. I am
without a bottle of your liniment;
have bought more of it than any other
Baily Kirs*.
remedy for pains.”
Cassadf. Jty.
‘Sloan’s Liniment is the best made. I
have removed vtry large slice boils off a
never

_

....

horse with it. I have killed a quarter
crack on a mare that was awfully bad. I
have also healed raw, sore necks on three
horses. I have healed grease heel on a
mare that could
hardly walk.”
Anthony G. Hiyrr. Oakland, Pa.,
Route No. >.

hancockcounty.
Acres
T. No. 7. Sonth Division, being
the entire township containing
seventeen thousand nine hundred forty acres, more or less,
T. No. 10, Sonth Division, psit of,
being a tract of land in tne west
part of said township, bounded
end described as follows: Beon the north line of
nd said to be owned by Jaeper
Wyman A Son. 966 rods, more
or less, from tho west line of
said T. No. 10, 8. D.; thence east
following the coarse of the said
company's north line 544 rods,
more or less; thence north 228
tods, more or less; thence west
644 rods, more or less; thence
sonth 283 rods, more or less, to
the point began at. Said described land is reputed to be
owned, in common and undivided. by Sewall A Uoodwin.
and contains eight hundred
acres, more or less,
T. No. 16, Middle Division, part
of, being sections 8, 4 and 7,
with the exception of a fiftyacre lot in said section 7; north
half ol section 8; sections 11, 17
and 19, and tbe north half and
southeast quarter of section 10;
that part of the coni'east quarter or section 22 and the southeast quarter of section 16 lying
east of the Nartaguagus river;
that part of section 86 lying
west of the Narragaagus river;
sections 23, 25, 26, 27. 28, 29, 31,
82; tbe north half of section 33;
sec ions 34 and 85, in common
and undivided. Said described
laud is reputed to be owned by
A. Campbell A Co., et als, ana
contains eleven thousand five
hundred seventy acres, more or
less.

SLOANS

I

good

for all farm stock.

“My hogs had ho$ cholera three days
before we got your liniment, which I was
advised to try
l h-re used it now for
three days and my hogs are almost well.
One hog died before 1 got the liniment,
but I havo Lot lost any .Uuct."
A. J. McCarthy, Idaville, Ind.
Sold by all
Dealers.
Price
50c. & $1.00

j

j

I

!

ticket

Glorious Hair

24

188

160

4 21

m. li.i
part or, oemg a
lot, numbered 23. in the

sixty

less,

County Savings Bank,

less,

130 414
James F. Singleton,
Treasurer of State.

SHERIFF'S SALK.
STATE OF MAINE.
October 80, a. d. 1011.
on this thirtieth day of October, a.
d. 1911, upon an (alias) execution dated
October 8, a. d. 1911, issued on a judgment rendered by the supreme judicial court for said
county of Hancock at the term of said court
began and held at Ellsworth within and for
said county on the third Tuesday of January,
a. d. 1906, in which judgment and execution
Gustavus F. Swift, of Chicago. Illinois, and
Edwin C. Swift, of Boston, Massachusetts, copartners and doing business a* Portland Beef
Company, are creditors, and Herbert W.
Grindle, of Bluehill, in said county of Hancock is debtor, and which execution in favor
of said Gustavus F. Swift and Edwin C, Swift
and against said Herbert W. Grindle for the
sum of fifty-seven dollars, sixty-five cents
($57.66) debt or damage, and one hundred sixteen dollars, fifty-six cents ($116 56) costs of
suit (together with thirty cents more for this
and one former writ of execution; runs
against the goods and estate of said Herbert
w. Grindle, the following real estate as the
property of said Herbert w. Grindle, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land with buildings situated in Bluehill aforesaid and more
particularly described as follows:
The house in which said Herbert W.
Grindle now lives and one acre of land around
said house; also the right to use water from
the spring and a right of way one rod wide
from his land to said spring; also a right of
way one rod wide beginning at the end of the
town road near the house (formerly) of Wilford E. Grindle and thence running southerly
along the westerly line of land of John M.
Snow, to the shore near the brook. All said
premises described as this day taken being
same premises devised to said Herbert W.
Grindle under the last will and testament of
said Wilford E. Grindle, which said last will
and testament dated December 16, a. d. 1900
was admitted to prebate at the term of probate coart for said county of Hancock held at
said Ellsworth on April 4, a. d. 1911.
And I shall at public auction sale at the office of Hale A Hamlin in said Ellsworth on
Friday, the first day of December, a. d. 1911 at
two o'clock in the afternoon, to satisfy said
execution and incidental charges, sell said
real estate taken on execution as aforesaid
and all the right, title and interest which the
said Herbert W. Grindle has in and to the
same.
John E. Webster.
Sheriff.
Hancock

bb.

TAKEN

Are Yob Rod Dowd?

UNCLAIMED DEPOSITS

acres, more or

T. No. 82, M. D„ part of, being a
farm lot in the northeast part
of said township, bounded and
described as follows:
Beginning at the northeast corner of
lana said to be owned by William L- Jackson; tbence easterly on the south line of land
said to be owned by M. W.
Jackson 120 rods, more or less;
thence southerly 160 rods, more
or less; tbeuce
westerly 140
thence
rods, more or less;
northerly 120 rods, more or less;
thence easterly 20 rods, more or
less; thence northerly 40 rods,
more or less, to the point of
beginning. Said farm lot is
reputed to be owned by Charles
H. Nickerson and contains one
hundred thirty acres, more or

_

|

7 48

half of said township,
bounded and described as follows: Beginning at the southeast corner of the publie lot in
the north half of said township;
thence south 100 rods; thence
west 160 rods; thence north 160
rods to the south line of the
public lot; thence east along
the south line of the public lot
160 rods to the point begun at.
Said lot contains one hundred

PATRICK

—

400

east

_

■
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Evidence of a Fisherman Seems to
Sidney Hawes left Saturday for SomerIndicate That They Do Not.
Mrs. Abbie S. Joyce, who injured her
ville, Mass. His wife and daughter, who'
For Every Woman Who Wants It.
j have been visiting relatives in Massachu- wrist severely while visiting her daughter Whether fish suffer pain from wounds
Any woman who neglects her hair
is
much
a
discussed
is
will
him
home
at
question
among
Vinalhaven, improving.
Tuesday,.
accompany
j setts,
cannot expect to have as lovely hair
I
am convinced that they do not,
Nov. 7.
anglers.
as the woman who doesn’t.
Jay L. Bobbins, of Opeecbee, raised a
a
is
DE. M’CUtDY 8 REMOVAL.
Wash the hair once a week, use
Miss. S. E.
Ellison returned home ruta-bags turnip this year which meas- says Kansas City angler. My opinion
based
on many
facts
like
this
which
1
PAKISIAN SAGE dally—keep your
Dr. E. H. McCurdy and wife left last ; Thursday from and extended visit in ured eleven inches in diameter, tbirty-one
have
related.
hair
brush clean, and in a few days
week for their new home in Rhode Island, Boston. Mrs. Kexiab Jones, who kept and one-half inches in circumference and
1 once lost two hooks in succession fish- you will give to your hair a beautiful
house for her during her absence, will weighed fouteen pounds and ten ounces.
where Dr. McCurdy will locate. Their
ing with bait in a deep hole under closely- lustre that you will be proud of.
S.
Nov. 4.
* spend the winter with Mrs. Maggie Blod*
PARISIAN SAGE is a most relimany friends here sincerely regret their
hanging bushes, where 1 couldn’t use a
gett.
so reliable that G. A.
able hair
removal. For five years they have resided
WALTHAM.
fly. Finding that my snells were not to Parcher tonic;
Tomson.
Nov. 6.
guarantees it to eradicate
here, and have greatly endeared thembe
1
a
knotted
hook
on
the
trusted,
line, dandruff, stop falling hair and itching
Alv»h Haslem and Henry Braley are
selves to the people through their true
tried the third time, and landed a fine
WEST 8UKKY.
working in Holden.
scalp, or money back.
worth and helpfulness.
from
whose
mouth
I
took
two
the
It should be used as a dressing by
Mrs. M. Q. Saunders is at home. She is
Ed. Rankin has rented a house of Alden trout,
Six vears ago Dr. McCurdy located in
1 had lost.
hooks
which
every member of the family because it
in poor health.
Haslem, and moved in.
Bluehill, and at once entered upon a busy
I once took a small trout on a fly, who keeps the scalp clean, prevents hair
Mrs. Daniel Carter, who has been ill a
There were spelling schools in each of
from turning gray,
and baldness.
and successful practice, for which hia long
rose sharply and struck with vigor, whose
is better.
the schoolbouses last week, and they were
Large bottle 50 cents. You will have
college training had well fitted him. A long time,
side had within a few hours been so badl>
for
no use
F. K. Saunders and Mrs. E. B. Saunders greatly enjoyed.
ordinary preparations after
man of fine principles and keen perceptorn by another fish, or by a hook, that
once iriving delightful
PARISIAN
Q. L. Jordan and family are occupying the skin was gone from the belly to the
tions, conscientious and, sympathetic, he were here Sunday to attend the funeral of
SAGE'a trial.
Mrs. S. E. Orindle.
soon won the respect and confidence of the
the Woodward cottage. Q. Wis well is liv- dorsal fin a full inch wide, leaving the red
people, both as a physician and a gentleLeon Orindle and wife have moved from ing in the home of Mr. Jordan.
flesh exposed.
lLc£a: cutes.
ma n.
1 have seen a skate, weighing more than
Simon H. Stewart, who has been boardBucksport to their farm. Alt are glad to
One year later he married Etta May El- welcome them back.
on
a
hook
in
bait
has
thirty pounds, caught
ing at M. K. Haslem’s for several years,
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
liott, of Clarence, N. 8., who immediately
In the matter of
)
Mrs. Stephen E. Orindle died Friday gone to Ellsworth where he boards with Fisher’s Island Sound, drawn up to the
H. Flanagan, [In Bankruptcy.
Patkick
identified herself with all the interests of
his
cut
across
and
throat
side of the boat,
morning, after a short illness of heart Miss Belle Moore.
)
Bankrupt,
the community, proUng with her talents
to
be
and
intended
a
supposed To the Pon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Distrouble. The funeral was held Sunday
Stephen. Jordan, with a crew of men, with gash
•nd tier willing service, a valued acquisitrict
court
of
the
United
States
for the Dishim.
The
to
kill
afternoon in West Surry. She leaves a has gone to Rocky pond to build camps to be sufficiently deep
trict of Maine.
tion to the aoci. ty in which she moved.
husband, one son, seven daughters and preparatory fo winter operations. Mrs. same skate was caught and brought out on
H. FLANAGAN, of Eden, In the
The charm of her personality, and the inthe same hook within thirty minutes afseveral grandchildren; one brother, one Ed. Jordan will cook for him.
county of Hancock, and State of Maine,
in said district, respectfully represents, that
fluence of her gracious and kindly spirit,
terward.
sister and a large circle of friends. She
was
which
the 29th day of July, last past,
he
on
The mill of Wilson Qoogins,
will long be felt, and gratefully remembe
from
Instances might
my was duly adjudged bankrupt under the
multiplied
was a loving mother and a kind neighbor,
Are recently, is being rebuilt.
destroyed
by
to
Aots
of
that
bered by those with whom she came in
relating
Congress
bankruptcy;
Other
could
own experiences.
anglers
one whom all oould look to in time of
1 he has
duly surrendered all his property
Although he had no insuranoe, and the famish
oontaet.
many more. From such observa- and
of property, and has fully comneed. Bev. E. L. Sawyer officiated at the Are caused him a
big loss, Mr. Qoogins tions I have become convinced that pliedrights
all the requirements of said *pts
Dr.
with
with
McCurdy recently passed
funeral. The bearers were S. O. Saunders, has the
and of the orders of court touching his bankenergy to try again. His many
honors the teets given by the medical
fish
sensation
that
wounds do not give to
Q. F. Grey, T. W. Carlisle and F. N. friends wish him suoceas.
rnjjtcy.
wherefore he prays that he may be dehoard of examiners of Rhode Island, and
which we call pain.
Trundy. Many out-of-town friends were
H.
creed by the court to have a full discharge
Nov. 8.
has located near Providence, where he
The angler, who has hooked a fish with from all debts provable against his estate
present.
1
has a tine opening. The beat wishes of
acts, except such debts
I*
halt and lost him, should not hesitate to under said bankruptcy
MARIA V1LLE.
Nov. 8.
as are excepted by law from such discharge.
their many friends go with them to their
throw again into the same spot; for unDated this 81st day of October, a. d. 1911.
new home, where it is
the
Intends
Lillian
Marsh
spending
hoped, the success,
Patrick H. Flanagan,
less the fish has been frightened by seeing
NORTH SEDGWICK.
prosperity sod happiness which they so
winter with Mrs. Emery Morrison. She
Bankrupt.
he will take the bait as
the
richly deserve, await them.
fisherman,
last
Boston
from
Orcutt
returned
John
la now employed there.
Nov. 6.
Spec.
Order of Notice Thereon.
the second time, and often with
readily
week.
Molbury Haslam and wife were in town more vigor, as if angry at its having es- District op Maibb bs.
BURRY.
On this 4th day of November, a. d. 1911, on
Armond Gray, of Bluehill, has charge of Sunday visiting Mrs. Haaiam’s brothers,
caped him. This is especially true of pike reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Mrs. RoecoeGaspar and two children left Mr. Abbott’s blacksmith shop.
Augustus and John Jordan.
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be had
and pickerel. I once took a pike in Olen
the same on the 15th day of December,
Miss Abbie Elwell left Monday for Bath
Arthur Moor, who has been employed Falloch, at the head of Loch Lomond, upon
d. 1911, before said court at Portland, in said
a.
a spoon four times before 1
en route for New York for the winter.
at Waterville the past season, la at home. who struck
district, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon: and that
landed him, ana each time was badly torn notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
Mrs. Emma Hooper, who was badly All are glad to see him again.
by the hooks.
I American, a newspaper printed in said dishurt by a fall a few weeks ago, is much
Bat, on the other hand, it is generally trict. and that all known creditors, and other
Herman Jordan and wife, of Waltham,
true that if a trout is pricked by a fly persons in interest, may appear at the said
better.
were in town Sunday visiting Mrs. Jorcause, if any they
place, andofshow
book he will not rise to it again. This is, time and tne
said petitioner should
have, why
prayer
Lester Carter shpt a wild goose last dan’s mother, Mrs. Elisa Carr, who is in perhaps, owing to the simple fact that he not be granted.
has found no taste of flesh on the hook.
And it is further ordered by the court, that
Awaken to the Danger and Care week, which when dressed weighed seven failing health.
In one single instance in my experience the clerk shall send by mail to all known
8.
Nov. 8.
pounds.
I have known an exception to this rule. creditors copies of said petition and this order,
the Weakened Kidneys.
addressed to them at their places of residence
mounMrs. George Alien and daughter FlorOasting on a lake ain the Franconia
stated.
BLUEHILL FALLS.
two-pound trout and asWitness
tains, I pricked
the
Honorable Clarence Hale,
ence have returned from Melrose, Mass.,
clear
The
water
was
of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
Kidney tic knees rone yon down to the where they have been for two weeks.
Austin Chatto is working for Mrs. pricked him badly.
Judge
and I saw him rush off, torn, and as my at Portland, in eald district, on the 4th day
verge of collapse before yon know the
BAH.
McKay.
Nov. 8.
fly again fell in the same spot, go at ft of November, a. d. 1911.
cause.
When yon seem unable to pin
him. I
Jambs E. Hbwbt, Clerk.
fL. 8.]
Mr. and Mrs. Mersevey, of Camden, with a fierce dart, and I landed
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
of course, of trout as I have known
your mind to any task, your bock aches
SEDGWICK.
apeak
Attest:—Jambs E. Hbwbt, Clerk.
have moved to the Point boose.
them.
end yos cannot do an ordinary day’s
R. A. Bracy ia taking a few weeks’ rest
Dr. Varney and Miss Carter, of Old
work, It is tins to ask yourself this ques- at borne.
stwruacmintt.
Town, spent the last three days at Mrs. A.
tion : “Ass my kidneys working rigbtT”
Mrs. R. W. Dodge and master Howard B. Conary’s.
The answer As in your condition.
Somerville Monday.
The schooner E. 8. Wilson, Gapt. BarSick kidneys slacken their filtering ntorned to
I. B. Oandage baa moved from tbe Moon bour of Stonington, loaded for the Allans
work and the uric sold circulates with
IN THB
will
bat
book to Traveler’s Home,
the blood, attacking brain, nerves, muslast week.
cles and vital organs. Don’t wait for the not open tbe bouse this winter.
home
back
to
moved
her
Angie Candage
serious treebto begin using Doan's KMF. E. Ferguson and wife have moved Friday, attar keeping house for her
°ey Pills whon gpn teal the Aret backache from Chelsea to their place hen, when brother for three months.
EllawortH, Main*.
or first noties nrinsry disorders.
This they will make their home.
Crumbs.
Nov. 8.
The following ate foment eoqtalns the nnme, the amount standing to hie credit, the last
remedy has given new life and strength to
known, place of residence or postcOce address and the fact of death, if known, of every detai— am* Dority, who baa been with
I8LE8FORD.
thousands.
positor in the Hancock Oonnty Savings Bank, who has not made a deposit, or withdrawn any
friends In Needham, Mass., while receivthereof, or any part of the dividends thereon, for a period of more than a years next
Proof of merit In en Ellsworth dttsen’s ing medical treatment, returned home
Mrs. Belle Moore and daughter Evelyn part
preceding November 1,1911, and Is not known to the treasurer to be living.
statement.
Tharaday, accompanied by Miss Grace returned home last Wednesday.
Amount StandDate of Laat DeLast Known Whether Known
Name of
E. J. Clark, Barry Bond, Ellsworth,
Moseley. Mias Mosley ntorned to NeedResidence,
to be Deoeaeed. posit or Withdrawal,
Mrs. Walter Stanley and son Norman
lng to Credit.
Depositor.
Me., says: “Doan’s Kidney Pills are ham Friday.
I 1H
from a visit of several Sarah B. Ingalls,
Sept, a, 1879
Ellsworth, Me.
returned
have
and
medicine
9 88
Dead.
14.
1879
an
Heffective
Apr.
certainly
kidney
A. Springer,
Nov. 8.
weeks with relatives in Waltham, Mass.
Dec. 81,1880
9 77
I cannot recommend them too strongly.
Sullivan, Me.
Fannie M. Simpson,
Walter Hadlock and wife spent a few Wm. O. McDonald, for
Some years ago 1 was annoyed by attacks
Chamberlain’s Stomach and Liver Tab- days last week In Bangor and Rockland.
tbe suppression of
64 08
Dead.
Feb. 14, 1878
Ellsworth, Me.
of kidney complaint. Tkera were sharp, lets do not sicken or gripe, and may be Miss Ethel Stanley, of Great Cranberry,
liquor in
2 29
Nov. 8, 1878
Eastbrook.
V. Butler,
most
Giacomo
tbe
with perfect safety by
18 80
kept house for Master Russell during his Clarissa G. Carter,
Janet, 1888
shooting peine across the email ol my taken
Sedgwick, Me.
delicate woman or the youngest child. parents’ absence.
8 88
Jau. 4.1819
Bar Harbor, Me.
Wm. A. Milliken,
back and the kidney secretions were ir- Tbe old and feeble will also nnd them a
588
Oct 12.1878
G. W. Reynolds,
8.
Nov. 8.
8190
regular In passage. Doan's Kidney Pills moat suitable nmedy for aiding and
Jan. 15,1880
Dead.
Ellsworth. Me.
_
S. P. Thomas,
Oct. 4,1880
41 98
Bar Harbor.
Dead.
David Rodlck,
bed been recommended to me, end 1 strengthening their weakened digestion
2 05
Feb. 21,1880
Mt. Desert.
A leiy liver leads to chronic dyspepsia and Geo. W. Barns,
and ngalating the bowels. For aale by
18 75
Sept. 18,1881
finally began their nee. 1 could soon aw all dealen.
weakens the whole system. Warren Watson,
constipation
Dec. 81,1880
8 22
P. Simpson,
Harry
lhat they were helping me, and I conDoan's Reguleta (15 cents per box) correct the K. H. Swett, Guardian
tinued taking them until I wee better in
of Roberta A. Oarliver, tone the stomach, care constipation.—
A MAIL OABBIBB’S LOAD
100 90
Apr. 9, 1885
lisle,
every way. Binoe then I have used Doan’s Seems heavier when be has a weak back Hid Adwi.
Jan. 28.1888
10 70
Llewellyn F. March, Bayslde.
Carrier
kidney trouble. Fred Lruehren,I Mall
June 8, 1888
8 73
Kidney PHls occasionally, and the bast of at
Louisa H. Hodgkins, Lamoine.
have been
Atchison, Kas.. says:
1 88
5. 1887
A Burglar’s Awful Deed
Sept.
H.
Ralph
Wooster,
trouble
bladder
results have always followed.”
and
bothered with kidney
McV
1888
9 89
Me,
7,
Columbia
A.
Falls,
Nash,
as
a
Ralph
my hack. may not paralyse a home to completely
Por sale by ail dealers. Price SO cents, and had a severe pain across
9 42
July 20.1800
Dr. King’s New Victor L. Hodgkins, Lamoine, Me.
Whenever I carried a heavy load of mall, my mother’s long Illness. But
2 45
West Brookaville, Me.
Sept. 1, 1891
FosUr-MUburn Co., Buffalo, New York, kidney trouble increased. Some time ago I Life Pills are a splendid remedy for women. Sami W. Tapley,
2 45
1,1801
Sept.
Rob.
B.
since
benefit
in
Tapley,
constipa"They gave me wonderful
sole agents for the United States.
started taking Foley Kidney Pills, and
rid or all tion and female trouble," wrote Mrs. M. C.
I
have
entirely
them
to
gotten
is
true
best
the
ebove
statement
taking
according
my
knowledge and
T hereby certify that
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take mv kidney trouble and am as sound now as Dunlap, of Leadili, Tenn. If ailing, try them.
Ohablbs C. Bobbill, Treasurer.
belief.
15c at E. O. Moose's.
no other.
ever,” For sale by all druggists.

Hancock

$

Knning

LINIMENT
is

Mag

Krated

Sloan’s Liniment is a reliable remedy for any kind of
horse lameness. Will kill the
growth of spavin, curb or splint,
absorb enlargements, and is
excellent for sweeny, fistula
and thrush.
Here’* Proof.
j

«WV^*

or MAIMS.

|
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NOTICE OP FORECLOSURE.

'TTT'flKREAS, Martina A. Bodge. of Brewer,
Penobscot county, Maine, by ber mort▼V
gage deed dated the nineteenth day of October, a. d. 1908, and recorded in the registry of
deeds for Hancock county, Maine, in book 483,
page 886, conveyed to the undersigned,
Phronia L. Hagerthy, of Ellsworth. Hancock
county, Maine, a certain lot or parcel of land
•Ranted in Rllswortfc Aforesaid, at a place
eel led Reed’s Brook in said county of Hancock, and bounded and described as follows,
▼is.: Bounded on the north line of the laU
Edward Moore beginningon the west side of
the road leading from Ellsworth to Otis and
Mariaville at the southeast corner of the lot
hereby conveyed; thence running westerly
one hundred and eighty-two rods to the head
line; thenc« south forty-nine degrees east on
said head line one hundred rods; thence
south forty-nine degrees east one hundred
and eighty rods to the road aforesaid; containing one hundred and twenty-five acres,
more or less, with the appurtenances; and
whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been and ia now broken, now therefore by
reason of the breach of the condition thereof, I
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage and give
this notice for that purpose.
Ellsworth. Maine, October 28,1911.
Phbonia L. Hagerthy.
By her attorney, Edmund J. Walsh.
NOTICE OP

FORECLOSURE.

"1Y7HEREAS, Cadwell O. Gray, of Penobv?
scot, Hancock eounty, State of Maine,
by his mortgage deed dated October 28, 1904,
recorded in Hancock county registry of deeds,
book 414, page 29, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain lot of real estate situate in
said Penobscot, bounded and described as follows: Being the same fully described in said
mortgage deed to which reference is hereby
made; and whereat the condition of said
mortgage has been broken, now therfore, by
reason of the breach of the condition thereof,
I claim

a

foreclosure of said mortgage.
Celia Alexander.

Castlne, Me Oct. 81,1911.

COUNTY NEWS.
PRETTY MARSH.
been in the
Mrs. Fred Bartlett, who
Bar Harbor hospital for treatment, is.at
home, much improved in health.
has

Mrs.

spent

Florence Gray, of Mount Desert,
the week-end with Mrs. Maria

Haynes.
Mrs. R. H. Davis, of Trenton, and Master Madison, visited Mrs. Nathan Smallidge last week.

POWDER
Pun

Abmolutoly

Economizes Bailer, Floor,

Eggs; makes the food more

appetizing

and wholesome

The only Baking Powder wade
front Royal Grape Oeaat of Tartar

COUNTY NEWS.
SULLIVAN HARBOR.
Mrs. 8t»n Wilson has
from Boston.

returned home

Varnum went to Bangor Saturday. All
returned home Sunday except Mrs. Varin
num, wbo will spend a week or more
Brewer and Brooksville.
W.

S. Smallidge ia building

Harry Moody and J. Hunt, of Newburyport, are guests of A. S.-Gray.
Mrs. George Noyes and son George, of
Presque Isle, are guests of C. H. Preble.
Mrs, W. A. Urann and daughter Margaret hare gone to Chelsea for a few
weeks’ visit.

Miss Adams, of Ellsworth, and
Lord, of Calais, were guests at W. O.
Emery’s Sunday.
The annual meeting of the Sorosis will
be held
Wednesday afternoon, at 2

contract

for

the

built this

winter.

will do the

mason

Mr.

Smallidge

to the

o’clock, at Mrs. C. A. Stimson’s.
The death of George Mitchell occurred at
Sorrento Wednesday, Nov. 1. Funeral
services were held at the home Friday
afternoon, condncted by Rav. G. Mayo, of
Franklin.
Those who were kept at home by the inclemency of the weather Tuesday evening,
missed the event of the season. The
hallowe’en party at the hall was a very
pleasant occasion. The hall was appropriately decorated, the platlorm being conformed to a regular witches’ camp, with
its wigwsm. A kettle hung over the fire,
and protruding from it was a venomous
(T) snake. Miss Edith Joy represented
“Mother Growler”, and made hearts happy
her fortune telling. The
or otherwise by
program, consisting of violin, instrumental and vocal solos and recitations, wss
Prizes were awarded to
much enjoyed.
Blanche Kinsley for the most grotesque
costume, and to Vera Seavey for the best
representation of a witch. Mrs. A. S.
Cummings, Mrs. C. A. Stimson and Mrs.
R. A. Black were judges. Lemonade, cake,
apples and candy were served. A rising
vote of

party
much

thanks wasextended to Mrs. W. H.
under whose management the

was

arranged,

credit.

and

who

All the costumes

deserves

were

very

pretty. Miss Josephine Hawkins crested
much

enjoyment

and wonder

with her

pumpkin head and ghostly apparel. Games
and dancing closed the evening’s entertainment. The proceeds are to begiaed for
new books for the Sunday school library.
H.

Nov.«.
_

PROSPECT HARBOR.
Mix Alloa M. (Jala has gone to Watervilla tor tbe winter.

(lay Whitten has gone to Rockland to
continue his wprk at a business school.
Guy Cole bas gone to Amesbury, Max.,
where he has employment tor the winter.
Mrs. L P. Cole entertained at tea Oct.

30, tor Miss Clara Allen, to celebrate her
birthday.
Fred Shaw, of Goulds boro point, was a
recent visitor of his brother, Frank Shaw,
at

“Tbe Sands”.

W. F. Bruce has returned from his hunting trip. F. F. Hill, of Dorchester, Mass.,
returned with him for a short visit.

Capt. Deasy and wife entertained a tea
party recently. Cards and music were enjoyed. Mias Julia Guptill, of Goulds boro,
among the guests.
Clarke Blancs has concluded his vacation and has returned to the University ot
Vermont, college of medicine, where he
enters on the work of his third year.
was

Miss Audrey Hunt,-pastor of the Metbodiat church, with Mrs. Henry Hamilton,
Mrs. E. A. Over, Mrs. Margaret Vansaw
and Mrs. Ada Stevens, of her congregation,
left Monday to attend the Sunday school
institute at FfttpAald.

Unity dub had

clubhouse

Smyth cottage, to be
B. W. Candage A Son
on this cottage.

work

ia also

adding

a

music-room

R. M. Hoe cottage.
Rex.

Nov. 6.

Miss

Seavey,

a

the water front tor the use of the snroMr. Smalliige also baa the
mer people.
on

MAN8ET.
C. E. Knight

was

in

town

last week

on

—

Mrs. Liasie Conary, of Surry, is spending tbe winter here with her son, P. A,
Canary.
Mrs. Archie Potter and daughter Leofte
Who have spent the summer in Kendueksag, have returned here for the winter.
Mrs. Pearl Grindle, of Bluebill, who bar
spent a few weeks with her daughter,
Mm. Herman Brucy, has returned home.
Mm. T. A. Mclntire, Mm. Clarence Lyand Mrs. Jamx
nam, Mm. George Eddy

Harry Lawton is at home taking charge
of his father’s canning shop. Mr. Lawton
is still weak from bis recent serious Hi-

Miss Myra Keniston, wbo has been bor hospital to be treated for a diseased
working at Mrs. W. H. Ward’s, was called foot, has returned to her daughter’s home.
her There is no improvement in her condition,
home by the illness and death of
critical.

father.

which is

Frank Smith' and wife will leave tomorrow tor New York to visit their son
Henry. On their return they will visit
Mrs. Smith’s brother, George Moore.

The Congregational sewing circle met
with Mrs. Venia Hodgkins October 25. A
surprise treat of candy and frnit was enjoyed. On Nov. 1 the circle waa entertained by Mrs. Florence Clark, and the
postponed election of president, and viceMrs. Lida
president was taken up.
Cousins was elected president and Mr*.
Mrs. A.
Alice Higgins vice-president.
M. Lawton had previously been re-elected
secretary and treasurer. Fancy crackers,
etc., refreshed the busy workers.
BFKAT.
Nov. 8.

of Indian
Point, are here to spend the winter with
their daughter, Mrs. Roxie Fernald. Mr.
and Mrs. Fernald moved into their new
home about a month ago.
Samuel

Burns

and

wife,

Mrs. Frank Fernald and
daughter
Uldine have gone to Portland to visit Mrs.
Fernald’s sister. They were aeoompanied
aa far as Rockland by Myra Stanley, of
Mon began, wbo has been here on a visit.

now

_

WINTER HARBOR.

Ephraim Drew baa gone
enter

a

to

Houlton to

business college.

_

moggin.
Hon. Henry W. Sargent ia in Boaton
bnaineea.

on

Cbarlea K. Footer ia viaiting bia parent*
Newton, Maaa.
Sherman Sargent apent last week with
frienda in Hartland.

in

Hinckley ia spending his vacawith bis parents.
Mias Etta Mann, of Surry, is the gueat
ol Mrs. Frank Billinga.
Parker

tion

Willis White is at borne from Klneo,
where be baa been employed.
Mrs. Esther O. Thwaitee visited frienda
in Sooth Brooksvilla last week.
Mra. Frank Harding and son Ralph am
visiting frienda in Massachusetts.
Calvin Billinga left Thursday for Camden to Join the steamer Minaeola.
J. Frank Hinckley baa returned to Milton, Maas., wham he baa employment.
Mias Josephine Hinckley ia home from
Milton, Mass., whom aha visited frienda.
Mm. Clam Clapp, of North Sedgwick, is
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. Fred J.

Cbarlea Williams, of Watervtlle, waai
night and
gueat of relatives hem Saturday
*

Sunday.
Mr. Stewart, of CherrySeld, was ham recently to look over the Oroutt place win
a view to purchasing.

Mieeet Verna and Sadie lawrie have returned to their schools in East brook, eftai
a week’s vacation at home.
Mies Vera Butler, who baa been visitin|
r*
iDg bar aunt, Mrs. Ruby Bragdon, baa
turned to bar borne in Eaat brook.
Nov. A

The Baptist chnrch held Ha services at
the Neighborhood bouse Sunday, as a naar
furnaoa ia being inatal led at Union church,
and the building could not be heated.
Soothweet Harbor first team defeated
the Northeast Harbor juniors SO to Oat the
athletic field Saturday.
A return gaum
will be played at' Southwest
Harbor

Saturday.
Nov.

7._P.

O.

MAINE POTATOES.
STATE COULD

SUPPLY

ENTTRB

RATION.
NOTHING omu MOB* PBOMIBB THAN
DOM THB FtrrDBB OF MAINS
POTATO INDUNTST.

(Prom
If

U» Portland Hoard

mod

BROOKSVILLE.

be,

the

of Trad* Journal. [

State ot Motne

can

ta iavr th* acreage «m 4*4B0 and
tba pn>.
d action *86*000 bomba la. In
iggg ,.
“**■** waa (1308 and tba prodot Ion a.
B*S0* a alow and substantial growth
daring tha period ol twenty-six *«»«
Between thoaa yean the highest
,cmJ
in one year waa 71351 in 188* with aZ
d notion ol 7,882380 boa beta, bat tbe
largest
production was in 1883, whan 70,866 acres
produced 8318386 bushels. In that period
Aroostook had not reached its position
ol
supremacy and the crop was distributed
generally throughout the State, thus affording further evidence of the adaptabtli-'
ty of the soil in ul! portions for this rwr.
ticoiar vegetable.
A VICTORY OF METHODS.

It was in 1883 that a railroad was
opened
direct to Moulton and tbe potato
industry
begun 40 develop. lu 1884 there was an
acreage of 58,131 and a production of
834*888 bushels and in 1885 an acreage of
8230 and a production of 10,138,088 bushels. bqt daring tbe next five years there
waa • marked decrease in both lines.
The
Aroostook soil >aa not different, but etperience had not then taught tbe best
methods of cultivation, and daring
four
of those Bve years, with potato
growing
being boomed in Aroostook, the total production in the whole Bute was less
then
daring many years when the possibilities
of the northeastern oounty were undreamed of. The figures of those flve
years
■re Intonating: In 188* 48,140 seres
produced 8,108,100 bushels; 1897, 41,768 sores

2.404371 bushels; 1888,46,916 seres, 5,972,960
bushels; 1889, 46386 acres, 6314,235 bushels; 1800, 49308 acres, 6,200308 busbels.
From that time on the increase was
by
leap* and bounds, nntli the figure of 1909,
2836*000 bushels, grown on 130,000 seres,’
stood at tbe Urgeet in the history of

Maine np to that time.
The decade ending in 1809 showed the
resultant the experimental work of tbe
flve years preceding it, when farming
Aroostook county bee a wonfallen off to a Urge exlamps were broken and other malicious I
derful record and its toil and its people operations having
mischief done.
tent in other parts of (he Bute, the
prodeserve all the kind words which have
A.
Nov. 8.
down of Aroostook were straggling manbeen said of them, as wall aa the profitable
to solve the problem of the best
nsnlta which have been won by the fully
SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.
methods of cultivation. That tbeir efbat
the
it
not alone in
growers,
county
No work on the quarries makes business
forts were successful is shown by tbe marita productivity, its prospects or its opslack here.
vellous results they achieved.
portunities.
Not the least imporunt feature of their
There was a ballowe’en party at ForA similar situation prevails generally
finding is the fact that successful potato
resters’ hall.
throughout Maine and New Hampshire
in Maine depends principally on
Albert Leach has moved bis family to along the lines of tbe Maine CSntnl nil- raising
the plan of campaign followed in tbs
East Bluehill.
road; in every eonnty there exist* toe
growing; that is, with the soil end cliMiss Eatber Gray has gone to Bangor, greater or lesser degree tbe same chances
mate as existing, everything rests upon
in
for
success
thia
winter.
bmnch
of
for
the
baa
she
where
agriculture the ideas
employment
adopted in planting,
aa have existed in the northeastern
secCapt. Herbert L. Hutchinson, of the
harvesting, end marketing tbe crop.
tion.
wrecked schooner Lois V. Chapels, ia at ;
This, of course, is tantamount to an unThe mixed drift with which practically
home.
derstanding that like methods will prothe whole farming region of Northern
duce like results anywhere else with simiJe> M Bakeman baa moved bit famu; inNew England is overlaid makes an ideal
lar basic conditions.
to tbe bonee recently purchased by bim of
•oil for raising potatoes, providing, as it
tbe Levi Franks beire.
That, therefore, is tbe crux of the Maine
does, a loam which la not too heavy, and
Tbe acbooner lawrence Murdock, Cbpt. which, except in hollows, ia easily potato situation-where up-to-date methods ere adopted and followed, success is
Consist, baa gono to South Goulds boro to drained. An ample rainfall is necessary
bound to eosus, with the foundation afload flab for Glonoeater, Maas.
and long periods of sunlight in the growforded by Nature’s gifts of soil and cliWillie Bates, Willie Hutchineon and ing season afford an advantage, while cool
mate.
_.
Millard Robertson have gone to New York •nd clear atmosphere is of marked benein tbe acbooner Charlotte T. Sibley, with fit. In these details nature has been more
EAST SULLIVAN.
than kindly to this region, and it remains
Cbpt. I. F. Hutchinson.
Mr*. F.etchsr Martin and Mist Bessie
C.
for mankind to comply with additional
Nov. 6.
in Bangor.
requirements essential to winning success Crowley spent Setnrday
COREA.
Miaa Emetine Johnson will spend tbe
in this field of effort.
Lemon Farrar spent Sunday with friends
Energy and expel ience have brought winter with Mrs. Amanda Simpsou.

developing,

at Corea.

in Maine a method of cultivation
The service conducted by Kev. Mr. Browhich, in combination with the gifts of tberson Sunday morning was much
A
nature, has resulted in a production of enjoyed.
potatoes tar excelling that of any other *Mre. George Graham baa arranged a
portion of the^nation.
birthday party for Miaa Lillian Perkins
MAINE’S BIO LEAD OVER OTHER STATES. this evening.
The average yield per acre in the great
Specking of large pumpkins, one <ss
potato-growing areas of New York,Michi- raised by Morton L. Urann which tipped
gan, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, Ohio and tbs scales at eighty-four pounds
Minnesota, varying somewhat in location
Frank Johnson and bis slater, Mrs. Julia
and years, is less than ons hundred bushA. Dyer, will leave for Massachusetts
els, while in Mains it la quoted at from
for the winter, visiting their
200 to 226 bushels, a preponderance of Thursday,
sister, Mrs. Cole, in Poland Springs, rn
opinion favoring tbs latter figure. While route.
It may be true that the Mains method ia
Word came Monday forenoon thst
toon expensive, the vast difference in results Is proof that It Is far mass satisfac- W. K. Hanna. Hugh Havay and S. Hooper
bad shot a large moose on the puins.
tory and profitable. It Is on tha substanmoose
tial foundation afforded by these figures There was great rejoicing, as
that Maine bases Its claim as tha non- meat at thla season of the year is good.

about

Lewis HoIUa, of Bar Harbor, ia tbe gneat
of Charles Christenson.
William Sparling and wife spent Sunday
with bis father, » bo it quite poorly.
James Coombs is having bit mason work
done by George Farrar, of Goulds boro.
Tbe proceeds of tbe school league entertainment were fS, instead of |18, aa stated.
Mrs. Etta Young ia spending a few
with bar daughter, Mrs. Ethel

weeks

Noyes.
S.

Nov. A
_

Mrs. Cora B. Bolfe has gone to Gloucester, Mass., to visit her brother.

SOUTH DEER 1BLE.

Seagirt grange bald its regular masting
Saturday evening, Nov. 4. The first and
teoond degrees were worked on one candidate. Foot applications were reoeived
Nov. 7.
and referred to the Investigating com- pareil potato Btats, and every indication
mittee. It waa voted to. have a grange goes to show that this proud position will
sociable Nov. 14. After the regular busi- be maintained during gens rations to come.
SSbiitiscnunt*.
ness, recess waa declared. Refreshments
For many years, because of the splendid
were served and games played.
Grange successes mat with in Aroostook county,
waa than called to order and the lecturer the
•
story of tha potato in Maine has been
is
presented a fins program.
ragardad as relating particularly to that
A nrmin—rt fipw of many colas
of tbe unconscious
county—and thia ia not without reason. tfco sodden
of
NORTH LAMOINE.
The wonderful opportunities for tha perspiration by exposure to a change
taking the
whether
Colds,
tuber
ware
of
tha
temperature.
realised largely
John Adams and wife, of Ellsworth, and growth
E. C. Hammond has Just completed a
with entering, running
of Cblaia, visifed rela- through the magnificent results which ac- form of Coryaa
with
nice piece of State road, on the Birch Har- Mias Myra Lord,
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Arthur Band and Lester Merchant have
Work is fast progressing on the base! gone to Beaton to visit friends.
ment and wall for Centennial 'hall. Mr.
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Bend and wife have gone to French’s
Capt. C. L Babaon ia at borne (tom Egge- I camp, Eaat brook, bunting.
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E. C. Jordan lost a valuable horse Iasi
week.

Miss Jessie Lawton is spending a few
days in Bangor the guest of the Misses
Phil brick.

Will Hamor Holmes is having some improvements made on his boose, raising
the ell for chambers, and extending the
dining-room.
Miss Marlon Clark will leave to-day for
Tnomas Fernald, who haa employment Rockland to lake a commercial college
in Bar Harbor, spent Sunday with his course where Miss Martha
Mayo is also
family here.
enrolled aa a student.
Congratulations are extended George
ine UIRD KBWI [iwueu mol ii-wpwu
Dolliver on his marriage to Miss Addie a challenge from the Northeast Harbor
28.
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Muse on
team, playing a lively game on Saturday,
A. E. Foss and son Robert and Mr. Nut- and winning the victory, 21-0.
ting, engineer of the cold storage plant,
Hr*. Stock bridge, mother of Mr*. Bert
are in the Maine woods on a hunting trip.
Hobinson, who was taken to the Bar Har-

harvest supper hallowe’en night, and an entertainment.
Both won very successful in a social way,
but not the financial benefit expected,
owing to ths rainy night. Tbe entertainment was especially good, consisting of a Sargent.
8m.
Nov. A
witches’ dance, spook band, recitations,
___
and tinging appropriate to the occasion.
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Georgs Anderson, of Harrington, ia a
SEAL HARBOR.
guest of bia nieoe, Mra. Vivian Abbott.
a

Mrs. Grace Pease left last week on her
fall trip to Boston and other cities.

annual

Mrs. Susie Leo, of Bath, is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Sarah Haynes.
Mrs. Nellie Clark has gone to New York
with her sister, Mrs. Nettie McIntosh.

Miss Lena Newman, wbo once lived here
but, who for the past few years has been
boarding with Mrs. L. F. Tekesbury, of
Atkinson, is here for a short visit with
relat.vesand friends.
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Friends of Benjamin Carter are sorry to
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been received with a* mneh scepticism aa
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for a speedy recovery.
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W. B. Walker ia building a cottage at nostication, figures
occurred Sunday morning, Pretty Marsh
avail. The record ot the ten yean reloses one of her oldest residents. He had Brooklin tor bia daughter, Merle Sampson,
ferred to stands aa a tangible, definite rebeep in poor health for some time, but it and Mias Bancroft.
sult. An estimate of what the yean may
was not known in the community that he
Mrs. W. E. Perkins with dangnters
bring forth is in the realm of theory and
was dangerously ill until a few days bei Bernice and Hope, of Gornville, visited conveys to the avenge mind little confore bis death. Mr. Keniston was a kind her
brother, B. E. Grindle, last week.
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of Bar Harbor, apd Miss Myra Keniston,
C. Roy Tapley, accompanied by Select- potato production in the State of Maine 1*
of this place; also one son—William E.
pnoticaliy limitless. Thousands of idle
men Havey and Grindle, on Monday took
Keniston; two sisters—Mrs. Joy, of West
Frank L. Hooper in bia automobile to acne will respond satisfactorily and profitEden, and Mrs. Clementine Higgins, of
where he was committed to the ably to the efforts of energetic and courSeal Harbor, and a number of grand- Bangor,
ageous men to grow these tuber*.
insane hospital.
children. The sympathy of the communiTbe impression
which has gained
Some one broke into Ella’ hall Friday
ty is with the sorrowing family.
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